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 Povzetek 
V zadnjih letih smo priča vse večji penetraciji majhnih razpršenih virov energije (RV), še posebej 
obnovljivih (sončne, vetrne, male hidroelektrarne itd.), v razvijajoči se elektroenergetski sistem (EES), 
ki jih je treba učinkovito krmiliti, spremljati in združevati. Zato so potrebni napredni koncepti, kot so 
virtualne elektrarne (VE), ki temeljijo na uporabi sodobnih informacijsko-komunikacijskih tehnologij 
(IKT). Uporaba koncepta VE ni mogoča brez učinkovite, zanesljive in varne komunikacijske 
infrastrukture, ki omogoča dvosmerno izmenjavo podatkov med vsemi entitetami (operaterji prenosnih 
sistemov, operaterji distribucijskega sistema, trgom električne energije, sistemom VE in RV). Doktorska 
disertacija obravnava tematiko komunikacijskih sistemov za spremljanje podatkov iz RV.  
Zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema pomembno vpliva na zagotavljanje storitev VE, kar je 
pomembno, ko VE sodeluje v časovno kritičnih procesih—na primer pri nudenju storitev izravnave. V 
okviru naših raziskav smo se osredotočili na analizo komunikacij v smeri navzdol, med sistemom VE 
in RV. 
Za raziskavo vpliva zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema na aktivacijo posameznih RV in celotnega 
delovanja VE smo razvili model preverjanja zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema VE. Za razvoj 
modela smo uporabili realne meritve zmogljivosti komunikacijskih sistemov iz obravnavanih študij 
primerov VE, ki so uporabljeni za nudenje storitev izravnave. V doktorski disertaciji je razvita 
metodologija merjenja zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema VE.  
Celotna metodologija zajema metodo za merjenje zakasnitev signala in metodo določanja vitalnih 
parametrov kakovosti storitev (QoS) komunikacijskega sistema VE. Obe metodi kot osnovo uporabljata 
posnetke zajetega omrežnega prometa. Zaradi dostopnosti in konfiguracije posameznih opazovanih 
študij primerov VE (različni RV, komunikacijske tehnologije in protokoli) smo lahko izvedli in 
analizirali meritve, izvedene v izbranem časovnem obdobju delovanja. Rezultate meritev, natančneje 
zakasnitve, smo uporabili kot ključni vhodni parameter pri razvoju analitičnih modelov porazdelitve 
zakasnitev, ki smo jih vključili v model obnašanja VE. V okviru raziskav smo na podlagi numeričnih 
simulacij izbranih primerov uporabe VE raziskali in ovrednotili dinamično obnašanje VE. Na ta način 
smo proučili potencialne vplive, ki bi lahko ovirali VE pri nudenju storitev izravnave.  
Predlagana metodologija, analiza meritev, modeliranje in numerični rezultati simulacij, ki so plod 
našega raziskovalnega dela, podajajo pomemben vpogled v obnašanje komunikacijskih sistemov VE in 
razumevanje njihovega vpliva na zagotavljanje storitev VE.  
Ključne besede:  
pametna omrežja, sistemske storitve, storitve izravnave sistema, razpršeni viri energije, prožnost, 
virtualna elektrarna, komunikacijski sistem, komunikacijski protokoli, QoS. 
Abstract  
The following PhD thesis presents challenges related to communication systems for data monitoring of 
distributed energy resources (DER). In recent years, we are witnessing the penetration of increased share 
of small-scale DERs, especially renewables (solar, wind, small-scale hydropower, etc.) into the evolving 
power system, which needs to be efficiently controlled, monitored and aggregated. In order to do so, 
advanced ICT-based concepts such as virtual power plants (VPP) are needed. Therefore, an overview 
of the VPP concepts and their engagement in the electric power system was conducted. This includes 
an exhaustive overview of the VPP communication systems architecture from several aspects.  
However, to enable VPP concept, reliable communication systems for data exchange between all entities 
are fundamental. Their performance significantly impacts on the VPP service delivery, which is vital 
for cases when VPP participates in time critical process, for example balancing services. In the scope of 
our research, we focused on analysis of downstream communication between VPP system and DERs.  
To investigate how communication system’s performance—more particularly communication latency, 
effects individual DERs activation and overall VPP service delivery, we developed a VPP behavioural 
model and performance simulation environment. For the development of the model, we used real 
measurements of VPP communication system performance of operational VPP deployment case studies 
utilised for the provision of balancing services. Methodology for measurement of VPP communication 
system performance, which we developed, is presented in the thesis.  
The complete methodology comprises of method for measuring signal latency and method for 
determining vital quality of service (QoS) parameters of VPP communication system. Both methods use 
network traffic captures and analysis as basis. Due to the specific configuration of each observed VPP 
deployment case studies (different DERs, communication technologies and protocols), we 
systematically analysed the measurement results conducted during the selected operational timeframes. 
The measurement results—more particularly latency, were used as an essential input for the 
development of analytical distribution models of latency, which are included in VPP behavioural model. 
In the thesis, we investigated and evaluated the dynamic nature of the VPP by using numerical 
simulations for the selected use cases to outline potential issues that could hinder successful delivery of 
balancing services. 
Proposed methodology, analysis of measurements, modelling and numerical simulation results, which 
are the fruit of our work, bring important insights into the VPP communication systems behaviour. 
Keywords:  
smart grids, ancillary services, balancing services, distributed energy resources, flexibility, virtual power 
plant, communication system, communication protocols, QoS.  
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Razširjen povzetek 
 
P1 Uvod 
Hiter razvoj in prehod iz centraliziranega elektroenergetskega sistema (EES) v t. i. razpršena pametna 
električna omrežja (angl. Smart grid) temelji na inovativnih pristopih in rešitvah, ki temeljijo na 
informacijsko-komunikacijskih tehnologijah (IKT). Temeljni namen teh pristopov in rešitev je 
povečanje učinkovitosti in zanesljivosti delovanja sodobnih elektroenergetskih sistemov [1]–[3]. 
Penetracija vse večjega števila razpršenih virov energije (RV), zlasti obnovljivih (OVE), kamor spadajo 
sončne, vetrne, manjše hidroelektrarne itd., v distribucijsko omrežje prinaša končnim odjemalcem 
dodaten delež potrebne električne energije [4], [5].  
Množična integracija RV v distribucijsko omrežje prinaša več izzivov, ki jih je treba ustrezno 
obravnavati, da bi lahko dosegli celovito izrabo njihovih koristnih učinkov. Najpomembnejše izzive na 
tem področju izpostavljamo v nadaljevanju. RV, vključno z OVE, ki so integrirani v omrežje, 
povzročajo dvosmerne pretoke električne energije in vplivajo na preobremenitev elementov omrežja, 
kakovost električne energije itd. [6], [7]. Nepredvidljiva narava OVE, zlasti sončnih in vetrnih elektrarn, 
ki je posledica vremenskih razmer, povzroča odstopanja (viški ali presežki energije) električne energije 
v EES, kar prisili operaterje prenosnih sistemov (OPS), da izvedejo zakup vedno večjih količin 
sistemskih storitev – predvsem rezerv za vzdrževanje frekvence (RVF). Vire, ki so prilagodljivi in 
omogočajo prožnost, lahko OPS uporabijo za vzdrževanje frekvence sistema [8]. 
Optimiziran nadzor in spremljanje delovanja RV sta bistvenega pomena pri preprečevanju 
destabilizacije razmer v električnem omrežju, saj prispevata k bolj usmerjenemu delovanju RV [7], [9]. 
Zaradi sorazmerno majhnih kapacitetah RV uveljavljeni koncepti, kot so virtualne elektrarne (VE), 
pridobivajo veljavo, saj se uporabljajo za združevanje (agregacijo) RV, spremljanje in nadzor obnašanja 
RV ter izkoriščanje potenciala prožnosti [6], [10]–[17]. Velja poudariti, da VE predstavlja eno izmed 
rešitev za upravljanje RV in njihove prožnosti.  
Glede na literaturo je koncept VE širok in ga lahko definiramo z različnih vidikov. Avtorji v [12], [14], 
[18], [19] definirajo VE z vidika elektroenergetike kot fleksibilen portfelj združenih različnih RV z 
enotnim obremenitvenim diagramom, ki se navzven obnaša kot samostojna proizvodna enota. Kot je 
razvidno iz [20], je koncept VE definiran z vidika IKT kot kompleksen sistem, ne glede na to, ali je ta 
nameščen v oblaku ali kot samostojna rešitev. Koncept VE, ki temelji na uporabi IKT, vključuje funkcije 
naprednega upravljanja podatkov, optimizacije, napovedovanja in varne izmenjave podatkov na osnovi 
različnih komunikacijskih tehnologij in standardov [21].  
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VE se v EES vključuje kot samostojna entiteta ali pod okriljem večjih energetskih deležnikov 
(agregatorjev, trgovcev ali ponudnikov storitev izravnave). Uporabljena je lahko za tržne ali tehnične 
namene [14], [17], [18], [20], [22], [23]. VE za tržne namene omogoča trgovanje prožnosti, ki jo 
omogočajo RV na različnih segmentih trga [24] – na primer sodelovanje in oddaja ponudb na 
izravnalnem trgu [14]. Skupen obremenitveni diagram, ki ga daje VE, tako predstavlja najbolj optimalno 
izbiro RV iz portfelja z obratovalnega in ekonomskega vidika [17]. Novi udeleženci trga imajo tako z 
uporabo VE priložnost razviti nove poslovne modele in ponuditi svoj potencial prožnosti na različnih 
segmentih trga (trg znotraj dneva, trg prožnosti ali izravnalni trg) po konkurenčnih cenah [7], [25], [26]. 
VE za tehnične namene združuje RV in sodeluje pri reševanju lokalnih omejitev v omrežju [27]. Tipično 
so VE za tehnične namene uporabljene v domeni distribucijskega omrežja za lokalno upravljanje 
omrežja – odpravljanje lokalnih omejitev in zamašitev v omrežju [14], [28]. 
Koncepti, ki neposredno izhajajo iz pametnih omrežij: vključevanje OVE, pametno merjenje, 
spremljanje kakovosti električne energije, prilagajanje odjema, mikro omrežja, VE itd. [2], [29], 
potrebujejo za delovanje zanesljive komunikacijske sisteme in infrastrukturo [30], [31]. Ta mora 
izpolnjevati specifične zahteve, ki veljajo za posamezen koncept in področje uporabe [31]. Za uporabo 
naprednih funkcij spremljanja in nadzora omrežja morajo komunikacije omogočati dvosmerno 
izmenjavo podatkov v sprotnem času med vsemi akterji na komponentni, obratovalni in poslovni ravni 
vzdolž EES [3].  
V konceptu VE so komunikacije temeljne pri nadzoru in spremljanju portfelja RV [32]–[35]. 
Zanesljivost in zmogljivost sta bistvenega pomena, zlasti kadar VE sodeluje pri nudenju časovno 
kritičnih storitev, kot na primer storitev regulacije moči in frekvence [36], [37]. V praksi tehnične težave 
na strani RV ali napake v komunikaciji privedejo do situacij, ko je ogrožena dobava storitev VE. Okvare 
in težave na strani RV so nepredvidljive, zato nanje ne moremo vplivati. S pravilnim vpogledom v 
delovanje komunikacijskega sistema VE in izbiro ustrezne arhitekture komunikacijskega sistema 
(tehnologija, protokoli, omrežna oprema itd.) se lahko vpliv napak v komunikaciji omili.  
Glede na zgoraj navedeno je temeljno vprašanje naše raziskave, kako določiti in oceniti delovanje 
komunikacijskega sistema VE. Ugotoviti želimo, kateri so najvplivnejši kazalniki kakovosti storitve 
(QoS), kot so zakasnitve, izguba paketov, pasovna širina itd., ki opisujejo zmogljivost komunikacijskih 
sistemov VE. V tem kontekstu je treba nasloviti še nekatera dodatna vprašanja, vezana na izpolnjevanja 
časovnih zahtev, ki veljajo za posamezne storitve. Kako strogi so časovni okviri za izmenjavo podatkov 
za procese izvajanja storitev izravnave? Kako kritične so zakasnitve in izguba podatkov med lokacijami 
ter kako to vpliva na zagotavljanje storitev, ki jih nudi VE?  
Iskanje odgovorov na zgornja vprašanja zahteva razvoj ustrezne metodologije za merjenje zakasnitev 
signalov in analize QoS, ki temelji na spremljanju omrežnega prometa znotraj koncepta VE. Ker VE, ki 
združuje realne RV, deluje predvsem v domenah OPS in operaterjev distribucijskega sistema (ODS), je 
iii 
nujno, da imamo metodologijo, ki ustreza različnim postavitvam VE. To predstavlja motiv za razvoj 
celovite metodologije za opazovanje VE v obratovanju, ki uporabljajo heterogene komunikacijske 
tehnologije.  
Mnogokrat med zagonom sistema VE naletimo na situacije, ko vpliv komunikacijskega sistema na 
storitve, ki jih zagotavlja VE, ni znan. V takih primerih je uporaba modeliranja in simulacij primernejša 
in koristnejša alternativa kot poseg v delovanje dejanskih sistemov VE. Aktualne razpoložljive rešitve 
za izvajanje kosimulacij, predstavljene v [38]–[40], ki združujejo dinamiko električnega in 
komunikacijskega sistema, trenutno ne podpirajo vseh posebnosti sistemov VE.  
Pred zagonom sistema VE je konfiguracija različnih sistemskih parametrov (dvižni časi RV, proces 
aktivacije, zmogljivost komunikacije, zakasnitve signalov itd.) ključnega pomena za zmanjšanje 
nepotrebnih operativnih tveganj. Raznolikost konfiguracij VE in nerazpoložljivost tovrstnih 
simulacijskih orodij nas motivirata, da razvijemo namensko simulacijsko okolje, ki temelji na modelu 
obnašanja VE, da bi razumeli vpliv komunikacijskih zakasnitev in dinamike RV na storitve, ki jih 
zagotavlja VE [13]. Zbrane realne meritve komunikacijskih zakasnitev lahko služijo kot vhodni 
parameter za razvoj analitičnih modelov porazdelitev, implementiranih v simulacijsko okolje za 
preverjanje zmogljivosti VE.  
Kljub temu sta tako analitični kot simulacijski pristop mnogokrat zasnovana na osnovi predpostavk, ki 
so potrebne za poenostavitev realističnih problemov, kar ne odraža vedno realnega obnašanja sistema. 
Zato je pristop opazovanja, ki temelji na realnih meritvah, bistvenega pomena za preverjanje rezultatov, 
ki so plod analitičnega in simulacijskega pristopa. Iz tega razloga je za simuliranje različnih primerov 
uporabe treba upoštevati realne vhodne parametre RV, tehnične nastavitve VE in kazalnike uspešnosti 
komunikacije.  
Tovrstne simulacije so še posebej obetavne za ponudnike storitev izravnave (PSI), ki uporabljajo 
tehnologijo VE za ponujanje storitev izravnave OPS, da preverijo skladnost s časovnimi zahtevami 
izbrane storitve. Poleg tega se v okviru razvijajočih se evropskih izravnalnih platform, ki izhajajo iz 
Uredbe Komisije (EU) 2017/2195 o določitvi smernic za izravnavo električne energije [41], 
predvidevajo še zahtevnejše časovne zahteve procesa. S tega vidika je treba posamezne časovne 
prispevke vseh vključenih entitet (OPS, sistem VE, RV) skrbno optimizirati s ciljem zmanjšanja 
zakasnitev signalov in prenosa podatkov.  
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P2 Predstavitev problema in raziskovalni cilji 
Zaradi širine področja pametnih omrežij, ki med drugim zajemajo učinkovitost integracije RV in OVE 
v distribucijsko in prenosno omrežje, razvoj in uporabo naprednih IKT-platform za upravljanje 
prožnosti, združevanje, spremljanje in nadzor RV, se osredotočamo predvsem na vidik IKT. 
Doktorska disertacija tako obravnava tematiko zanesljivosti in učinkovitosti komunikacijskih sistemov, 
ki se uporabljajo za spremljanje, nadzor in združevanje RV z uporabo naprednih platform za upravljanje 
prožnosti. Delo obsega platformo VE, uporabljeno za tržne namene, ki lahko na izravnalnem trgu ponuja 
sistemske storitve (npr. regulacijo moči in frekvence) OPS. V nadaljevanju so izpostavljena ključna 
raziskovalna vprašanja.  
 
P2.1 Raziskovalni cilj 1: Kako oceniti zmogljivost komunikacijskega sistema VE na 
relaciji do RV? 
Za učinkovit nadzor in upravljanje različnih geografsko dislociranih RV ter celovit izkoristek njihovega 
potenciala prožnosti VE potrebuje dvosmerno komunikacijo. Zato je med VE in posameznimi enotami 
RV nujno potrebna izmenjava informacij z uporabo sodobnih IKT in protokolov.  
PSI, ki za upravljanje portfeljev RV uporabljajo koncept VE, lahko sodelujejo v okviru sistemskih 
storitev – natančneje, v regulaciji moči in frekvence (proces vzdrževanja frekvence (PVF), avtomatični 
proces za povrnitev frekvence (aPPF), ročni proces za povrnitev frekvence (rPPF)). Vendar pa morajo 
sistemi VE izpolnjevati vse tehnične zahteve, vključno z zahtevami, ki se nanašajo na komunikacijo in 
izmenjavo informacij. Zahteve predpisujejo OPS v skladu z operativnim priročnikom ENTSO-E za 
celinsko Evropo [42] za izvajanje izravnave EES.  
Poleg tega je z regulatornega vidika ENTSO-E predstavil novi okvirni sporazum o sinhronem območju 
(SAFA), ki vsebuje več pravilnikov, vključno s pravilnikom o regulaciji moči in frekvence [43] – 
naslednikom operativnega priročnika ENTSO-E za celinsko Evropo. Vendar komunikacijske zahteve 
za najzahtevnejše storitve, kot sta rezerva za vzdrževanje frekvence (RVF) in avtomatska rezerva za 
povrnitev rezerve (aRPF), ostajajo enake kot v [42]. 
Ključno vprašanje, ki se postavlja, je, kako oceniti zmogljivost komunikacijskega sistema VE – zlasti 
na relaciji do RV. Tovrstne informacije so ključnega pomena pri ugotavljanju, ali je izmenjava 
informacij med VE in posameznimi RV znotraj določenih časovnih okvirov. Dodatno so informacije o 
zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema VE pomembne pri ugotavljanju, ali je ogrožena dobava 
(združene) kapacitete VE ogrožena zaradi morebitnih težav s komunikacijo.  
v 
Prvi raziskovalni cilj, ki smo si ga zastavili, je predlog, razvoj in testiranje zanesljive in celovite 
metodologije za merjenje in evalvacijo zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema med VE in RV. 
 
P2.2 Raziskovalni cilj 2: Kakšne so zahteve QoS v okviru delovanja RV in zagotavljanja 
storitev VE?  
Zmogljivost komunikacijskega sistema se oceni na podlagi merjenja in analize parametrov QoS. 
Običajno se v telekomunikacijskih omrežjih analiza parametrov QoS izvaja na osnovi omrežnega 
prometa, zajetega v določenem časovnem obdobju med delovanjem sistema. 
V multimedijskih aplikacijah, ki uporabljajo internet in temeljijo na IP-komunikaciji (npr. digitalna 
televizija, strujanje video vsebin, govor prek IP-ja), ostajajo različne ravni zahtev QoS, ki so zahtevane 
za kakovostno delovanje posameznih storitev. Najpomembnejši parametri QoS, ki omogočajo vpogled 
v delovanje komunikacijskega omrežja in storitev, so pasovna širina, zakasnitve, izguba paketov in 
trepetanje.  
Tako kot v multimediji imajo tudi v elektroenergetiki telekomunikacijske tehnologije za različna 
področja uporabe različne zahteve QoS. Kot primer lahko navedemo opremo za merjenje kakovosti 
električne energije, releje in odklopnike, zaščitne elemente, regulacijske enote za izvajanje regulacije 
moči in frekvence, ki imajo popolnoma drugačno pogostost izmenjave podatkov, dovoljenih zakasnitev 
signalov, zahteve po pasovni širini itd.  
Drugi raziskovalni cilj, ki smo si ga zadali, je analiza in določitev izbranih parametrov QoS, ki jih je 
treba spremljati na relaciji med VE in RV za oceno delovanja komunikacijskega sistema. Na osnovi 
omrežnega prometa, zajetega v različnih operativnih VE, smo izvedli podrobno analizo izbranih 
parametrov QoS.  
 
P2.3 Raziskovalni cilj 3: Kakšen vpliv ima zmogljivost komunikacijskega sistema VE 
na celotno zagotavljanje storitev VE?  
Komunikacijski sistemi za spremljanje in nadzor nad RV ne delujejo vedno brezhibno [33], [34]. 
Napake, ki se pojavijo pri prenosu podatkov, so posledice različnih razlogov (stohastika omrežja, fizične 
omejitve uporabljene tehnologije, nepravilne nastavitve komunikacijskih naprav, zakasnitve itd.). 
Najpogosteje se napake pri prenosu podatkov pojavijo pri komunikaciji med sistemom VE in RV 
predvsem zaradi stroškovno ugodnejših in s tem manj zanesljivih komunikacijskih sistemov. 
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Za potrebe spremljanja in nadzora si RV izmenjujejo več vrst obratovalnih podatkov z VE (npr. 
obratovalne meritve, predvideni odjem (angl. baseline), razpoložljivost, željno aktivirano vrednost itd.). 
Slaba komunikacijska povezava povzroča zakasnitve omrežnega prometa ali izgubo paketov. Zato smo 
si zadali cilj raziskati vpliv neustrezne komunikacijske zmogljivosti na prenos obratovalnih podatkov 
za posamezne storitve izravnave (aRPF, rRPF). 
Za potrebe raziskav vpliva neustrezne komunikacijske zmogljivosti na celovito zagotavljanje storitev 
VE smo si kot tretji raziskovalni cilj zadali zasnovo simulacijskega okolja kot »preizkus koncepta«, ki 
temelji na modelu obnašanja VE. Kot vhodni parameter simulacijsko okolje uporablja izbrane parametre 
QoS (zakasnitve), ki so modelirane na osnovi izmerjenih vrednosti obhodnih časov. Simulacijsko okolje 
smo zasnovali tako, da omogoča simulacijo različnih scenarijev, ki vključujejo RV z nastavljivimi 
odzivi in obnašanjem komunikacijskega sistema.  
 
P3 Metodologija dela 
Za uspešno doseganje zgoraj navedenih raziskovalnih ciljev smo metodološki pristop raziskovalnega 
dela, ki je podan v doktorski disertaciji, razdelili na dva dela, teoretičnega in praktičnega. V okviru 
teoretičnega dela smo se osredotočili na koncept VE s poudarkom na vlogi komunikacijskih sistemov 
in raziskali komunikacijske zahteve, ki morajo biti izpolnjene za ustrezno izvajanje storitev VE.  
V okviru praktičnega dela, ki je predstavljen v nadaljevanju, smo razvili ustrezno metodologijo za 
določitev zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema VE. Metodologijo smo uporabili za zajem in 
opazovanje ključnih parametrov (izbrani parametri QoS, zakasnitev signalov itd.) komunikacijskih 
sistemov VE v obratovanju. Na podlagi pridobljenih meritev in spoznanj smo z modeliranjem razvili 
model obnašanja VE, ki temelji na dinamiki komunikacijskega sistema in obnašanju RV. Model smo 
uporabili za proučevanje vpliva komunikacijskih zakasnitev na obratovanje VE in portfelja RV.  
 
P3.1 Metodologija merjenja zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema VE 
Merjenje zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema je potrebno iz dveh razlogov. Prvič, z merjenjem 
izbranih parametrov je mogoče opazovati dinamiko komunikacijskega omrežja med samim 
obratovanjem, kar prinaša pomembne informacije za namene načrtovanja in diagnostike 
komunikacijskega sistema. Poleg tega lahko meritve služijo kot pomemben vhodni podatek pri 
modeliranju in razvoju modelov obnašanja sistema VE, ki omogočajo nadaljnje preverjanje, ocenjevanje 
in optimizacijo delovanja sistema kot celote. 
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Za učinkovito delovanje sistema VE je ključna pravočasna izmenjava signalov tako na relaciji navzgor 
(med VE in višjimi entitetami) kot navzdol (med VE in RV) za potrebe nadzora in spremljanja. To je še 
posebej pomembno, če je VE uporabljana za tržne namene in sodeluje pri nudenju časovno kritičnih 
storitev, kot so regulacija moči in frekvence (npr. rRPF in aRPF) OPS, kjer morajo biti signali 
posredovani v zahtevanih časovnih okvirih za posamezno storitev izravnave.  
Celotna metodologija merjenja zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema VE, ki smo jo zasnovali, temelji 
na metodi merjenja zakasnitve signalov in metodi določanja izbranih parametrov QoS. Obe metodi sta 
podrobneje opisani v nadaljevanju doktorske disertacije, v sekcijah 5.1 in 5.2. 
Metoda merjenja zakasnitve signalov omogoča analizo in vpogled v posamezne časovne doprinose 
komponent sistema VE (sistem VE, komunikacijski kanal, obdelava oddaljene terminalne enote RV, 
odziv RV itd.), ki vplivajo na celotno zakasnitev signalov. To je še posebej pomembno med aktiviranjem 
VE, ki predstavlja najbolj kritično obdobje za izmenjavo podatkov med sistemom VE in RV. Metoda 
zato omogoča merjenje časa, ki je potreben za pošiljanje kontrolnih signalov do RV.  
Na podlagi analize blokovnega diagrama komunikacijskega sistema VE smo določili glavne elemente, 
ki vplivajo na zakasnitve signalov (sekcija 5.1.1). VE je osrednji element, ki je prek komunikacijskega 
kanala povezan v smeri navzgor do OPS in v smeri navzdol do RV. Na osnovi blokovnega diagrama 
komunikacijskega sistema VE smo definirali čas, ki preteče od trenutka, ko VE prejme aktivacijski 
signal s strani OPS, do trenutka, ko RV iz portfelja VE doseže polni aktivacijski čas (𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑇𝐴𝐿). Ker smo 
se osredotočili na analizo komunikacij v smeri navzdol, smo definirali čas, ki je potreben za pošiljanje 
kontrolnih signalov od sistema VE do RV (𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀).  
Nadalje smo v blokovnem diagramu komunikacijskega sistema VE določili ključne opazovalne točke 
(𝑇0, 𝑇1, 𝑇2, 𝑇3𝑟𝑢 in 𝑇3𝑟𝑑), ki predstavljajo časovne značke odposlanega kontrolnega signala, ko jih ta 
preide. Čas, ko sistem VE pošlje kontrolni signal na komunikacijski kanal, je označen s 𝑇0. Čas, ko RV 
prejme kontrolni signal, je označen s 𝑇1, medtem ko 𝑇2 označuje čas dejanske aktivacije RV. 𝑇3𝑟𝑢 in 
𝑇3𝑟𝑑 označujeta čas, ki je potreben za rampiranje in spuščanje RV.  
Na osnovi opisane metode in postopka merjenja zakasnitev, ki je podrobneje opisan v sekciji 5.1.2, smo 
na izbranem primeru VE v obratovanju analizirali zakasnitve poslanih kontrolnih signalov z zahtevano 
vrednostjo za začetek in konec aktivacije, ki jih sistem VE pošlje RV [16]. Med obdobjem opazovanja 
VE v obratovanju smo sočasno zajemali omrežni promet in diagnostične podatke tako na strani strežnika 
VE kot tudi oddaljene terminalne enote RV. Na ta način smo sledili standardnim uveljavljenim 
postopkom za zajem in analizo omrežnega prometa, ki veljajo v telekomunikacijskih sistemih in 
omrežjih [44]. Pridobljene podatke smo uporabili kot osnovo za podrobno določitev in analizo izbranih 
parametrov QoS (sekcija 5.1.2). Ti predstavljajo ključne kazalnike zmogljivosti komunikacijskega 
sistema VE.  
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Metoda določanja izbranih parametrov QoS, ki je podrobno opisana v sekciji 5.2, igra nepogrešljivo 
vlogo pri uporabi predhodno opisane metode merjenja zakasnitev signala. Tristopenjski postopek, ki 
vključuje zajem omrežnega prometa, analizo omrežnega prometa in določitev izbranih parametrov QoS 
je opisan v sekcijah 5.2.1, 5.2.2 in 5.2.3. 
Zajem IP-omrežnega prometa je v splošnem možen na različnih točkah znotraj komunikacijske 
infrastrukture. Iz blokovnega diagrama komunikacijskega sistema VE (sekcija 5.1.1) je razvidno, da 
sistem VE (natančneje strežnik VE) predstavlja skupno vhodno-izhodno vozlišče, skozi katero se 
izmenjuje ves omrežni promet. Zato je ta točka (𝑇0) najprimernejša in najenostavnejša izbira za 
opazovanje in zajem omrežnega prometa. Za zajem in analizo omrežnega prometa smo uporabili že 
uveljavljeno prosto dostopno namensko programsko orodje Wireshark [45], ki omogoča diagnostiko, 
detekcijo prometnih zamašitev, omrežnih anomalij. Spremljanje omrežnih aktivnosti in zajem 
omrežnega prometa smo izvedli tudi na strani oddaljene terminalne enote RV, v točki (𝑇1). Zajem 
omrežnega prometa na strani oddaljenih terminalnih enot ni trivialen, saj običajno ne podpirajo uporabe 
namenskih programskih orodij za spremljanje in zajem omrežnega prometa. Zato smo za potrebe 
opazovanja, zajema in diagnostike razvili algoritem, ki se je izvajal kot del programske kode oddaljene 
terminalne enote. Algoritem smo razvili tako, da omogoča sinhronizirano lokalno shranjevanje prejetih 
omrežnih paketov in pripadajočih časovnih značk.  
Po zajemu omrežnega prometa smo zajete posnetke podatkov obdelali in pripravili za analizo. Iz 
posnetkov celotnega zajetega omrežnega prometa smo najprej izločili posamezne podatkovne toke med 
sistemom VE in RV za določeno časovno obdobje, ki smo jih nato individualno analizirali. Za analizo 
vzorca komunikacijskega protokola in določitev izbranih parametrov QoS smo uporabili že vgrajene 
funkcije in filtre orodja Wireshark.  
Na osnovi predobdelanih podatkovnih tokov smo z uporabo orodja Wireshark izvedli analizo izbranih 
parametrov QoS. Z uporabo vgrajenih statističnih funkcij smo določili osnovne karakteristike zajetega 
omrežnega prometa (skupno število paketov, povprečno velikost paketov, povprečno prenosno hitrost 
[bit/s], pasovno širino, količino prometa [Mb] itd.) in izvedli analizo vzorca uporabljenega 
komunikacijskega protokola. Na osnovi analize vzorca uporabljenega komunikacijskega protokola smo 
določili presežek protokola, ki podaja informacijo, koliko podatkov (na aplikacijskem nivoju) je 
prenesenih prek omrežja med izvorom in ponorom [46]. 
Kot pomemben pokazatelj zanesljivosti komunikacijske povezave smo določili izgubo paketov, ki je 
določena kot razmerje med številoma izgubljenih in vseh poslanih paketov. Dodatno smo analizirali 
število ponovnih vzpostavitev povezave, ki podaja pogostost izgube komunikacijske seje (zakasnitve, 
napaka v oštevilčevanju sekvenc itd.). Vsak TCP/IP-paket vsebuje informacijo o obhodnem času 
prejetega potrditvenega paketa. Zato smo izvedli analizo zakasnitev, kjer smo obhodni čas (ang. Round-
Trip Time, RTT) merili na paketnem nivoju. Analizo smo izvedli ločeno, saj predstavljajo zakasnitve 
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na paketnem nivoju enega izmed ključnih parametrov QoS. Celotna metoda merjenja je podana v sekciji 
5.2.4.  
Zgoraj predstavljeno metodologijo smo preskusili in uporabili pri analizi zmogljivosti komunikacijskih 
sistemov VE v obratovanju, na relaciji med sistemom VE in RV. V nadaljevanju so opisani izbrani 
sistemi VE, ki smo jih opazovali.  
 
P3.2 Zajem realnih meritev komunikacijskega sistema VE 
V kontekstu analize zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema VE smo izvedli dolgoročne meritve pri treh 
različnih konfiguracijah VE med njihovim obratovanjem v živo. Konfiguracije opazovanih študij 
primerov VE se med seboj razlikujejo predvsem glede na uporabljene komunikacijske sisteme 
(komunikacijske tehnologije in protokole) in vrste RV, ki jih VE združuje. Pred dejansko izvedbo 
meritev smo zasnovo eksperimentalnih meritev predhodno natančno proučili, pri čemer smo upoštevali 
vse tehnične specifikacije sistema VE. Konfiguracije izbranih študij primerov VE, predstavljene v 
sekciji 5.3, so opisane z arhitekturnega, infrastrukturnega in operativnega vidika.  
V okviru prve študije primera, ki je podrobneje opisan v podoglavju 5.3.1, smo opazovali obratovanje 
VE za tržne namene, ki jo uporablja PSI – agregator za ponujanje prožnosti na izravnalnem trgu v okviru 
storitve rRPF avstrijskemu OPS [16]. PSI ponuja razpoložljivo prožnost na izravnalnem trgu na 
tedenskih in dnevnih dražbah. Z operativnega vidika VE združuje obremenitvena profila dveh RV. 
Portfelji VE je vključeval rafinerijski objekt (postroj parnih turbin in dizelski generator) in papirnico 
(mlin za pripravo drevesne mase) s skupno razpoložljivo nominalno kapaciteto 30 MW. V primeru 
uspešnosti na dražbi OPS aktivira izbrano ponudbo PSI, pri čemer VE zagotovi skupen obremenitveni 
profil v predpisanih časovnih okvirih, ki veljajo za storitev rRPF ter jih predpisujejo ENTSO-E in interna 
pravila OPS [14], [42].  
Komunikacijski sistem, ki smo ga opazovali v tej študiji primera VE, uporablja v obeh smereh navzgor 
(proti OPS) in navzdol (proti RV) za komunikacijo zakupljeno simetrično digitalno naročniško linijo. 
Za izmenjavo obratovalnih podatkov na relaciji med sistemom vodenja OPS, sistemom VE in RV je 
uporabljen komunikacijski protokol IEC 60870-5-104 [47]. RV sta opremljeni z oddaljenima 
terminalnima enotama, ki skrbita za krmiljenje enot in komunikacijo s sistemom VE. Sistem vodenja 
OPS posreduje VE informacije glede sprejetih ponudb in aktivacijske signale prek XML-osnovanega 
komunikacijskega protokola AutoMOT [48]. Informacijski tokovi, ki se izmenjujejo med OPS, VE in 
RV, so podani v sekciji 5.3.1. 
Med enomesečnim obdobjem smo z uporabo metode določanja izbranih parametrov QoS (sekcija 5.2) 
zajemali omrežni promet in interne diagnostične podatke na določenih opazovalnih točkah znotraj 
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komunikacijske infrastrukture VE. V tem obdobju je VE uspešno izvedla štirinajst avtomatskih 
aktivacij. Zaradi specifike konfiguracije sistema VE in dostopnosti oddaljenih terminalnih enot smo se 
pretežno osredotočili na raziskavo merjenja zakasnitev signalov, kjer smo uporabili predlagano 
metodologijo (sekcija 5.1).  
V drugi študiji primera, ki je podrobneje predstavljen v sekciji 5.3.2, smo opazovali obratovanje VE za 
tržne namene, ki je del večjega raziskovalnega projekta BESIC (Battery Electric Heavy Goods 
Transports within the Intelligent Container Terminal Operation) [49]. Primarni namen projekta je prikaz 
izvedljivosti dinamičnega premika polnilnega procesa baterij avtonomno vozečih električnih 
transportnih vozil, ki se uporabljajo za prevoz kontejnerjev z ladij do skladiščnih prostorov v 
hamburškem pristanišču v Nemčiji. Dinamični premik procesa polnjenja se prestavi v obdobje, ko so v 
električnem omrežju prisotni viški energije iz OVE. V tem kontekstu VE združuje razpoložljivo 
kapaciteto RV (baterij avtonomno vozečih električnih transportnih vozil) in PSI ponuja razpoložljivo 
prožnost na izravnalnem trgu (sodelovanje v rRPF in aRPF). Delovanje in krmiljenje nabora avtonomno 
vozečih električnih transportnih vozil vodita sistem za upravljanje energije in sistem za polnjenje 
baterijskih celic. Pri tem obratovanje VE nikakor ne sme vplivati na delovni proces pristanišča. V okviru 
tega primera VE združuje tako realne RV (640 kW – osem baterijskih celic z razpoložljivo kapaciteto 
80 kW) kot simulirane RV za umetno povečanje razpoložljive prožnosti VE, ki je bila uporabljena za 
tehnično in ekonomsko evalvacijo različnih aktivacijskih scenarijev za nudenje rRPF [49]. Za 
ponazoritev celotnega procesa sodelovanja VE pri nudenju rRPF smo delovanje OPS simulirali v smislu 
pošiljanja aktivacijskih signalov.  
Komunikacijski sistem, ki smo ga opazovali v tej študiji primera, temelji na uporabi javnega interneta. 
Na fizičnem nivoju je za komunikacijo v smeri navzdol – med geografsko dislociranim sistemom VE 
(Slovenija) in RV (Nemčija) – uporabljena kombinacija žičnih tehnologij (žična simetrična digitalna 
naročniška linija in optična vlakna). Za izmenjavo obratovalnih in tržnih podatkov na relaciji med 
sistemom vodenja OPS, sistemom VE in RV je uporabljen XML-osnovani komunikacijski protokol 
OpenADR 2.0b [50]. Informacijski tokovi, ki se izmenjujejo med VE in RV, so podani v sekciji 5.3.2.  
Podobno kot v prvem primeru smo v enomesečnem obdobju opazovali delovanje VE in z uporabo 
metode določanja izbranih parametrov QoS (sekcija 5.2) zajemali omrežni promet na določenih 
opazovalnih točkah znotraj komunikacijske infrastrukture VE. V tem obdobju je VE izvedla šest 
uspešnih aktivacij, v katerih so bile aktivirane baterijske celice. Ker je bila v kontekstu tega primera VE 
uporabljena infrastruktura, ki temelji na uporabi javnega interneta in komunikacijskega protokola 
OpenADR 2.0b, smo se osredotočili na določitev izbranih parametrov QoS s poudarkom na zakasnitvah 
na paketnem nivoju (sekcija 5.2.4), ki smo jih izluščili iz opravljenih meritev.  
Zadnja, tretja študija primera VE, ki je podrobno opisana v sekciji 5.3.3, obravnava delovanje hibridne 
VE – to pomeni, da se koncept VE lahko uporabi za tehnične ali tržne namene. Ta primer izhaja iz 
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raziskovalnega projekta HybridVPP4DSO [51], ki uspešno prikazuje potencial hibridne VE za podporo 
ODS in tudi aktivnega sodelovanja na izravnalnem trgu v okviru ponujanja storitve rRPF (ob 
predpostavki, da je DSO lahko neodvisni agregator) [25]. V okviru projekta HybridVPP4DSO je bilo 
razvitih več možnih scenarijev, ki vključujejo vse ključne akterje. Za potrebe ocene zmogljivosti 
komunikacijskega sistema VE v smeri navzdol (proti RV) smo opazovali komunikacijsko infrastrukturo 
VE, ki je uporabljena kot del projekta HybridVPP4DSO. Ta primer VE se za razliko od primerov, 
predstavljenih v sekcijah 5.3.1 in 5.3.2, razlikuje po domeni, kjer VE obratuje. Tu je VE uporabljena v 
distribucijskem omrežju za podporo obratovanju distribucijskega sistema in ne v prenosnem omrežju. 
Komunikacijski sistem, ki smo ga opazovali v okviru tega primera VE, je s tehnološkega vidika izrazito 
heterogen, saj so na fizičnem nivoju uporabljene tako žične kot brezžične (mobilne) komunikacijske 
tehnologije za vzpostavitev povezave med geografsko distribuiranim sistemom VE in RV. Sistem VE 
je lociran v Sloveniji, medtem ko se trije RV nahajajo na avstrijskem Štajerskem. Vsi trije RV so 
opremljeni z oddaljenimi terminalnimi enotami, ki skrbijo za nadzor in krmiljenje virov (proizvodnih 
ali odjemnih enot) ter hkrati omogočajo komunikacijo. Dva RV, ki se nahajata na ruralnem območju 
avstrijske štajerske, predstavljata majhni hidroelektrarni in železarno s skupno razpoložljivo kapaciteto 
23 MW. Oddaljeni terminalni enoti obeh RV sta za komunikacijo opremljeni s tehnologijama 2G 
(GPRS) in 3G (UMTS). Tretji RV je lokacijsko nameščen v laboratorijskem okolju in simulira profil 
odjema industrijskih bremen in nakupovalnih centrov s skupno nominalno kapaciteto 10 MW. Za 
komunikacijo je v tem primeru uporabljena žična simetrična digitalna naročniška linija. V okviru tega 
primera VE je bila kombinacija realnih in simuliranih RV uporabljena z namenom testiranja različnih 
scenarijev, ki so bili evalvirani v projektu HybridVPP4DSO. Za izmenjavo podatkov med sistemom VE 
in vsemi tremi RV je uporabljen komunikacijski protokol IEC 60870-5-104. Podatkovni tokovi, ki se 
izmenjujejo, so enaki kot v študiji primera VE, opisanega v sekciji 5.3.1.  
Med enomesečnim opazovanjem komunikacijskega sistema smo z uporabo metode določanja izbranih 
parametrov QoS (sekcija 5.2) zajemali omrežni promet na določenih opazovalnih točkah znotraj 
komunikacijske infrastrukture VE v smeri navzdol (proti RV). Zaradi uporabe enakega 
komunikacijskega protokola in heterogenih tehnologij smo izvedli primerjalno analizo bistvenih 
parametrov QoS (zakasnitev na paketnem nivoju in izgube paketov) za oceno primernosti tehnologij za 
potrebe obratovanja VE in spremljanja podatkov iz RV.  
 
P3.3 Modeliranje in simulacija vpliva komunikacijskega sistema VE 
Modeliranje igra ključno vlogo pri razumevanju celovitega obnašanja sistema VE. Omogoča izvedbo 
različnih numeričnih simulacij v nadzorovanem okolju pred dejanskim testiranjem v realnih okoljih. 
Vedno bolj razširjena uporaba kosimulacij ali ločenih modeliranj ter simulacij dinamike EES in 
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komunikacijskih sistemov se lahko uporablja za analizo zmogljivosti delovanja VE [52]. Zato smo v 
sekciji 6.1 pregledali trenutne vidike modeliranj in simulacij na področju VE. 
Na podlagi pregleda in zastavljenih raziskovalnih ciljev (sekcija P2.3) smo se osredotočili na izziv 
proučitve vpliva zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema VE na zagotavljanje njenih storitev. Običajno 
VE uporabljajo različne kombinacije komunikacijskih tehnologij za zagotavljanje povezljivosti (sekcija 
4.3). Pred zagonom VE sta zaradi kompleksnosti in stroškovnega vidika preizkus in nastavitev 
karakteristik heterogenih komunikacijskih tehnologij v realnem okolju mnogokrat neizvedljiva. V takih 
primerih pa je uporaba modeliranj in numeričnih simulacij lahko primernejša.  
Zato naš pristop temelji na modelu, predstavljenem v [16], ki smo ga razvili na osnovi opazovanja in 
izkušenj, pridobljenih z zajemom meritev operativnih primerov VE. Model obnašanja komunikacijskega 
sistema VE in RV, ki smo ga razvili, je predstavljen v sekciji 6.2. Ta nam služi kot osnova za opis 
dinamike delovanja VE. Za potrebe raziskav vpliva komunikacijskega sistema na zagotavljanje storitev 
VE smo model nadgradili z modelom komunikacijskega sistema v smeri navzdol (med sistemom VE in 
RV). Pri razvoju modela komunikacijskega sistema, predstavljenega v sekciji 6.3, smo kot osnovni 
vhodni parameter uporabili zakasnitve, s katerimi smo opisali posamezne komunikacijske povezave. Na 
snovi analitičnega modeliranja porazdelitev zakasnitev, ki je podrobneje opisano v sekciji 6.4, smo 
razvili modele treh neodvisnih opazovanih komunikacijskih povezav (2G, 3G in ADSL).  
Za razvoj analitičnih modelov porazdelitev smo uporabili izmerjene empirične vrednosti obhodnih 
časov na paketnem nivoju, ki so sistematično zbrani v sekciji 5.4. Tako pridobljene modele 
komunikacijskih povezav smo vgradili v simulacijsko okolje, ki je predstavljeno v sekciji 6.5. 
Simulacijsko okolje smo zasnovali tako, da omogoča testiranje in evalvacijo različnih scenarijev 
aktiviranja VE. Implementacijo analitičnih modelov porazdelitev in simulacijskega okolja VE smo 
izvedli v razvojnem okolju MATLAB [53].  
Za oceno modelov in delovanja simulacijskega okolja VE smo izvedli simulacijo več scenarijev 
aktivacij, ki neposredno izhajajo iz opazovanih študij primerov VE (sekcija 5.3). Podrobneje smo v 
sekciji 6.5.4 demonstrirali rezultate simulacij zakasnitev signalov in vpliva velikih zakasnitev ter časa 
rampiranja na obratovanje VE. Rezultate simulacij v numerični in grafični obliki smo ovrednotili in 
primerjali z dejanskimi meritvami aktivacij VE.  
 
P4 Rezultati in diskusija 
Rezultate raziskovalnega dela, ki so nas pripeljali do novih spoznanj in vedenj o komunikacijskih 
sistemih VE, lahko v grobem razdelimo na rezultate praktičnih meritev in opazovanja zmogljivosti 
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komunikacijskih sistemov VE ter rezultate, pridobljene na osnovi razvitega modela in numeričnih 
simulacij, ki smo jih izvedli.  
Meritve zmogljivosti komunikacijskih sistemov VE v smeri navzdol, ki smo jih izvedli na treh izbranih 
študijah primerov VE (sekcija 5.3), so sistematično podane za izbrane parametre QoS v kvantitativni 
obliki (sekcija 5.4). Na protokolnem nivoju smo raziskali dva komunikacijska protokola: IEC 60870-5-
104 in OpenADR 2.0b. Vse tri študije primerov VE smo opazovali v poenotenem enomesečnem 
obdobju, ki nam je omogočil primerjavo in analizo obnašanja komunikacijskega sistema VE z vidika 
QoS. Osredotočili smo se na analizo ključnih parametrov QoS (RTT, izguba paketov, presežek 
protokola in pasovna širina). 
Ugotovili smo, da zakasnitve signalov ključno vplivajo na uspešnost delovanja VE. Vsaka posamezna 
komponenta v okviru komunikacijskega sistema VE prispeva svoj časovni doprinos k 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀 in 
posledično k 𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑇𝐴𝐿 (sekcija 5.1). S podrobno analizo zakasnitev signala smo ugotovili, da je glavni 
časovni doprinos k 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀 v smeri navzdol čas rampiranja RV (∆𝑇𝑟𝑢), ki je odvisen od tehničnih 
lastnosti RV. Ta določa preostale razpoložljive čase za prenos in obdelavo signalov, ki morajo biti 
izbrani tako, da pri tem niso ogroženi časovni okviri izvajanja storitev izravnave. Omrežne zakasnitve, 
merjene na nivoju paketov ∆𝑇𝑜𝑁 (predstavlja 𝑅𝑇𝑇 2⁄ ), so odvisne predvsem od uporabljene tehnologije 
in stohastičnih omrežnih pogojev.  
V prvi študiji primera VE, kjer je bila za komunikacijo uporabljena tehnologija SDSL, je povprečna 
vrednost RTT znašala 36,44 ms (sekcija 5.4.1). Ugotovili smo, da so takšne vrednosti zakasnitev znotraj 
meja dovoljenih komunikacijskih zahtev VE za storitve rRPF in aRPF [16]. Rezultati zakasnitev so 
primerljivi z [12], kjer je analiza zakasnitev izvedena na osnovi komunikacijske tehnologije, ki uporablja 
protokol IEC 61850 za zagotavljanje komunikacij v distribucijskem omrežju. Večina vrednosti RTT, ki 
smo jih izmerili v drugi študiji primera VE, je med 34 ms in 40 ms ter je primerljiva z rezultati, 
pridobljenimi v prvi študiji primera VE, saj je bila uporabljena podobna komunikacijska tehnologija 
(sekcija 5.4.2). Ugotovili smo, da so problematični primeri, ko so posamezne vrednosti RTT bile večje 
(do 20 s). 
Zakasnitve v komunikacijskem omrežju se lahko povečajo zaradi povečanja velikosti omrežja, velike 
količine prometa in geografskih razdalj med izvorno in ciljno lokacijo. Kot smo opazili v tretji študiji 
primera, se lahko RTT poveča tudi pri uporabi mobilnih tehnologij (2G ali 3G), saj je njihova 
zmogljivost odvisna od pokritosti določenega geografskega območja [21]. Analiza zakasnitev v tretji 
študiji primera VE je pokazala, da je vrednost RTT pri mediani kumulativne distribucijske funkcije za 
2G (GPRS) in 3G (UMTS) 417,2 ms in 69,4 ms. Pričakovano to potrjuje, da je uporabljena tehnologija 
SDSL manj občutljiva na zakasnitve, kot sta 2G in 3G.  
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Omenjene nabore empiričnih podatkov RTT za vse tri opazovane komunikacijske tehnologije, ki smo 
jih opazovali v tretji študiji primera VE, smo uporabili kot vhodni parameter pri analitičnem modeliranju 
porazdelitev zakasnitev, ki je podrobneje opisano v sekciji 6.4. 
V vseh treh študijah primerov VE smo zaznali več vrednosti RTT, ki so izstopale. Še posebej v tretji (do 
40 s) in drugi (do 20 s) študiji primera VE, kjer je bil uporabljen dostop prek javnega interneta in mobilne 
tehnologije. Razlog leži v časovnih omejitvah na aplikativnem delu, zakasnitvah v omrežju, zamudnih 
poteh, obdelavi VPN in drugih težavah z omrežjem. Na zakasnitve v mobilnih omrežjih večinoma 
vplivajo časi širjenja valov, neoptimalna oprema (na sprejemnem ali oddajnem mestu), nastavitve 
komunikacijskih parametrov in zamašitve v omrežjih, ki so posledica prometnih izbruhov zaradi 
nepredvidljivih dogodkov. Vsi omenjeni razlogi nedvomno vplivajo na porazdelitev vrednosti RTT.  
Za zmanjšanje vpliva zakasnitev v mobilnih komunikacijah izbira ustreznejše komunikacijske 
tehnologije ni vedno možna – zlasti v ruralnih področjih. Zato so optimalne nastavitve parametrov 
mobilnega omrežja (velikost MTU, prekinitvenih časov itd.) na komunikacijskih modemih na strani RV 
ključne. V primeru slabe povezljivosti lahko podatkovne točke hranimo lokalno in jih naknadno 
pošljemo VE, ko je povezava stabilnejša. Poleg tega se lahko v izogib morebitnim težavam pri 
krmiljenju RV uporabijo rešitve na protokolnem nivoju (npr. združena signala za začetek in konec 
aktivacije v enem paketu), ki jih je treba implementirati na strani oddaljene terminalne enote RV.  
V primeru neustrezne zmogljivosti komunikacijskega omrežja zakasnitve vidno vplivajo na skupno 
zakasnitev signala in lahko povzročijo izgubo paketov. Število izgubljenih paketov, ki smo jih zaznali 
med opazovanjem prve in druge študije primera VE, je majhno in ni negativno vplivalo na kakovost 
produkta rRPF, ki ga zagotavlja VE. Pri uporabi mobilne tehnologije (tretja študija primera VE) pa smo 
zaznali večje število izgubljenih paketov, ki so vsebovali operativne informacije. Izguba paketov je v 
korelaciji z visokimi vrednostmi RTT. Zakasnitve, ki so večje ali enake polovici cikla zbiranja podatkov 
(𝑇𝑐 2⁄ ), lahko povzročijo izgubo paketov in s tem negativno vplivajo na delovanje VE.  
Če paket, ki je bil izgubljen, prenaša operativne informacije (npr. vrednosti meritev, razpoložljivost, 
predvideni odjem itd.), to lahko vpliva na delovanje osnovne funkcionalnosti VE. Izguba paketa, ki 
prenaša kontrolne signale (začetek ali konec aktivacije), povzroči napačno delovanje procesov VE za 
aktivacijo in združevanja RV, kar vodi v nedoseganje želene vrednosti, ki jo ob aktivaciji zahteva TSO. 
Na podlagi analize vzorca komunikacijskega protokola smo določili presežek komunikacijskega 
protokola in potrebno pasovno širino za normalno delovanje VE. Število paketov, prenesenih med VE 
in RV v prvi študiji primera VE, je večje kot v drugi študiji primera VE. To je posledica povprečne 
velikosti paketa, ki je v primeru IEC 60870-5-104 (73 bajtov) manjša v primerjavi z OpenADR 2.0b 
(452,5 bajta). Posledično je bila skupna količina izmenjanega prometa v primeru OpenADR 2.0b (druga 
študija primera VE) višja kot v primeru IEC 60870-5-104 (prva študija primera VE) [13]. Skladno s 
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pričakovanji smo potrdili, da je zahtevana pasovna širina komunikacije za potrebe VE pri uporabi 
OpenADR 2.b (druga študija primera VE) zaradi različnih struktur in velikosti paketov (XML-
dokumentov) večja kot v primeru IEC 60870-5-104 (prva študija primera VE) [16].  
Komunikacijski protokoli, kot sta OpenADR 2.0b in IEC 61850, niso zasnovani za optimizacijo pasovne 
širine, vendar pa omogočajo izmenjavo vseh potrebnih podatkov za zagotavljanje in upravljanje 
prožnosti. Manj kompleksni so komunikacijski protokoli, kot sta IEC 60870-5-104 in Modbus, ki imajo 
posledično nižje zahteve glede pasovne širine. Njihova slabost je, da ne podpirajo ustreznih mehanizmov 
za izmenjavo vseh potrebnih podatkov za zagotavljanje in upravljanje prožnosti [15].  
Pridobljene rezultate meritev zakasnitev smo uporabili pri modeliranju obnašanja VE in vpliva 
komunikacijskega sistema na kakovost storitev, ki jih VE nudi (sekciji 6.2 in 6.3). Zasnova 
simulacijskega okolja je podrobno opisna v sekciji 6.5. S simulacijskim okoljem smo raziskali vpliv 
časa rampiranja na produkt, ki ga VE nudi. Rezultati simulacij nam omogočajo boljši vpogled v celovito 
obnašanje VE na ravni posameznih časovnih doprinosov. Ugotovili smo, da poznavanje teh časovnih 
doprinosov lahko omogoči optimalno nastavitev parametrov VE v realnem okolju. Posledično sistem 
VE ne potrebuje razvoja dodatnih funkcionalnosti predhodnega obveščanja RV in se tako izognemo 
prezgodnji aktivaciji RV.  
Rezultati simulacij, ki smo jih izvedli za dva izbrana primera uporabe, so sistematično zbrani v sekciji 
6.5.4. Na podlagi pridobljenih rezultatov simulacij v numerični in grafični obliki lahko sklepamo, da je 
razvit teoretični model obnašanja VE, ki smo ga implementirali v simulacijskem okolju, dober. 
Vrednosti časov 𝑇0, 𝑇1, 𝑇2 in 𝑇3, ki smo jih določili s simulacijami, so primerljive z njihovimi realnimi 
meritvami.  
Opazimo lahko manjša odstopanja med vrednostmi časov 𝑇0, 𝑇1, 𝑇2 in 𝑇3, ki smo jih določili s 
simulacijami in realnimi izmerjenimi vrednostmi. Napaka je posledica numeričnih izračunov in 
predobdelave (prevzorčenje) vhodnih podatkov. Ugotovili smo, da ta odstopanja v praksi ne vplivajo na 
delovanje VE pri zagotavljanju storitev rRPF in aRPF. Poudariti je treba, da v primeru uporabe 
simulacijskega okolja, ko VE nudi storitev aRPF, je potrebna dodatna optimizacija. 
Pri analizi dinamičnega obnašanja VE se je pristop modeliranja in simulacij izkazal kot pomemben del 
načrtovanja arhitekture VE. Uporaba dinamičnega modela obnašanja VE tako igra pomembno vlogo pri 
analizi potencialnih težav in detekciji »ozkih grl« znotraj celotnega sistema, ki bi lahko ovirala 
zagotavljanje storitev rRPF in predvsem aRPF.  
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P5 Zaključek 
Danes je koncept VE realnost in igra ključno vlogo pri razvoju EES v prihodnosti, ki bo sposoben 
vključevanja in obvladovanja naraščajočega deleža RV. Nedvomno učinkovita in modra integracija 
množičnih RV predstavlja rešitev za izzive na področju energetike, povezane z oskrbo z električno 
energijo. Uporaba koncepta VE ni mogoča brez učinkovite, zanesljive in varne komunikacijske 
infrastrukture, ki omogoča dvosmerno izmenjavo podatkov med vsemi entitetami (OPS, ODS, trgom 
električne energije, sistemom VE in RV). 
Doktorska disertacija je rezultat šestletnega raziskovalnega dela, ki temelji na realnih 
razvojnoraziskovalnih industrijskih izzivih na področju komunikacij in izmenjave podatkov v sprotnem 
času za potrebe VE. V tem obdobju smo aktivno sodelovali v več že zaključenih in trenutno še trajajočih 
razvojnoraziskovalnih projektih na širšem območju Evrope, kar nam je dalo dragocena znanja, izkušnje 
in širši pogled na obravnavano tematiko.  
Izsledki naših raziskav so bili v praksi v celoti ali delno uporabljeni med fazami razvoja, načrtovanja in 
testiranja več operativnih VE, ki so bile uporabljene za tržne in raziskovalne namene. Predlagana 
metodologija za spremljanje zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema VE se je izkazala kot uporabna v 
kontekstu analize obnašanja komunikacijskega sistema VE.  
V okviru našega raziskovalnega dela smo si zastavili več ciljev. Osredotočili smo se predvsem na 
vprašanje, kako oceniti zmogljivost komunikacijskega sistema VE za spremljanje podatkov iz RV in 
kakšne so zahteve z vidika QoS za spremljanje podatkov iz RV pri zagotavljanju storitev, ki jih nudi 
VE. Največ pozornosti smo namenili vprašanju, kako lahko zmogljivost komunikacijskega sistema 
vpliva na celovito zagotavljanje storitev VE.  
Pri iskanju odgovora na to vprašanje smo uporabili pristop modeliranja in simulacij, ki temelji na analizi 
realnih komunikacijskih sistemov VE. Razvili smo dinamični model obnašanja VE, ki predstavlja 
pomemben doprinos doktorske disertacije. Model smo razvili na osnovi izmerjenih karakteristik (s 
poudarkom na zakasnitvah) opazovanih komunikacijskih sistemov VE, kjer smo v model vključili tudi 
obnašanja RV. Model smo uporabili kot del simulacijskega okolja za preverjanje zmogljivosti VE z 
namenom proučevanja in razumevanja vpliva zakasnitev na posamezno aktivacijo RV ter zagotavljanja 
storitev VE.  
Pokazali smo, da je uporaba simulacijskega pristopa koristna, zlasti za izvajanje in preverjanje različnih 
operativnih scenarijev delovanja VE (različne kombinacije RV, omejitve zakasnitev signalov itd.) pred 
samim zagonom in preverjanjem tehnične sposobnosti VE. Za razvoj ustreznih modelov pa so realne 
meritve bistvene za analitičen opis obnašanja sistema VE.  
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Na podlagi metodologije, ki smo jo razvili za merjenje zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema VE, ki 
zajema metodi za merjenje zakasnitev signala in določanja parametrov QoS, smo opazovali delovanje 
različnih operativnih komunikacijskih sistemov VE. Obe metodi temeljita na analizi IP-omrežnega 
prometa, ki smo ga zajemali na izbranih točkah znotraj komunikacijske infrastrukture VE. Rezultate 
opazovanj in meritev smo sistematično analizirali in podali v obliki razpona vrednosti izbranih 
parametrov QoS za posamezen primer uporabe VE. Rezultate meritev smo uporabili kot osnovni vhodni 
parameter za razvoj analitičnih modelov, na podlagi katerih smo izvedli simulacije vpliva zakasnitev na 
zagotavljanje storitev VE. 
Z vidika fizične povezljivosti med VE in RV je mogoča uporaba heterogenih komunikacijskih 
tehnologij. Uporaba javne internetne infrastrukture predstavlja stroškovno ugodnejšo alternativo 
razmeroma dragim zakupljenim linijam in zasebnim povezavam za povezljivost VE in RV. Seveda je 
treba pred zagonom VE preveriti ustrezno zmogljivost in zanesljivost takšnih povezav prek analize 
izbranih parametrov QoS z uporabo ustrezne metodologije.  
Pri izmenjavi podatkov in informacij je ključna izbira primernega komunikacijskega protokola. 
Obstoječi že uveljavljeni komunikacijski protokoli so primerni za izmenjavo operativnih podatkov za 
potrebe obratovanja VE. Za izpolnitev komunikacijskih zahtev in izkoriščanje potenciala prožnosti RV 
v celoti pa so potrebni napredni komunikacijski protokoli, ki omogočajo izmenjavo podatkov za 
zagotavljanje in upravljanje prožnosti (vozni red, predvideni odjem, dinamika cen, razpoložljivost itd.).  
Na podlagi rezultatov raziskav in vedenj, ki so zbrani v doktorski disertaciji, ocenjujemo, da smo 
zastavljene raziskovalne cilje uspešno izpolnili.  
S pristopom in metodologijo, ki smo jo predstavili v doktorski disertaciji, smo postavili temelje za 
spremljanje in opazovanje delovanja komunikacijskega sistema VE, ki je ključnega pomena za 
vzpostavitev in delovanje sistemov VE. Pokazali smo, da predlagana metodologija, analiza realnih 
meritve, modeliranje in rezultati numeričnih simulacij prinašajo poglobljen vpogled v obnašanje 
komunikacijskih sistemov VE. Poznavanje takšnih omejitev zmogljivosti je še posebej pomembno za 
PSI pri optimizaciji svojih VE, s katerimi sodelujejo pri nudenju storitev izravnave (rRPF, aRPF) OPS. 
Razlog tiči predvsem v zahtevnih omejitvah časov trajanja procesov, ki jih uvajajo prihajajoče skupne 
evropske izravnalne platforme. 
Kljub temu še vedno ostaja odprtih več izzivov, vezanih na komunikacijske sisteme VE, ki jim bo v 
prihodnje treba nameniti pozornost. Izstopa predvsem optimalna uporaba heterogenih komunikacijskih 
tehnologij in protokolov z različnimi zmogljivostmi, ki so na voljo pri geografsko razpršenih majhnih 
RV in imajo potencial prožnosti. Z izbiro ustrezne heterogene komunikacijske infrastrukture na relaciji 
med VE in RV je treba zagotoviti visoko stopnjo zanesljivosti, kar je še posebej pomembno v primerih, 
ko VE nudi časovno zahtevnejše storitve izravnave (aRPF in RVF). Svojevrsten izziv predstavlja tudi 
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uporaba pridobljenih informacij o izbranih parametrih QoS v kontekstu naprednih funkcionalnosti, ki 
jih lahko sistem VE uporabi za optimalnejše in zanesljivejše upravljanja portfelja RV.  
 
P6 Izvirni prispevki k znanosti 
Doktorska disertacija vsebuje izvirne prispevke k znanosti, ki zajemajo razvoj in zasnovo metodologije 
merjenja vitalnih parametrov QoS, analizo, modeliranje in simulacije vpliva zmogljivosti 
komunikacijskega sistema VE na celovito zagotavljanje storitev VE.  
 
P6.1 Analiza komunikacijskih zahtev za spremljanje podatkov iz RV 
Zasnova infrastrukture komunikacijskega sistema VE za spremljanje in krmiljenje RV je odvisna od 
tehničnih in komunikacijskih zahtev, ki so zahtevane za posamezno storitev izravnave, v okviru katere 
VE nudi storitev [I], [II]. Za preverjanje skladnosti takšnih zahtev so nujni ustrezni postopki spremljanja 
zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema [II], [III].  
Za oceno zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema, ki se uporablja za spremljanje in krmiljenje RV, smo 
razvili metodo, ki temelji na spremljanju omrežnega prometa med sistemom VE in RV. Metoda temelji 
na analizi izbranih parametrov QoS (zakasnitve, izguba paketov, pasovna širina, vzorec prometa itd.) 
[IV].  
Metoda se uporablja kot osnova za merjenje zakasnitev signalov, kar je ključno pri skupni oceni 
učinkovitosti VE. Metoda za merjenje zakasnitev signala je opisana v sekciji 5.1, metoda za določanje 
parametrov QoS pa v sekciji 5.2.  
Uporabnost metode za določanje in analizo komunikacijskih zahtev za spremljanje podatkov iz realnih 
RV smo demonstrirali na primerih operativnih VE za tržne namene, ki so prožnost ponujale OPS za 
potrebe izvajanja izravnave sistema. Rezultati meritev zmogljivosti komunikacijskega sistema VE z 
vidika zakasnitve signalov in analize izbranih parametrov QoS so bili objavljeni v [I], [II].  
 
P6.2 Določitev parametrov kakovosti telekomunikacijskih storitev in razpona vrednosti 
parametrov za učinkovito spremljanje podatkov iz RV 
Določitev vitalnih parametrov QoS in zagotavljanje merilnih rezultatov omogočata vpogled v delovanje 
komunikacijskega sistema VE [I], [II]. Določili smo razpon vrednosti izbranih parametrov QoS, na 
podlagi katerih se lahko oblikujejo in načrtujejo komunikacijski sistemi in storitve za spremljanje in 
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krmiljenje RV. Ključni doprinos je oblikovanje analitičnih modelov porazdelitve zakasnitev, ki temeljijo 
na originalnih merilnih rezultatih. 
S predlagano metodo merjenja zakasnitve signala (sekcija 5.1.1) smo ovrednotili posamezne časovne 
doprinose vseh ključnih komponent sistema, ki tvorijo koncept VE in prispevajo k celotni zakasnitvi 
signala. Rezultati analize, ki smo jo izvedli med opazovanjem obratovanja VE za tržne namene, so bili 
objavljeni v [II], [III].  
Na podlagi poglobljene analize različnih arhitektur komunikacijskih sistemov VE, ki smo jih opazovali 
v izbranih primerih študij VE (sekcija 5.3), smo opazovali nabor izbranih parametrov QoS (zakasnitve, 
pasovna širina, izguba paketov, hitrost prenosa, količina podatkov itd.). Rezultati so sistematično zbrani 
v sekciji 5.4 za vsako opazovano študijo primera VE posebej.  
Pokazali smo, da zakasnitve na paketni ravni pomembno vplivajo na prenos podatkov ne le v smeri 
zbiranja podatkov, temveč tudi v smeri krmiljenja [I]. Iz tega razloga smo uporabili vrednosti obhodnih 
časov, ki smo jih merili v komunikacijskih sistemih v izbranih primerih študij VE, v smeri navzdol, kjer 
so bile uporabljene tehnologije 2G, 3G in SDSL. Na podlagi realnih meritev smo oblikovali analitične 
modele porazdelitve obhodnih časov, ki so opisani v sekciji 6.4.  
Pri razvoju modela obnašanja VE, ki smo ga uporabili za simulacije vpliva zakasnitev na zagotavljanje 
storitev VE (sekcija 6.5.4), smo ugotovili, da so ključni vhodni parameter modelirane vrednosti 
obhodnih časov. Kot rezultat smo predlagali model obnašanja VE in izvedli simulacije vpliva 
potencialno velikih zakasnitev na proces aktivacije VE ter posledično na zagotavljanje storitev 
izravnave, ki jo VE nudi [I]. 
 
P6.3 Predlog arhitekture telekomunikacijskega omrežja, primernega za sprotno in 
celovito zagotavljanje podatkov iz RV 
Zanesljivost prenosa podatkov med VE in RV je odvisna od izbrane arhitekture komunikacijskega 
sistema [III]. Glavni prispevki znanosti se nanašajo na izbiro ustrezne komunikacijske infrastrukture (na 
fizičnem nivoju) in primernega komunikacijskega protokola, ki zagotavlja izmenjavo vseh podatkov, 
pomembnih za zagotavljanje prožnosti, med VE in RV.  
Na podlagi rezultatov analize zmogljivosti različnih arhitektur komunikacijskega omrežja, podanih v 
sekciji 5.4 ter objavljenih v [I], [II], smo ugotovili, da je kombinacija žičnih tehnologij (sukane parice 
in optičnih vlaken) ter uporaba javnega interneta zanesljiva in ekonomična rešitev za zagotavljanje 
povezljivosti med VE in RV, ki izpolnjujejo vse komunikacijske zahteve za zagotavljanje storitev rRPF.  
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Na protokolnem nivoju zadostujejo že uveljavljeni komunikacijski protokoli, ki se uporabljajo za 
izmenjavo telemetričnih in krmilnih sporočil med VE in RV. Ugotovili smo (sekciji 4.5.3 in 4.5.4), da 
je za potrebe izmenjave podatkov za zagotavljanje prožnosti (vozni redi, predvideni odjem, 
razpoložljivost, cena energije, itd.) ključna uporaba naprednih komunikacijskih protokolov. Na podlagi 
analize zmogljivosti arhitekture komunikacijskega sistema VE, ki temelji na uporabi spletnih storitev 
(angl. web-service), in koncepta objave/naročanja [I], [III] smo pokazali, da uporabljena arhitektura 
izpolnjuje funkcionalne zahteve, ki so zahtevane za izmenjavo podatkov za zagotavljanje prožnosti. 
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1 Introduction 
 
This chapter introduces the main motives and challenges we address in this thesis. The motivation for 
our work is followed by the problem statement and research objectives, which we discussed in detail in 
the scope of our research. The outline of the thesis is also presented. 
 
 
1.1 Motivation 
1.2 Problem statement and research objectives 
1.2.1 Research objective 1: How to evaluate the performance of VPP 
communication system towards DERs? 
1.2.2 Research objective 2: What are the QoS requirements in the context of DER 
operation and VPP service delivery? 
1.2.3 Research objective 3: How can communication system performance impact 
VPP overall service delivery? 
1.3 Outline of the thesis 
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1.1 Motivation 
Today’s rapid transition of centralised power systems into distributed smart grids enforces innovative 
ICT-based approaches to increase the efficiency and reliability of modern sustainable power and energy 
systems [1]–[3]. The penetration of increasing share of distributed energy resources (DERs), including 
renewables (solar, wind, small-scale hydropower, etc.), delivers a share of needed electricity into the 
distribution grid to end-users [4], [5].  
The volume of DERs is steadily growing and approaching the European regulation and environmental 
targets—20 % of renewables share until 2020 [54]. To be exact, according to the European 
Environmental Agency (EEA) report [55], in 2017, renewable energy share represented 17.4 % of the 
targeted 20 % of the energy consumed in Europe. Moreover, the upcoming Clean Energy Package (CEP) 
foresee even more ambitious targets—32 % of renewable energy share in the European energy mix by 
2030 [56], [57].  
However, the massive integration of DERs in the distribution grid brings several challenging issues that 
need to be adequately addressed to achieve real benefit. We highlight the significant issues arising from 
the integration of DERs. DERs—including renewables, integrated into the grid causes two-way energy 
flows influencing grid elements overloading, power quality issues, etc. [6], [7]. The unpredictable 
behaviour of renewables, particularly solar and wind farms—dependent on weather conditions, causes 
imbalances (shortages or surplus of energy) in the power system, forcing transmission system operators 
(TSOs) to procure and engage additional volume of ancillary services, especially resources with flexible 
balancing capacity to balance the system frequency [8].  
Optimised control and monitoring of DERs is essential to prevent destabilisation of grid conditions since 
it contributes to the more targeted operation of DERs [7], [9]. Due to relatively small DERs sizes, well-
established concepts such as virtual power plants (VPP) are gaining its momentum in aggregation, 
monitoring and controlling the behaviour of DERs, and monetising the flexibility potential [6], [10]–
[17]. New market players have the opportunity to develop new business models and offer their 
competitive flexibility potential in different market segments (intra-day, flexibility or balancing market) 
[7], [25], [26].  
Nevertheless, the concepts arising directly from the smart grid paradigm: integration of renewable 
energy resources (RERs), smart metering, power quality monitoring, demand response, microgrids, 
VPP, etc. [2], [29] requires the use of reliable communication infrastructure and systems [30], [31], 
capable fulfilling application-specific requirements [31]. The communication support bidirectional real-
time data exchange between all entities at component, operation and business levels across power 
network to enable advanced monitoring and control functions [3].  
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In the VPP concept, communications are fundamental to control and monitor the portfolio of DERs 
[32]–[35]. The communication system reliability and performance are essential, especially when VPP 
is participating in provisioning of time-critical services, e.g. load-frequency control [36], [37]. In 
practice technical issues on DER site or communication failures in most cases lead to a situation when 
VPP service delivery is compromised. However, with a proper insight into the VPP communication 
system performance and the selection of suitable communication system architecture (technology, 
protocols, network equipment, etc.) the latter can be mitigated.  
Considering the above, the main underlying question of our research is how to define and evaluate the 
VPP communication system performance. We aim to identify what the appropriate indicators—
communication Quality of Service (QoS) indicators (e.g. latency, packet loss, bandwidth, etc.), 
describing the performance of communication systems used within the VPP concept are. However, in 
respect of this, several additional questions are considered. From the timing requirements aspect, the 
questions arise of how strict and how thigh the timings for data exchange are defined for balancing 
services processes. How critical is latency and data loss between destinations and how this impacts the 
VPP service delivery?  
Finding the answers to the above questions requires development of appropriate methodology for 
measuring signal latency and QoS analysis, based on network traffic monitoring within VPP concept. 
Since the VPP concept aggregating real DER units primarily operates in TSO and DSO domains, it is 
essential to have a methodology that suits various deployments. However, the above mentioned 
motivates us to develop a comprehensive methodology and use it for observation of real operational 
VPP deployments utilising heterogeneous communication technologies.  
During the commissioning of the VPP systems, we encounter situations, where the impact of the 
communication system on the VPP services delivery is unknown. In such cases, modelling and 
simulations are a more appropriate and beneficial alternative to dealing with the real operation of the 
VPP systems. However, available co-simulation solutions presented in [38]–[40], combining power 
dynamic and communication system, do not currently fulfil the specifics of VPP systems entirely.  
Before the commissioning of the operational VPP deployment, the configuration of various system 
parameters (ramping times of DERs, activation process, communication performance, signal latency, 
etc.) is essential to reduce unnecessary operational risks. Diversity of the VPP deployments and absence 
of such simulation tools to our knowledge, motivate us to develop a dedicated simulation environment 
based on VPP behavioural model to understand the effect of communication latency and DERs dynamics 
on VPP service delivery [13]. Captured real measurements of communication latency serve as one of 
the inputs for the development of analytical distribution models implemented within VPP performance 
simulation environment.  
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Nevertheless, both analytical and simulation-based approaches often have to make assumptions to 
simplify the realistic problem. Measurement-based evaluations are essential to verify the results of these 
two approaches. Therefore, we need to use real input parameters of DERs, VPP configuration settings 
and communication performance indicators to simulate different use cases.  
Such simulations are especially promising for balance service providers (BSP) utilising the VPP 
technologies for offering balancing services to the TSO to validate the process timings. Additionally, in 
the context of evolving European balancing platforms, derived from Commission Regulation (EU) 
2017/2195 establishing a Guideline on Electricity Balancing (hereinafter referred to as EBGL) [41], 
even more demanding process timings are foreseen, where time contributions of all involved entities 
(TSO, VPP system, DERs) should be optimised to minimise the signal and data latency. 
 
1.2 Problem statement and research objectives 
Due to the broadness of the “Smart Grids” research area, which among others also covers new advanced 
storage technologies, penetration of renewables, demand response schemes, efficient integration of 
DERs into distribution and transmission power networks, development and use of advanced ICT-based 
flexibility platforms for their monitoring, control and aggregation, we mainly focus on ICT systems 
related aspects.  
More specifically, the thesis looks into reliability and efficiency of communication systems used for 
monitoring, control and integration of DERs by using advanced ICT-based flexibility concepts such as 
commercial VPPs, which can provide several ancillary services (e.g. load-frequency control) to the 
TSOs. Thus, the main research questions we addressed during our research work are highlighted in this 
section.  
 
1.2.1 Research objective 1: How to evaluate the performance of VPP communication 
system towards DERs? 
To efficiently control and operate various geographically dislocated DERs and fully monetise their 
flexibility potential, VPP requires bidirectional communications. Therefore, the exchange of 
information using modern ICT and protocols between the VPP and individual DERs units is essential.  
BSPs, which utilises VPP technology to manage portfolios of DERs can offer their services in several 
time-critical ancillary services processes e.g., more particular load-frequency control (e.g. FCR, aFRR, 
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mFRR). However, the VPP systems need to fulfil all technical requirements, including those related to 
communication and information exchange, that TSOs request for delivery of balancing services 
according to ENTSO-E Continental Europe Operation Handbook [42]. Furthermore, from a regulatory 
perspective, ENTSO-E launched the Synchronous Area Framework Agreement (SAFA) package 
containing several policies including Policy on Load-Frequency Control and Reserves [43]—the 
successor of ENTSO-E Continental Europe Operation Handbook. However, the communication 
requirements for more demanding services like aFRR or even FCR are especially challenging and 
remain the same as in [42].  
The question that arises here is how to evaluate the communication performance of the VPP 
communication system—especially in the downstream direction towards DERs. This information is 
essential in the process of determining whether information exchange between the VPP and individual 
DERs is within specific time frames and delivery of requested aggregated VPP (pooled) capacity is not 
compromised due to potential communication issues.  
Therefore, our first research objective is to propose, develop and test the most suitable, unified and 
reliable procedure for measurement and evaluation of communication performance between the VPP 
and DERs.  
 
1.2.2 Research objective 2: What are the QoS requirements in the context of DER 
operation and VPP service delivery?  
In general, communication system performance is assessed based on measurement and analysis of QoS 
parameters. In telecommunication networks, QoS analysis is usually performed based on network traffic 
records captured during live system operation over a certain period of time.  
In multimedia applications, based on IP and internet connectivity (e.g. digital television, streaming, 
voIP, etc.) there are different levels of QoS requested for sufficient operation of individual services. 
Bandwidth, latency, packet loss, jitter are the most essential QoS indicators which can enable insight 
into communication network and service performance.  
Like in multimedia, also in the evolving power network domain, different applications and services, 
utilising telecommunication and telecontrol technologies require different QoS for their reliable 
operation. For example, power quality equipment, relays and circuit breakers, load-frequency control 
regulation units are having utterly different frequency of data exchange, allowed signal latency, 
communication bandwidth, etc. requirements.  
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Therefore, our second research objective addressed in this theses is to analyse and determine, based on 
network traffic records captured from several real operational VPP system deployments, what QoS 
parameters are necessary to monitor in the communication channel between the VPP and DERs in order 
to assess the communication system performance.  
 
1.2.3 Research objective 3: How can communication system performance impact VPP 
overall service delivery?  
The communication systems for monitoring and controlling DERs are not always working ideally [33], 
[34]. Due to various reasons (network stochastics, physical constraints of the used technology, 
misconfigurations, latency, etc.), which are specific for the used communication technology, 
transmission errors can occur. Most commonly, errors occur in downstream communication between 
DERs and VPP system due to unreliable and more cost-effective communication systems. This is 
especially critical in cases when less reliable mobile communications are used.  
For monitoring and control purposes, DERs exchange several operational data types (e.g. measurement 
values, baseline values, availability, activation setpoint value, etc.) with VPP system. In case of poor 
connection, the traffic over IP-based network can be delayed, which can eventually lead to packet loss. 
Therefore, our objective is to investigate the influence of insufficient communication performance on 
delivery of operational data types, which differs for individual balancing services (aFRR, mFRR).  
Our objective is to design a “proof-of-concept” simulation environment, including VPP behavioural 
model to investigate the impact of insufficient communication performance on overall VPP service 
delivery. As an input, the simulation environment uses selected QoS parameters (latency), which are 
modelled based on measured values. The simulation environment enables the simulation of different 
scenarios involving DERs with settable response characteristics and communication system behaviour.  
 
1.3 Outline of the thesis 
This thesis comprises eight chapters and is organised as follows. The first part of the thesis, including 
Chapters 1–4 represents theoretical contributions of the research, while the second part comprising from 
Chapters 5 and 6 describes practical work done during our research work.  
Chapter 1 introduces the motivation for our research, defines the problem statement, research objectives 
and outline of the Thesis.  
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Chapter 2 is focused on the background for our research. The insight into traditional and the evolving 
current electric power system, including electricity market, with emphasis on ancillary services and 
system balancing, is presented. The awareness of the increasing share of DERs integration into the 
power network, European regulatory challenges and VPP involvement in the context of smart grids are 
introduced as well.  
Chapter 3 discusses the VPP concept. The VPP concept is defined from the power system and ICT 
viewpoint. Through the exhaustive literature review, the engagement of VPP in electric power system 
from different aspects including VPP types of operation, broader VPP research with emphasis on VPP 
engagement for providing ancillary services is presented. Recent research and development projects 
involving VPP concepts are reviewed chronologically and according to specific topics.  
Chapter 4 is focused on the VPP communication system architecture which represent the main topic of 
this thesis. The description of VPP system architecture on the functional level is followed by 
communication requirements, which apply to TSOs and especially for BSP—regardless whether they 
are conventional units or aggregators utilising VPP, participating in balancing services. The VPP 
communication infrastructure is defined in up and downstream along with a comprehensive review of 
technologies enabling data exchange across the VPP domain. The VPP information flows, 
communication protocols and standards, cybersecurity and reliability are discussed as well. As a basis 
of our research, we addressed the importance of QoS in power network communications, focusing on 
VPP communication system domain. 
Chapter 5 describes the measurement methodology for the assessment of VPP communication 
performance. Methods for measuring signal latency and determining selected QoS parameters (latency, 
bandwidth, transmission data rate, packet loss, etc.) are presented in detail there. The description of 
individual operational VPP deployment in observation is followed by communication system 
performance measurement results obtained by using the proposed methodology.  
Chapter 6 is dedicated to modelling and simulation of VPP communication performance. The VPP 
behavioural model is mathematically formulated to ease the implementation of VPP performance co-
simulation tool. In Chapter 6 the analytical distribution modelling approach used for modelling 
communication channel performance, based on real measurements (emphasis on latency), collected 
during an observation period of operational VPP deployments is described. Furthermore, in Chapter 6, 
the structure of VPP performance co-simulation tool, simulation modes and configuration are described 
along with obtained simulation results of evaluation use cases.  
The conclusions and findings of our research, as well as future work, are summarised in Chapter 7, while 
Chapter 8 outlines the dissemination of research results and achieved original scientific contributions.  
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2 Background 
 
VPP technology is well integrated into the current electric power system. Therefore, this chapter 
introduces today’s electric power system with an emphasis on evolving smart grids, the importance of 
ancillary services—including system balancing and evolving electricity market. The penetration of 
numerous small-scale DERs across distribution grid, with flexibility potential, bring opportunities for 
aggregators and utilities to use ICT-based VPP concepts as an efficient solution to monitor and control 
the mixture of diversified DERs. Eventually, the VPP in the context of smart grids is presented. 
 
 
2.1 Electric Power System 
2.2 Ancillary services and System Balancing 
2.3 Distributed Energy Resources 
2.3.1 Definition of DER 
2.3.2 DER types and technical characteristics 
2.3.3 Flexibility potential of DERs 
2.4 Electricity market 
2.4.1 Organisation of the electricity market in the EU 
2.4.2 Balancing market 
2.5 European regulation and common balancing European platforms 
2.6 Virtual Power Plants in the Smart Grid 
2.6.1 Smart Grid architecture model (SGAM) 
2.6.2 Mapping Virtual Power Plant into SGAM 
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2.1 Electric Power System 
Electric power system enables the use of technologies around us, development, brings light, 
communications, comfort and life to almost all corners of the world’s civilisation. It is one of the most 
reliable and safe systems that have run for more than a hundred years continuously at all time [58].  
The traditional electric power systems presented in Figure 2.1 comprise of high (HV), medium (MV) 
and low (LV) voltage network. One-way energy flow from centralised large production units towards 
end-users is typical for traditional electric power system.  
 
 
Figure 2.1 – Traditional electric power system [59]. 
 
Energy produced by the conventional power production units (thermo, nuclear and hydropower plant 
units) is transmitted via HV transformers and transmission networks to the MV networks via HV/MV 
transformers. However, larger industrial consumers (e.g. steelworks, etc.), who need more energy for 
their production, can receive supply directly from the transmission network. End-users (commercial, 
residential and industrial) are supplied and connected to LV networks, which are powered via LV/MV 
transformer stations and connected to MV networks. All elements of the electric power system are 
electromagnetically connected and changes in one part of the power network influence the behaviour of 
other parts. However, the traditional power system has several advantages such as insensitivity to short-
term voltage fluctuations, frequency, reactive and active power regulation.  
Over the years, we witness the transition from the traditional into “smart” electricity grids [60]. So-
called “smart grids” are representing the upgrade of the existing electricity grid on generation, 
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transmission, distribution, and consumption level by introducing new technologies, control strategies, 
and ICT [2]. The main difference between traditional and smart grid is in the integration of various 
renewables and small-scale generation units in LV and MV, causing two-way electricity energy flows.  
However, besides the advantages of delivering energy from “cleaner” resources and multiple-purposes 
use [61], renewables and DERs integration also bring several challenges (power quality, an increase of 
voltage levels, system balancing issues, etc.) to the electricity grid. The elements of the traditional grid 
were simply not designed for such operational dynamics. Therefore, these challenges need to be 
addressed [4] with new solutions and concepts enabled by the smart grid.  
The complexity and diversity of smart grids are reflecting with countless published scientific works not 
only introducing novel theoretical findings but in numerous cases resulting in the field implementation 
of solutions and principles which are operable. According to literature, comprehensive reviews of 
multidisciplinary smart grid topics [2], [62], as well as several specific field-topic related novelties e.g., 
[2], [63]–[68], are indicating a tremendous interest in scientific and industrial sphere for contribution to 
development of national and regional modern power grids over the years.  
However, in the smart grid evolution, ICT plays a key role in enabling two-way information exchange 
between the entities and enabling advanced automated and distributed energy delivery network [31], 
[33], [46], [69]. Furthermore, the involvement of ICT enables the development of new innovative 
solutions and services aiming to energy efficiency, economic efficiency, integration of DERs and 
positive influence on the environment by reducing carbon fingerprint.  
Nowadays, the concepts such as microgrids [6], [9], [70], DR programs [71]–[74], VPP [10], [14], [18], 
[20], [75] enabling the integration of DERs into the grid are the most notable concepts representing a 
step forward in the smart grid evolution. Adaptive, scalable and reliable ICT based software tools and 
applications are bridging controllable small-scale assets owned by consumers, producers or prosumers 
on one side, and the engagement of new players (e.g. aggregators) to the electricity market on the other 
side [3], [76]. In this sense, the communication systems and communication protocols are especially 
relevant, since they are tasked to timely deliver data and information between the entities. As explained 
in [12], [33], [36], their performance is especially vital for time-critical applications such as ancillary 
services, protection, substation automation, outage management, power quality, etc. However, the 
communication systems are not always reliable [36]. Due to various reasons (communication equipment 
failure, stochastic behaviour, network congestions, etc.) data can be delayed or even lost [24], [37].  
Therefore, there is a necessity to monitor the performance of communication systems across relevant 
TSOs and DSOs domains at all time to identify potential weaknesses of communication architecture and 
prevent major failures. Additionally, development and use of performance evaluation methods can 
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contribute to the selection of appropriate communication technologies, protocols or standards suitable 
for selected application [29].  
Advanced ICT solutions not only enable data exchange for previously mentioned concepts, but also 
strive to engage innovative tools and solutions for key smart grid stakeholders (TSOs, DSOs, 
aggregators, technology providers, market operators and market participants). The stakeholders can 
benefit from optimisation, forecasting, modelling, visualisation and artificial intelligence-based data 
mining approaches covering various fields of smart grid [77], [78].  
However, taking into account the ambitious European regulation targets set within the CEP [79]—at 
least a 32 % (existing 20 % target for 2020) share of renewable energy consumption, as well as 
technology and grid infrastructure constraints, there are still many challenges to be addressed in order 
to reach full-scale smart grid ideology implementation.  
 
2.2 Ancillary services and System Balancing 
The ancillary service are used to ensure safe, stable and uninterrupted operation of the electricity system 
[58], [80], [81]. The Directive 2009/72/EC [82] defines the ancillary services as services necessary for 
the operation of transmission or distribution systems. The ancillary services procured by TSOs to ensure 
the management of the transmission system can be divided into frequency and non-frequency ancillary 
services.  
Load-frequency control services are directly related to maintenance of system frequency and are used 
for the system balancing. Services such as reactive power and voltage control, re-dispatch, compensation 
of loss and black start are non-frequency related ancillary services.  
According to [42], one of the main TSO’s responsibilities is to maintain system frequency by balancing 
consumption and generation. The inertia—provided by the synchronously rotated generation units 
connected to the power system is one of the vital system parameters for ensuring power system 
frequency at 50 Hz at all time. The inertia is reduced by decommissioning synchronous generators or 
turning them offline during dispatching while being replaced by converter-interfaced generation and 
loads representing (DERs), causing reduction of inertia. As reported in [83], the inertia of today’s system 
decreases as more and more DERs, renewables, converter connected generation units and loads are 
integrated into the power system. Due to above mentioned reason DERs are not capable of contributing 
to inertia in the power system. Therefore, the reduced frequency stability is the main challenge in the 
operation of the future power system.  
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In the case of increased power consumption in the power system, the system frequency slightly drops. 
Analogously, the system frequency increases if there is an excess of energy in the system. In both cases 
the power system is unbalanced. To restore the imbalances in the power system, TSOs locally activates 
balance service providers (BSP)—conventional balancing units, DR providers or aggregators (VPP 
owners). 
Nevertheless, to balance the power system, system frequency is synchronously maintained by all TSOs 
by performing load-frequency control. The TSO performs its load-frequency control as a three-step 
procedure (Figure 2.2), including the Frequency Containment Reserve (FCR), automated Frequency 
Restoration Reserve (aFRR) and manual Frequency Restoration Reserve (mFRR). Additionally, the time 
control corrects global time deviation of the synchronous time in the long term as a joint action of all 
TSOs [42].  
 
 
Figure 2.2 – Load-frequency control process [42]. 
 
Each frequency control action presented in Figure 2.2 has its technical requirements (response and 
duration time, cycle time interval for collecting measurements, etc.). We describe the cycle time interval 
for collecting the measurement data and sending setpoint signals as well as other communication 
requirements for FCR, aFRR and mFRR furthermore in Section 4.2. 
As illustrated in Figure 2.3 the FCR starts within seconds of an incident occurrence as a joint action of 
all interconnected parties (TSOs). However, in case of an incident, local units automatically respond to 
the change in the main network frequency. In the next step, the aFRR replaces the FCR (from thirty 
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seconds up to fifteen minutes after an incident) to minimise the frequency imbalance and restore the 
frequency to the target value of 50 Hz. Additionally, the aFRR is used to return the tie-line flows back 
to scheduled values. The aFRR is followed by the mFRR, activated by responsible TSOs in case of an 
indicated or expected sustained aFRR activation. Typically, the mFRR is activated manually, but in 
many cases, the activation is automatic. The required BSP activation time to provide the mFRR is 
typically up to fifteen minutes, depending on the specific requirements of an individual control area. 
The mFRR can be active from fifteen minutes up to several hours, depending on the market rules and 
the size of the event or disturbance [42].  
 
 
Figure 2.3 – Operational time frames of load-frequency control actions and activation of reserves defined 
within Central Europe [16], [42]. 
 
The increasing share of unpredictable DERs and the mixture of production demands more and more 
volume of balancing energy for the power system. Figure 2.4 intuitively illustrates the variability of 
DERs—especially renewables (solar and wind) in the power system. The diagram shows the mixture of 
electricity production share in Germany for a selected period between June 21 – June 30, 2018 reported 
by German TSOs. Solar and wind power are the dominant generation types that cause the fluctuations 
of produced power in the system. This, however, can be interpreted as an increased need of TSOs to 
gradually engage more balancing energy volume. 
Beside traditional conventional balancing units, TSOs need adequate volume of fast, flexible resources 
to cope with the imbalance of the system caused by the unpredictable behaviour of renewables. 
Considering the above, this represents an opportunity for aggregators and retailers to pool the flexibility 
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potential of various DERs by using VPP to monetise the available capacity on balancing markets for 
TSOs (Section 2.4.2). 
 
 
Figure 2.4 – The electricity production including renewables in Germany for the selected period [84]. 
 
2.3 Distributed Energy Resources 
Electricity is produced not only by large conventional power plants but increasingly from small-scale 
electricity generation units connected mainly to MV and LV distribution network [85]. In some cases, 
small-scale feed-in units can be directly connected to the transmission network. Such small-scale 
electricity generation units are termed distributed energy resources (DERs) [4]. In Section 2.3.1, the 
DER definition is briefly presented. Various DER types and their related technical characteristics are 
summarised in Section 2.3.2, while flexibility potential of DERs is addressed in Section 2.3.3.  
 
2.3.1 Definition of DER 
In recent scientific publications, authors define DER similarly. However, differences exist in the range 
of technologies included within the definition of DER [61]. We highlight several definitions of DER, 
which are in our opinion important.  
Authors in [86], provide a high-level definition of DER, which includes distributed generation (DG), 
demand response (DR) and electricity storage. Furthermore, in [87] authors state that DER comprise 
from several technologies, such as diesel engines, micro turbines, fuel cells, photovoltaic, small wind 
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turbines, etc. According to [5], DER are small-scale electricity generation units, including variable 
renewable energy resources (vRER), wind turbines and photovoltaics, and other distributed generation, 
as well as storage and demand response (industrial and commercial loads), connected to the distribution 
network. In the scope of our research, we follow the previously mentioned explicate definition of DERs.  
DERs have several advantages and disadvantages [4]. The main advantages of DERs is that they use the 
available resources on the distribution level. Their aggregated available capacity can be used for 
provision of ancillary services (e.g. load-frequency control, black start, voltage and reactive power 
control) for the TSO or DSO, peak shaving and load balancing [4], [5], [11], [85]. Non-aggregated 
individual DERs units—not RER in particular, are usually less efficient than conventional centralised 
units. From the environmental viewpoint, DERs can contribute to reduction of environmental pollution 
[61]. However, the main weaknesses of DERs are related to difficult control and optimisation, 
unpredictable behaviour—especially renewables, difficult synchronisation with the network, weak 
contribution to system inertia and increased cost of dispatching.  
The control of mixed DERs with different technical characteristics, introduced in Section 2.3.2, is a 
challenging task. However, to unlock the true value of DERs flexibility, efficient control, monitoring 
and optimisation of DERs operation is a must. As furthermore discussed in Section 2.4.2, the advanced 
aggregation platforms such as VPP enable entering small-scale DERs to participate in balancing market 
or offering services to the TSO or DSO. 
 
2.3.2 DER types and technical characteristics 
In general, DERs represent producers, consumers and prosumers using different technical units and 
resources connected to the network. Each unit type has its own physical and technical characteristics 
dependent on the technology used. Many of technology options can be utilised to provide flexibility [8]. 
However, the units participating in ancillary services must meet technical characteristics and 
requirements, which are defined by the individual services (Section 2.2). As furthermore explained in 
Section 4.2, for the VPPs controlling numerous small-scale DERs the same rules and technical 
requirements apply for conventional units as well.  
Nevertheless, focusing on load-frequency control—balancing purposes, the essential technical 
characteristics of individual DER units are ramping velocity (ramp-up time denoted as ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢), ramp 
shape and fluctuation of DER units’ output power [88]. Additionally, in the case of renewables 
(especially solar and wind farms), their unpredictable nature influence overall RER profile shape [20]. 
Moreover, variable production of power from RER can largely deviate from an average load profile (up 
to 40 % of nominal power) for several short time intervals and eventually causes imbalances in the 
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power network [89]. All these parameters are essential inputs for the VPP optimisation module that 
forms pooled load profile which shall be compliant with balancing energy product characteristics, 
defined for a specific balancing market segment (FCR, aFRR, mFRR). 
Figure 2.5 illustrates ramp-up dynamics (duration and shape) for selected producers (generators) and 
consumers (loads): (a) batteries, (b) industrial steam or gas turbines with a hot start and (c) small-scale 
hydropower run-off river plants are presented in the producers group, followed by (d) combined heat 
and power (CHP), (e) industrial loads such as cement mills and (f) steel mills representing consumers 
group.  
 
 
Figure 2.5 – Ramp-up characteristics for typical DERs. 
 
The timescale indicates the approximate time needed for 100 % activation of an individual unit (FAT). 
Values on the abscise axis indicate the maximum level of flexible capacity at 100 % and the minimum 
level that is on disposal for curtailment at 0 % [24]. Time-dependent function 𝑓(𝑥) in Figure 2.5 denotes 
the ramp-up dynamics of DER. Later on in this thesis, we include this parameter within the VPP 
behavioural model (Section 6.2) for the simulation purposes, since it dominantly contributes to the 
overall latency of the VPP activation process [16].  
The examples of real ramp-up responses recorded during the VPP activation process of DER at refinery 
facility with steam turbines and a diesel generator (Case study 1: Section 5.3.1) are presented in Figure 
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2.6. Three different scheduled activations of DER are shown here, where three parameters—∆𝑇𝑟𝑢, ramp 
shape, and power fluctuation after reaching requested setpoint value are visible. The requested scheduled 
activation setpoint for the three cases was 5 MW. The activations were scheduled in advance and VPP 
activated DER before requested activation start to ensure full delivery of requested balancing energy. 
Blue curve indicates power measurements of DER visible in VPP, while red and black lines represents 
requested setpoint and baseline power respectively. Measured ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢 of DER in case (a) is shorter than 
in cases (b) and (c). However, ramp shape is similar in cases (a) and (b), while in (c) it is slightly different 
due to the activation response of the refinery facility.  
 
 
Figure 2.6 – Measured ramp-up time dynamics of DERs. 
 
There are several types of technologies used for producing or consuming electricity that can be pooled 
by the VPPs to monetise their flexibility for balancing purposes. In Table 2-1, we summarise potential 
flexible DERs appropriate for VPP aggregation and delivering of balancing services according to our 
practical experiences and [90], [91]. We divided DERs into consumers and producers. Furthermore, the 
classification according to response time (slow, medium, and fast) and balancing service (RR, mFRR, 
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aFRR, and FCR) highlights the potential of individual DERs engagement for flexibility provision on the 
pool level.  
 
Table 2-1 – Classification of DER units used for flexibility provision according to response time and 
involvement in balancing services. 
DER type Ramp-up time (ΔTr) Classification Balancing service 
Consumers 
steel mills, paper mills, 
cement mills, refineries. 
15 min slow mFRR, RR 
HVAC, chillers, 
electrolysers (H2, 
chlorine, aluminium) 
5 – 15 min medium aFRR, mFRR 
chillers, water heater 
(power-to-heat), micro 
combined heat and 
power (CHP), electric 
heat pumps (EHP) 
1 min fast aFRR 
Producers 
steam or gas turbine 
10 – 15 min (cold start) 
5 min (hot start) 
slow aFRR, mFRR 
small-scale hydropower 
(storage), hydropower 
(run-off river), wind 
mills, photo-voltaics 
(PV), pump-storage, 
CHP, diesel and gasoline 
generators 
2 – 5 min medium aFRR 
batteries, battery energy 
storage systems (BESS) 
25 ms – 1 s fast FCR, aFRR 
 
Nevertheless, Table 2-1 represents a good starting point for further discussion regarding the available 
flexibility potential of DERs. Therefore, the following section introduces the assessment of the flexible 
amount of balancing energy, which is important for TSOs or DSOs to mitigate the influence of the 
unpredictable renewables behaviour previously stressed in Section 2.2.  
 
2.3.3 Flexibility potential of DERs 
Nowadays, a range of operational (e.g., forecast integration), institutional (e.g., market design, DR 
integration) or physical (e.g. storage, transmission) flexibility options are available to the TSOs and 
DSOs [8]. The use of flexibility options depends on operational timeframes. Short-term flexibility can 
be operated in time frame up to one hour, mid-term up to days and long-term flexibility is seasonal.  
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The conventional power peaking plants (coil, lignite and gas-fired) on the production side are the most 
mature option contributing short- and mid-term flexibility [8]. However, their limiting ramping 
capabilities and relatively high operating costs compared to the energy prices on the market are major 
drawbacks. On demand side large-scale industrial DR and small scale DERs including storage are 
particularly interesting since they can operate within short-term time frames.  
According to [74], [92], total DR and flexibility potential for Europe is estimated to 52.35 GW, 
representing 9.4 % of the peak load estimated by ENTSO-E. In literature, several studies are published 
regarding the assessment of DERs and DR flexibility potential on European national level [26], [72], 
[73], [93]–[95]. For example, authors in [26] estimate the total flexibility need for Northern Europe to 
12-23 GW, corresponding to 15-29 % of the peak load. The estimated average potential for economically 
suitable flexible DR (load reduction by shedding or shifting) available in Germany is up to 10 GW, 
corresponding to 12 % of the peak load [95]. For the central Europe countries (Austria, Slovenia, 
Hungary and Romania) the theoretical flexibility capacity potential (DR and DERs) is estimated to 9.82 
GW, 1.44 GW, 4.08 GW, and 11.48 GW, respectively [94].  
The future scenarios and models studied in [8], [57] show that flexibility needs in Europe will grow with 
the increasing share of installed renewables (solar and wind power) replacing thermal power production. 
As reported in [8], the total share of renewables for all EUSTEM regions will increase from 13 % of the 
total demand in 2010 to 27 % in 2050.  
To summarise, the available flexible potential encourages aggregators and new market players on the 
balancing market (Section 2.4.2) to develop new business models targeting services on mFRR, aFRR or 
even FCR balancing market segments. However, encouraged by European legislation [41] balancing 
market should allow participation of DERs and aggregators under non-discriminatory conditions (e.g., 
unified prequalification and market rules for aggregators as for conventional providers). Aggregators 
can, therefore, monetise the flexibility potential of various DERs on the national and future common 
European balancing market.  
On the other hand, several entry barriers for DERs participation on the balancing market can be 
identified [5], [96]. For example, formal and administrative restrictions, obscure procedures between 
assets owners and connected DSOs and restrictive technical requirements slow down the entrance of 
DERs flexibility on the balancing market [5].  
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2.4 Electricity market 
In economic terms, electricity (both power and energy) is a commodity capable of being bought, sold 
and traded on the electricity market [97]. Therefore, the electricity market is a dynamic system where 
demand and supply meet and enable purchases through bids to buy or sell different electricity products 
[5], [98]. The electricity market participants are producers, retailers and traders who supply electrical 
energy to the consumers. The electrical energy is delivered from conventional and non-conventional 
production units to customers over transmission and distribution networks, for which network operators 
(TSOs and DSOs) are responsible. Consequently, the electricity market and operation of the power 
system are inseparable. 
In general, the organisation of electricity markets across Europe, US or in other parts of the developing 
world significantly differs from each other according to the power system specifics [99]. Focusing on 
Europe, the organisation of electricity markets is briefly introduced in Section 2.4.1. Since the balancing 
of the system is one of the most important tasks of the TSOs (Section 2.2), the balancing markets 
represent significant importance for TSOs. On the balancing markets, TSOs procure balancing energy 
from balance service providers (BSP) to mitigate imbalances between real-time generation and 
consumption of electricity [7], [57]. Therefore, in Section 2.4.2, we address the structure of rapidly 
evolving balancing market in Europe where BSP that utilised VPP concept can participate. 
 
2.4.1 Organisation of the electricity market in the EU 
The European energy legislation is based on a target design model [100], [101], which aims to the 
development of increasingly interconnected internal European electricity market with converting prices 
all over Europe. The process of liberalisation of the European electricity market, ambitiously launched 
twenty years ago, brings several changes. The most noticeable were unbundling of supply, generation 
and networks, providing market access to third parties and ensuring competition on wholesale and retail 
markets [102]. However, there are still various market integration and harmonisation challenges that 
need to be addressed in the upcoming years [103].  
Electricity markets in Europe have geographical and time scale characteristics. From a geographical 
perspective, markets are ranging from local offers on the retail market to transnational wholesale 
markets. The retail market joins suppliers and traders where they conclude open contracts. In the open 
contracts, the quantities of supplied electricity and the time profile of supply are not set in advance, 
which means that consumers pay for the supplied electricity according to actual measured consumption. 
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Typically, generators, electricity suppliers and large industrial customers participate on the wholesale 
market. The specificity of electricity—as a commodity, lies in the fact that it must be produced at the 
moment when needed since storage of electricity is not so trivial. Thus, most electricity transactions 
dictate the delivery of electricity at a certain point in time. Considering the above, several market 
segments exists. Figure 2.7 illustrates the time-scale structure of current electricity markets related to 
interconnection capacity allocation in Europe. On the timeline, a specific moment in time is indicated 
with T, while D indicates the trading day.  
 
 
Figure 2.7 – The time-scale structure of electricity markets related to interconnection capacity allocation in 
Europe. 
 
As discussed in [101], the market coupling solutions for cross-border congestion management bring 
benefits in terms of economic welfare and economic capacity allocation. By applying market coupling 
mechanisms on the European level, the wholesale markets are interconnected on a transnational regional 
level [101]. Therefore, capacity allocation needs to be procured on the market to enable cross-border 
energy flows. As shown in Figure 2.7 yearly, monthly and daily auctions for capacity allocation can be 
conducted. 
Furthermore, Figure 2.7 shows the division of the electricity market from time-scale perspective. The 
electricity market is divided into the long-term, the forward and future, the day-ahead (DA), the intra-
day (ID), and balancing market segments. In the long-term electricity market, different products can be 
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contracted for the period up to 20 years and more. On the forward and futures markets, different products 
can be contracted several weeks to years in advance. On the DA market, different products can be 
contracted for the delivery on the following day. On the ID market, different products can be contracted 
for the delivery within a specific time period (i.e. an hour or a quarter). Finally, on the balancing market, 
energy products for real-time balancing of supply and demand are traded. The balancing market is 
especially interested in the participation of demand response providers and aggregators to provide 
balancing services to the TSOs. Therefore, in Section 2.4.2, the balancing market is furthermore 
discussed.  
Finally, electricity markets on a national level are operated by market operators (MO), while the rules 
for their operation are set by independent national regulators (NRA). However, at the European level, 
the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) [104] defines the guidelines for 
transnational electricity networks and markets, which are further developed and approved by ENTSO-
E [105]. 
 
2.4.2 Balancing market 
According to ELGB [41], the balancing market means the entirety of institutional, commercial and 
operational arrangements that enables market-based management of balancing. Furthermore, ACER in 
Framework Guidelines on Electricity Balancing [106] defines a balancing market as a part of the overall 
electricity market, fulfilling the need for balancing services. As previously shown in Figure 2.7, a 
balancing market consists of two important parts: balancing services procurement and imbalance 
settlement [107]. Balancing service procurement defines features of procurement processes, e.g. bidding 
rules, participation requirements for BSPs, settlement rules, etc. Imbalance settlement mechanisms 
allow charging TSO’s costs to be passed on the balance responsible parties (BRP). 
Looking from time scale perspective (Figure 2.7) individual segments of the balancing market are 
organised according to the LFC (FCR, aFRR, mFRR and RR) requirements and operational time-frames 
as described in Section 2.2. For example, balancing capacity can be procured on yearly, monthly, weekly 
and daily tenders, while activation of balancing energy bids by BSPs is done at a certain point in time 
according to operational time frames for individual LFC actions—balancing services (Figure 2.3). 
In Europe, local balancing markets on a national level are dominant now [7], [57]. As reported in [57] 
among European counties, there is a large difference in national balancing market design. Therefore, 
joining national balancing markets and enabling cross-border trading for balancing purposes is a rather 
large challenge due to a variety of market rules such as gate closure time, products, procurement 
mechanisms, imbalance settlement procedures and regulatory barriers. Several regional cross-border 
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balancing cooperation in Europe—as for example, Austrian-German cooperation already exists and 
demonstrates efficient balancing reserve sharing and positive effect on economic surplus.  
For this reason, European balancing markets should be integrated, keeping the electricity system in 
balance in the most efficient manner. As furthermore explained in Section 2.5, the current European 
efforts, thus, strive towards the integration of national balancing markets into one common European 
balancing market for aFRR, mFRR and RR balancing purposes.  
Nevertheless, in literature balancing markets are well studied from several aspects such as design, cross-
border exchange, economic, pricing, renewables and DER integration [5], [7], [111]–[114], [57], [97], 
[98], [101], [102], [108]–[110]. Despite the relevance and importance of balancing market research 
aspects, we highlight the participation of new market players (aggregators and flexibility providers) and 
indirect integration of DERs in balancing markets. However, it needs to be emphasised that detailed 
research in connection to the development and economics of balancing market, is not in the scope of our 
research. 
With a growing share of DERs, the opportunities for participation of aggregators on balancing markets 
are becoming more and more attractive [7]. Furthermore, in [57], authors addressed the question of 
whether current balancing markets rules sufficiently facilitate the adoption of DER for system balancing, 
as encouraged by the European policy and regulation. The authors concluded, that the extent to which 
DERs can contribute to the efficient functioning of the balancing market, among others, really depends 
on the market access criteria, market design and terms and conditions (product definition, portfolio-
based prequalification, bidding, timing and remuneration). It is highlighted in [57] that for efficient 
utilisation of DERs more changes to the auction rules and streamlined support schemes for DERs 
contributing to the system balancing are needed.  
Normally, TSO sets a minimum granularity of balancing capacity and energy bids offered by BSPs on 
balancing market. Therefore, individual small-scale DER units cannot afford the cost and the risk of 
being active in the balancing market due to their size and the relatively high uncertainty of their 
availability [9]. However, in this regard, pooling of DERs by aggregators can significantly improve the 
potential contribution of DERs on balancing market. Here, the VPP concept has a prominent role from 
the technology viewpoint since it enables optimised delivery of flexibility services to the balancing 
market. Wider participation of VPPs in the balancing market can have a positive effect on end-users by 
giving them the opportunity to directly benefit from smart grids by reducing electricity costs [5], [107], 
[115], [116].  
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2.5 European regulation and common balancing European platforms 
In 2011, the European electricity network codes, representing a set of eight regulations (rules), were 
drafted by ENTSO-E, with guidance from the ACER (Agency for Cooperation of Energy Regulators). 
Network codes are covering connection, operation and market domains of the electricity system. 
However, the electricity network codes aim to enable the implementation of the internal European 
electricity market [57].  
The recently adopted EBGL [41] emphasises integrated cross-border market-based procurement of FRR 
balancing services (aFRR, mFRR, and RR). From a contextual viewpoint, the EBGL clearly defines the 
roles and responsibilities on the balancing market for TSO, BRP, and BSP. According to EBGL, TSOs 
need to develop and implement national terms and conditions for BRPs and BSPs. Aiming to harmonise 
individual segment of FRR market EBGL requires a definition of standard balancing energy products 
for each FRR balancing service. Furthermore, the settlement processes on relations: between TSOs; 
between TSO and BRP; between TSO and BSP are defined. The procurement and exchange of balancing 
energy are foreseen in the scope of international European platforms for balancing energy exchange, 
while the procurement of balancing capacity stays in the TSOs national domain.  
Moreover, EBGL requires that in one year after the entry into force of this regulation (i.e. December 
2017), European TSOs develop a proposal for the implementation framework for common European 
platforms for the exchange of balancing energy, as well as other proposals that will define the design of 
the European market for aFRR, mFRR and RR. 
Currently, ENTOS-E’s efforts are focused on the design and implementation of common European 
platforms for the exchange of balancing energy. The PICASSO (aFRR) [117], MARI (mFRR) [118], 
and TERRE (RR) [119] initiatives are actively preparing and developing the design, and it is expected 
that all three platforms will go-live until 2021. The design of the European balancing platforms is based 
on TSO-TSO model. According to ELGB [41], the TSO-TSO model defines the exchange of balancing 
services where the BSP provides balancing services to its connecting TSO, which then provides these 
balancing services to the requesting TSO. 
The characteristics of individual FRR services which define future balancing market design in Europe 
are presented in Figure 2.8. Compared to current local specific balancing market design, integrated 
European balancing market strives to shift and harmonise balancing energy gate closure time (GCT) 
within ID—a moment in time, when BSPs submit their energy bids to the connected TSO, closer to the 
delivery time (in Figure 2.8 indicated with T). Consequently, TSO GCT—a moment in time, when TSO 
sends the balancing need to the dedicated FRR European platform is shortened as well. This, however, 
increases the efficiency of balancing mechanisms.  
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The implementation of EBGL and common integrated balancing market does not foresee only market-
related changes, but more stricter technical characteristics for BSPs, closely correlated to the definition 
of standard product shapes for each FRR service. For example, the definition of standard balancing 
energy shape of the products for aFRR, mFFR, and RR set the full activation time (FAT) to 5 min, 12.5 
min, 30 min, respectively. Reaching FAT requirements can be challenging for specific types of units 
due to their technical characteristics, especially in the context of mFRR and aFRR.  
 
 
Figure 2.8 – Common European balancing platforms and market design. 
 
However, the design of the FRR specific processes on European level is challenging from the ICT 
perspective for participating TSOs and BSPs offering balancing services. For example, the timing of the 
overall MARI process is presented in Figure 2.9. Following the regulation, each TSO needs to resolve 
the incident (imbalance) within the time to restore frequency (TTRF)—in fifteen minutes [120].  
In the process, it is essential that each time contribution is within the defined timing to respect the TTRF 
boundaries. Figure 2.9 shows that the significant time contribution in the mFRR scheduled activation 
process is allocated to FAT (12.5 min). The remaining 2.5 minutes are dedicated for processing of the 
MARI platform (estimated 1 minute), communication TSO-MARI platform-TSO (1 minute), and TSO-
BSP (30 seconds). Afterwards, BSP needs to respond and activate its portfolio units engaged in the 
regulation (red dot in Figure 2.9). 
Considering that TSO’s internal systems need time for processing and dispatching activation signals to 
the BSPs as well, those time constraints are considerably tight. Moreover, even BSPs internal systems 
and tools for energy management (e.g. local SCADA, VPP, EMS, etc.) need to process signals and 
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forward the activation commands to its portfolio assets. Therefore, system components should be 
optimised and carefully tailored at all levels in order to minimise the influence of latency.  
 
 
Figure 2.9 – Process timing of the mFRR process.  
 
Motivated by the above, we investigated the importance of communication performance assessment 
between the VPP and DERs, as well as the influence of insufficient communication on overall VPP 
service delivery. Knowing the behaviour of the VPP system comprising of various ICT technologies 
including, communication system and different assets can contribute to the optimised operation.  
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2.6 Virtual Power Plants in the Smart Grid 
To represent the smart grid and interaction of crucial entities and elements, including the complex ICT, 
Section 2.6.1 represents the smart grid architecture model (SGAM) [121], which we use as a reference. 
The implicit participation of VPP concepts in the context of the smart grid is presented in Section 2.6.2. 
In the end, we map and highlight the scope of our research into the modified SGAM limited to VPP and 
its domains. 
 
2.6.1 Smart Grid architecture model (SGAM) 
The complexity of the smart grid domain explained in Section 2.1 is captured in SGAM, manifesting 
the importance of ICT for communication between different components across several layers of the 
SGAM [12], [122]. The model allows the representation of the current state of implementations in the 
overall electricity system. Moreover, the main added value of the three dimensions (domain, 
interoperability layer and zone) SGAM lies in enabling design and evolution of future scalable, flexible 
and interoperable smart grid use case scenarios. The example of dedicated SGAM described later in this 
section, is presented in Figure 2.10.  
 
Figure 2.10 – The VPP integration and mapping process to SGAM [24]. 
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Based on the bottom-up approach, we hereinafter briefly explain general SGAM framework elements. 
The SGAM framework consists of five hierarchical interoperability layers representing a component, 
communication, information exchange and models, functions and business objectives and processes 
viewpoint. Each layer describes the smart grid scenarios from electrical domains and information 
management zones interaction point of view.  
According to [121], the component layer describes the physical distribution of all participating 
components (e.g. system entities, applications, power system equipment, protection and tele-control 
devices, ICT infrastructure and components, processing systems, etc.) in the smart grid concept. The 
communication layer serves to describe protocols and mechanisms for the exchange of data between all 
components taking into account function or service-related information objects or data models. The 
main goal of the information layer is the description of information flows between functions, services 
and components. The information exchange is done the communication layer described above by using 
information objects and data models representing common semantics for functions and services. From 
the SGAM architectural viewpoint, the function layer describes functions and services (e.g. ancillary 
services) and their relationships. It needs to be emphasised that functions and services are represented 
independent from entities, physical implementations in applications, systems and components. A 
business layer represents a set of business services related to the smart grid domain. In the business 
layer, regulatory, economic (market) structures, business capabilities and business processes can be 
represented.  
 
2.6.2 Mapping Virtual Power Plant into SGAM 
To draw the boundaries and the scope of the research presented in this thesis, the domains which we see 
as a relevant can be highlighted in the context of SGAM. Thus, we present a modified SGAM to illustrate 
the integration of VPP concept into the smart grid domain (Figure 2.10) [12], [24]. The VPP, defined in 
Section 3.1, with its flexible aggregated assets, offers a cost-efficient alternative to conventional power 
plants. To ensure their technical and economic feasibility, communication systems are of crucial 
importance [13]. Therefore, the main objective of our research is the performance evaluation of 
communication system and services used for VPP concept operation.  
Nevertheless, on the component layer, the VPP ICT system infrastructure (e.g., server) is placed between 
the DSO, DER and customer components to follow the general architecture shown in Figure 2.10. In 
reference to horizontal axes—zones of automation in the modified SGAM, VPP participates in 
operation, enterprise and on the market.  
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The vertical axes in SGAM correspond to the interoperability layers illustrating the major protocols, 
data models and services used for VPP purposes. Here, we focus on communication systems and 
technologies used for enabling data transport for VPP and DERs monitoring and control purposes 
(Section 4.3). The communication protocols and standards (e.g. IEC 60870-5-104, OpenADR 2.0b, IEC 
61850, etc.) providing efficient data exchange are hereinafter discussed in Section 4.5. To investigate 
how well the VPP communication system infrastructure behaves, and what is the impact of insufficient 
communication on VPP service delivery, we investigate the assessment of communication performance 
of operational VPP deployments (Section 5.3) based on selected QoS analysis (Section 5.4). We use 
empirical measurements of communication latency as a vital input for modelling and simulation of 
signal latency and high latency impact on overall VPP performance. 
From the functional layer perspective, we focused on VPP usage for the provision of ancillary services—
more particularly participation in mFRR and aFRR balancing services (Section 2.2). Furthermore, in 
Section 3.2 of this thesis, we describe the engagement of VPP in the electric power system acting as a 
TVPP or CVPP on a business layer.  
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3 Virtual Power Plant 
 
This chapter is dedicated to the state-of-the-art VPP concept. The definition of VPP concept and the 
activation process of the VPP is explained in Section 3.1. Furthermore, Section 3.2 introduces current 
engagement of VPP in the electric power system. Evolutionary exhaustive review of past and current 
research and development projects with VPP concept involvement in Europe is given in Section 3.3.  
 
“The beauty of the VPP is that it can optimize the entire system without the need for large capital 
investments in infrastructure.” 
P. Asmus, 2010 
 
 
3.1 Virtual Power Plant concept 
3.1.1 Definition of VPP 
3.1.2 Activation process of the VPP 
3.2 Engagement of VPP in the electric power system 
3.2.1 VPP types of operation 
3.2.2 Wider VPP research aspects 
3.2.3 VPP for providing ancillary services 
3.3 VPP research and development projects 
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3.1 Virtual Power Plant concept 
In 1997, the original idea of the virtual power plant concept, initially termed as a virtual utility, was 
firstly proposed by Awerbuch [123]. Furthermore, the VPP presented in 2003 [10] highlighted the 
concept and emphasised the question of whether VPP can contribute to reliable and environmentally 
oriented energy supply. The authors pointed out several advantages as well as challenges (e.g., 
automation and control, integration in power network, adaptability, etc.) that need to be addressed to 
enable full integration of VPPs into the existing power network.  
Firstly, the multi-viewpoint VPP concept definition is addressed in Section 3.1.1, while the essential 
VPP functionality—activation process of connected assets is introduced in Section 3.1.2. 
 
3.1.1 Definition of VPP 
According to literature review, the VPP concept is broad and can be defined from several perspectives. 
Therefore, it is difficult to find a consensus regarding the ultimate definition of the VPP concept. 
Hereinafter, two main aspects of VPP concept definition: from power network and ICT viewpoint, which 
are relevant in the context of our research are presented.  
 
VPP concept definition – power network viewpoint 
Here we point out a few most relevant definitions of VPP concept found in literature, describing the 
VPP concept from a power network perspective. Authors in [12], [14], [18], [19], define VPP as a 
flexible representation of portfolio of aggregated various DERs appearing as a single, larger power unit 
with a common load profile.   
In [124], VPP concept is defined “as the aggregation of any number of DGs in order to either facilitate 
the trading of their electric energy and/ or for the purpose of jointly controlling their offer and realization 
of support services to the grid.” Furthermore, according to [125], a VPP combines small components (a 
combination of DERs, including generation, loads and storage systems) of the electric system and acts 
as an aggregator.  
Similarly, a comprehensive review of microgrid and VPP concepts employed for DERs scheduling in 
power systems [126] defines VPP concept as a set of loads, distributed generation, and electrical energy 
storages aggregated together into a common control point acting as a single controllable entity. The 
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VPPs and microgrids concepts have some differences as well as critical features in common, for 
example, the ability to aggregate distributed generation, renewable energy resources, and storage 
systems at the distribution level. The main differences between VPPs and microgrids concepts are 
highlighted in Table 3-1, where several aspects are taken into account. However, according to [70], 
[126] the microgrid can also be treated as a particular case of a VPP concept.  
 
Table 3-1 – Differences between VPP and microgrid [70]. 
Parameter Microgrid VPP 
Connection to the grid 
Grid-tied or  
off-grid systems. 
Always grid-tied systems. 
Operation Enables island operation. 
Does not support island 
operation. 
Use of storage Requires storage units. 
May or may not include storage 
units.  
Hardware equipment and ICT 
infrastructure 
Dependent on hardware 
(inverters, smart switches, etc.) 
Dependent on smart meters ICT 
infrastructure 
DERs 
Static set of geographically-tied 
DERs. 
VPP control different DERs 
over large geographic areas. 
Access to market Retail, local flexibility markets.  
Wholesale (DA, ID, etc.), 
flexibility markets. 
Regulatory and legislation barriers 
Still some infrastructure, 
technical regulatory related 
barriers.  
VPPs can be implemented under 
current regulatory frameworks 
 
VPP concept definition – ICT viewpoint 
Another interesting interpretation of VPP concept is related to ICT viewpoint. Hereinafter we highlight 
some definitions of VPP concept from literature looking through the prism of ICT. Cited from [70], 
“VPPs represent an “Internet of energy,” tapping existing grid networks to tailor electricity supply and 
demand services for a customer, maximizing value for both end-user and distribution utility through 
software innovations.”  
As mentioned in [20], the VPP concept can be defined as a cloud-based distributed power plant that 
combines the capabilities of heterogeneous DERs and acts as a technical or commercial VPP.  
Looking from the software entity point of view, VPP is viewed as a complex ICT system composed of 
sophisticated data management, optimisation, forecasting, control, validation and secure communication 
system components, utilising different communication technologies and standards [21]. 
Considering the above, the VPP can, therefore, be seen as an ICT based software tool regardless of it 
being a stand-alone or a cloud-based service. In this way, VPP contributes to demand response programs 
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and enables the active inclusion of DERs into ancillary service provision to the TSO or DSO, most 
frequently load-frequency control (e.g., mFRR or aFRR) [80]. 
Utilities, aggregators, retailers and TSOs who own ICT infrastructure (servers and network equipment) 
for daily operations, usually allocate their resources for VPP installations to reduce investment costs and 
ensure security. However, cloud-based VPP deployment is more appropriate for smaller aggregators, 
retailers and utilities with limited ICT assets [31], [71]. 
Nevertheless, to summarise, the common denominator of the above definitions can be identified. The 
VPPs have become an integral part of smart grid, combining a number of small-scale DERs: hydro, 
wind and photovoltaic power plants representing renewable energy resources; other Distributed 
Generation (DG) units; and battery energy storage systems, electrical vehicles, and commercial, 
industrial, or residential loads [13], [16].  
The advanced ICT technology, including software and communication services, enables the connectivity 
and information exchange between the VPP control unit and its DERs portfolio entities forming a VPP 
concept. Without appropriate ICT support, the operation of the VPP concept is very limited or even not 
feasible. 
Considering the above, a general VPP concept is presented in Figure 3.1. DERs are illustrated as 
commercial and industrial consumers, distributed generation, renewables, storage units and other 
resources with flexible capacity. Between the entities, three main bidirectional flows: power flow, data 
flow and cash flow are exchanged.  
 
Figure 3.1 – High-level VPP concept [127]. 
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The energy flows are intuitive. VPP acts a s central entity capable of aggregating flexible capacities of 
various DERs and delivering flexible capacities to contribute to the grid stability on DSO or TSO level. 
When certain flexibility is needed, VPP triggers activation process, which is explained in detail in 
Section 3.1.2, to engage its portfolio of DERs to deliver requested services to the grid.  
In order to do so, VPP needs to exchange different information flows towards DERs, on the one hand, 
and grid operators, electricity markets or other systems, on the other. Therefore, within the VPP concept, 
reliable and safe communication technologies represent a fundamental component to enable information 
exchange.  
From economic sustainability and revenue sharing viewpoint, VPP owners (aggregators) need to 
perform financial settlement for their resources who participated during the activation financially. 
Therefore, financial flows between the VPP owners, system operators and electricity markets, on the 
one hand, and from VPP owners towards DERs, on the other, are essential.  
 
3.1.2 Activation process of the VPP 
The activation process is the term used by the TSO or DSO operators while requesting a specific load-
frequency control action (e.g., aFRR and mFRR) to maintain the grid balanced and stable [41], [42]. 
The activation process of the VPP and its pooled DERs starts, when a TSO or DSO sends a setpoint 
signal to a balance service provider, e.g., aggregator, owning VPP system, to deliver the required 
balancing energy.  
According to [42], the activation can be positive or negative regardless of load-frequency control action. 
However, to understand the activation process, the definition of positive and negative activation looking 
from the VPP viewpoint is given.  
As explained in [24], a positive activation is triggered when there is an electricity shortage in the grid, 
and additional generation units need to be engaged or loads need to reduce consumption (Figure 3.2 a). 
During the negative activation (Figure 3.2 b), some DERs must reduce generation (generators) or 
increase consumption (loads) to follow the requested setpoint (the blue line). 
In Figure 3.2 a and b, the measurement (green line) indicates the power consumption (load) or 
production (generator) for a particular DER. The available capacity is defined as a difference between 
availability (the grey line for the positive activation and the orange line for the negative activation) and 
measurement (green line). During the activation, the VPP calculates the provided balancing energy as a 
difference between the baseline (violet line) and measurement (green lines) and reports this information 
together with other data to the TSO or DSO. 
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As described in Section 2.3, flexible DERs (renewables, industrial and commercial loads, energy storage 
systems, prosumers [63]) come with different characteristics and capacities. Advanced ICT based 
solutions pools these flexible resources into a VPP concept and enable flexibility providers to participate 
in several segments of electricity markets. However, the diversity of DERs brings specific operational 
challenges for VPPs (DERs ramp-up time, fluctuating responses, communication uncertainties, 
eventually portfolio optimisation) that can influence its service delivery. Therefore, describing VPP 
behaviour as an independent entity is essential in the design and implementation process of the VPP 
architecture.  
 
 
Figure 3.2 – Definition of positive (a) and negative (b) activations. 
 
3.2 Engagement of VPP in the electric power system 
The VPP role as an entity in the electric power system is explained in Section 3.2.1, where the VPP 
types of operation are introduced. Furthermore, wider VPP research aspects in power system domain 
are presented in Section 3.2.2, while the emphasis is given to the VPP for providing ancillary services 
(Section 3.2.3).  
 
3.2.1 VPP types of operation 
The VPP can operate as a commercial VPP (CVPP) or technical VPP (TVPP) [14], [17], [18], [20], [22], 
[23]. According to [24], CVPPs facilitate the trading of DERs as flexible resources on various segments 
of the energy market—offering bids on balancing markets, for example [14]. In other words, CVPP has 
an aggregated profile and output, which represents the optimal cost and operation characteristics choice 
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of its DERs portfolio [17]. The CVPPs can be operated by aggregators, retailers, or balance service 
providers participating in balancing markets.  
TVPPs aggregate DERs from the same geographical area for technical purposes, focusing on solving 
local grid constraints [27]. Therefore, TVPPs are typically used within the distribution network domain 
for local system management [14], [28]. By exploiting TVPP capabilities, DSOs can include the active 
management of the distribution network among its roles and responsibilities. In this case, the ancillary 
services can be provided through distributed generation and flexible load units at lower voltage levels 
at a large scale to balance the intermittent renewable energy resources and stabilise the grid [24].  
However, merging CVPPs and TVPPs functionalities and capabilities can lead to achieving maximal 
technical and economic impact on the network [128]. The interaction between the CVPP and TVPP 
concepts within the power system is illustrated in Figure 3.3.  
 
 
Figure 3.3 – The interaction between CVPPs and TVPPs. 
 
As previously mentioned, CVPP is operational in the energy market domains to monetise the flexibility 
potential of DERs either as an independent entity (aggregator or balance service provider), directly to 
the balancing market for TSOs purposes, or through the TVPP. On the distribution level, however, TVPP 
can be engaged in distribution congestion management for DSOs, or offer balancing services on the 
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balancing market for TSO purposes [18]. Also, several CVPPs with their flexible available capacity can 
be coordinated by a TVPP to provide specific power system support services. 
Furthermore, TVPP can also serve the TSO by providing system balancing, ancillary services, 
congestion management and engaging its own emergency assets [23]. Figure 3.3 shows that TVPP can 
be used as a part of the DSO or TSO system management infrastructure and is not directly related to the 
electricity market.  
However, for the integration of the VPP concepts, regardless whether it is used as CVPP or TVPP with 
existing TSO’s or DSO’s SCADA control systems, secure and reliable communication infrastructure 
plays a vital role, as later described in Section 4.3. This enables the exchange of all relevant market and 
operational information flows between all entities in respected timeframes.  
 
3.2.2 Wider VPP research aspects 
Recently, research activities in domain of VPPs are gaining momentum. According to literature review, 
the researches analyse and investigate the challenges related to VPP concept from several viewpoints: 
DERs and renewables integration [75], [116], operational [6], [23], [126], information and 
communication [12], [24], [129], optimisation [130]–[132], economic viability [19], [86], [110], [125], 
[133], [134] and even environmental [134].  
For example, the DERs’ scheduling problem is discussed in a comprehensive review of microgrid and 
VPP concepts in [126]. The optimal management of renewables and DERs within the VPP concept is 
addressed in [116], and the optimisation algorithms for managing electrical energy in unbalanced 
distribution networks using the VPP concept are presented in [135]. Short-term economics for VPPs 
operation and bidding market strategies are introduced in [86]. The economic assessment and modelling 
of VPPs are investigated in [115], [136] with a focus on reducing their operational costs and maximising 
profit by using appropriate bidding and market strategies. The impact of VPP technologies composition 
on wholesale electricity prices variations of different EU energy markets is presented in [110]. With the 
penetration of autonomous electric vehicles and increasing share of renewables, operational costs in the 
context of VPP or microgrid can be reduced by using proper optimisation methodology. Consequently, 
this can lead to a reduction of carbon emissions and help integrate intermittent renewable energy while 
costing a fraction of the equivalent stationary battery storage [134].  
However, it is evident that the research in the field of new flexibility approaches based on demand 
response, energy storage and distributed generation utilising VPPs to aggregate and control small- and 
medium-scale DERs (hydro, wind and photovoltaic power plants representing renewable energy 
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resources; other DG units; and battery energy storage systems, electric vehicles, etc.) is strong [6], [14], 
[20], [22], [124], [137], [138].  
On the other hand, due to the diversity of DERs and their unpredictable behaviour, several uncertainties 
of the VPP concept arise. According to [20], uncertainty factors in VPP are related to renewable power 
delivery, market price and load demand. In the context of renewables, the most relevant factors are wind 
speed and solar irradiance. From market prices perspective, several factors, e.g., transmission network 
constraints, minimal supply and demand elasticity, influence capacity and energy price dynamics. 
Furthermore, fluctuation of load demand depends on seasonal changes, consumer/prosumer behaviour, 
current economic performance, producing activity and emergency.  
Therefore, optimisation approaches, which are based on advanced algorithms and complex optimisation 
solvers (e.g., GAMS, MATLAB, CPLEX, LINGO), are needed to mitigate the VPP uncertainties [19], 
[20], [75]. However, this research domain is beyond the scope of this thesis.  
However, none of the above-mentioned cases, where VPP concept can contribute, are viable without 
efficient and reliable communication systems for information and data exchange [12]. Since the 
communication systems and protocols are representing the essential component of the VPP systems, the 
effectiveness of VPP service delivery depends on their performance [16], [24], [139]. This relatively 
modestly covered research area—but essential, represents the core motivation drive for our research 
conducted in the field of VPP communication system performance evaluation. Therefore, the VPP 
communication and ICT viewpoints are comprehensively addressed in the following Chapter 4. 
Despite the challenging DERs integration and controllability, the VPP concept, distinguished by several 
characteristics and superiorities (high efficiency, synergy and interactivity, flexibility), reveals a high 
potential for aggregators and retailers entering the ancillary services markets [5], [7], [54], [74]. In the 
scope of our research, we have focused our efforts on this segment of the VPP concept. For this reason, 
the involvement of VPP for providing ancillary services, particularly load-frequency control, is 
presented in Section 3.2.3.  
 
3.2.3 VPP for providing ancillary services 
As discussed in Section 2.2, the ancillary services for TSOs include scheduling and re-dispatching, 
reactive power and voltage control, congestion management, load-frequency control, balancing 
consumption and generation, imbalance management, etc. [140].  
Besides balancing with conventional peaking power plants, VPPs by aggregation of DERs can be 
utilised as a flexible capacity provider of ancillary services. Recent research has been focused on 
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different aspects of VPP utilisation for providing ancillary services: economic viability [19], [115], 
optimal control and dispatch strategies [75], [141] and scheduling [18], [28].  
Focusing on load-frequency control, VPPs can be engaged in mFRR and aFRR processes. The concept 
of VPP engagement in load-frequency control is presented in [14], [23], while operational VPP 
deployment offering mFRR to the TSO is presented in [16]. In this particular case, aggregator, who 
owns a VPP, offers its flexibility to the mFRR balancing market. As reported in [142], VPPs are mature 
enough to deliver even more demanding services, such as aFRR, by aggregating suitable DG units [94].  
The future potential of VPP for offering FCR was investigated and simulated in [143]. Authors present 
a virtual storage power plant concept for FCR. A rising interest in BESS offers several possibilities for 
various applications—including participation in mFRR, aFRR and FCR process by offering their 
flexibility services to the system operators. Such VPP needs to perform fast optimisation and control of 
BESS assets, taking into account all operational parameters. 
According to literature review, we identify several works related to VPPs providing balancing services. 
However, a few of them discussed the VPP communication system topics and influence of insufficient 
communications performance on the VPP operation. Since this topic is essential for providing time-
critical services such as load-frequency control, we defined this research area as interesting and relevant. 
Thus, we further discuss the topic in detail in Chapter 4 of this thesis.  
 
3.3 VPP research and development projects 
Over the years, the VPP concepts have been researched as part of within several research and 
development projects. Focusing on wider EU area, we conducted a review of recent EU funded (FP7, 
Horizon 2020, etc.) development as well as industry-driven research projects, where VPPs are involved, 
from different aspects. Therefore, Table 3-2 segments and analyses selected research and development 
projects according to the VPP purpose, type, engaged DERs and communications used in demonstration 
and pilot deployments.  
The VPP research deployments reviewed in Table 3-2 engaged several types of real DER units to 
demonstrate the efficiency and capability of VPP concept to manage, monitor and control the portfolio 
technically. However, in the projects such as evolvDSO [144] and Magnitude [145], a simulation and 
scenario-based approach is used to deliver the results of research objectives. In evolvDSO, the primary 
focus was to define new future roles of DSOs involving VPP as a tool for solving distribution network 
constraints, while in Magnitude the focus is to design and develop business and market mechanisms 
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based on a multi-energy system simulation of case studies. An additional goal of Magnitude is to support 
coordination tools to enable and improve the level of flexibility in the European electricity system [145].  
As shown in Table 3-2, the majority of VPP research projects deal with CVPP to monetise flexibility 
potential of different DERs and elevate ancillary services market liquidity. On the contrary, a few 
projects, i.e., Fenix [17], HybridVPP4DSO [146], InteGrid [147], and Magnitide, studied the VPP 
concept exploited for the technical purposes—acting as TVPPs. In the scope of HybridVPP4DSO, a 
TVPP is used for solving local network constraints (Traffic Light System) as well as CVPP for providing 
mFRR services to the TSO provided from local DERs. Similarly, InteGrid research project deals with 
VPP use for both technical and commercial purposes to deliver services to the DSOs. 
The CVPP dominance indicates the increasing importance and positioning of new players (aggregators) 
on the balancing markets. Since the VPP is recognised as the most efficient tool to manage, control and 
monitor DERs, the aggregators or other stakeholders utilise it to deliver commercial services to the TSOs 
or even DSOs. By offering the flexibility of DERs aggregated by the VPP on different segments of 
balancing markets, not only enables new business models for the aggregators but also increases the 
competition on the local and in the future integrated European balancing markets.  
Most of the projects with CVPP involvement, summarised in Table 3-2, are investigated from balancing 
purposes viewpoint (participation in mFRR and aFRR). In addition to EU-founded research, some 
industry-driven projects are identified where new emerging technologies such as VPP and engagement 
of flexible BESS are investigated. For example, the BESIC project considered a CVPP for providing 
mFRR services by engaging batteries from industrial transport vehicles to the local German TSO [49]. 
In eBADGE, a CVPP was used for providing cross-border balancing and demand-response purposes, 
aggregating commercial and industrial customers [107]. In FutureFlow, a common activation platform 
is proposed for providing aFRR for local and cross-border use by TSOs with engaging industrial DERs 
aggregated by CVPPs and other flexibility platforms [142]. In CROSSBOW—a TSO driven project, the 
aim is to develop technological solutions which enable the use of shared resources to foster transmission 
networks cross-border management of variable renewable energies and storage units [148]. CVPP will 
here play an important role in aggregation and delivery of flexibility to the market.  
Table 3-2 also reveals the diversity of communication system technologies and protocols used within 
the VPP deployments, which we furthermore discuss in Chapter 4 of this thesis. 
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The evolution of the most prominent VPP research and development project ideas across Europe during 
the last fourteen years is presented in Figure 3.4.  
 
 
Figure 3.4 – Selected research and development projects involving VPP in time scale. 
 
One of the first VPP projects—Fenix, was launched in 2005 and the initial concept of the VPP was 
demonstrated. After 2010, the drastic growth of various research and development VPP deployments 
covering several various projects (Table 3-2) can be identified. The idea of flexibility provisioning using 
the VPP concept as the most efficient tool for monitoring, controlling, and optimisation of diversified 
DERs portfolio is strongly presented in these projects. 
The positive trend of research and development activities in the last decade certainly indicates the 
importance and maturity of this research field. However, today VPPs are no longer just conceptual ideas, 
but reality. Successfully completed projects delivered many valuable know-how experiences and 
findings to all stakeholders. This knowledge is especially essential for technology providers who 
develop operational VPP solutions.  
Thus, during the last years, we have witnessed, the transition of various VPP “proof-of-concepts”, which 
were developed in research projects, into operational VPP deployments and solutions over Europe, for 
example, VPPs used for balancing purposes described in [13], [16]. Nevertheless, many research, 
development and implementation challenges related to VPP topics (e.g. DERs optimisation and control, 
advanced services, communications, etc.) still remain.  
As previously mentioned in Section 3.1.1, the deployment of VPP concept is not feasible without using 
adequate ICT. For this reason, ICT systems play a key role in the continuous provision of reliable, 
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efficient and secure data exchange between the high-level entities, VPP system and portfolio of DERs. 
Therefore, we hereinafter comprehensively focus on VPP communication systems architecture in 
Chapter 4.  
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4 Virtual Power Plant Communication 
System Architecture 
 
The communications are essential for data exchange between the VPP system and geographically 
distributed DERs (in downstream), as well as between VPP and DSOs or TSOs systems and electricity 
market (in upstream). This chapter defines VPP communication system architecture, communication 
requirements, and information flows between the entities. The communication technologies, protocols 
and standards for VPP communication purposes are reviewed. We address the importance of QoS in 
power networks communications—focusing on VPP domain.  
 
 
4.1 Virtual Power Plant system architecture 
4.2 Communication requirements 
4.3 Communication infrastructure 
4.3.1 Up and downstream communication 
4.3.2 Communication technologies 
4.4 Virtual Power Plant Information Flows 
4.5 Protocols and standards 
4.5.1 Existing frameworks and standards 
4.5.2 Legacy communication protocols 
4.5.3 Advanced communication protocols 
4.5.4 Future communication protocols 
4.6 Cyber Security and Reliability 
4.7 Communication Quality of Service (QoS) 
4.7.1 QoS in power network communications 
4.7.2 QoS for VPP communication systems 
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4.1 Virtual Power Plant system architecture 
From a power system perspective, VPP is an entity that acts autonomously based on defined procedures 
and constraints to provide flexibility and balancing services to the TSO and DSO [24]. In reality, from 
an ICT point of view, VPP or similar flexibility platforms represent an advanced software solution with 
complex architecture, enabling all functions that need to be operated in near real-time.  
The complete generalised VPP inner system architecture, as presented in Figure 4.1, consists of the main 
VPP core, a database, a reporting module, an additional functions module and communication modules 
for downstream and upstream communications [24].  
 
 
Figure 4.1 – General VPP modular architecture. 
 
The VPP core performs processing and decision making. In a separate interconnected functional 
modules baseline calculation, optimisation and real-time control of connected DERs are performed. The 
baseline calculation is done by using selected algorithms or methods which are implemented in this 
module. The baseline represents planned (forecasted) DER operation as if it would not be activated [94]. 
Therefore, the essential input for the baseline module represents historical measurements of the active 
power in appropriate resolution, stored in the main database of the VPP. Furthermore, the database stores 
several DERs related, operational or non-operational data which are essential feed-in information for 
the optimisation module. Based on various pre-set optimisation parameters, such as price, availability, 
responsiveness, unit type, etc., the optimal solution for each activation event is calculated. As the result 
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of the optimisation process, the control module generates activation signals and delivers them to the 
downstream communication module which dispatches control signals towards DERs.  
Furthermore, the reporting module collects relevant operational data for different report recipients for 
each reporting time period. Pre-defined customisable reporting templates are used as an input for high-
level external systems such as SCADA, EMS or BMS.  
VPP can subscribe to several external services or systems providing additional data used for forecasting 
and optimisation purposes. Therefore, additional functions related to weather forecasts and renewable 
energy resources production represent supporting modules contributing to the overall VPP operation 
and decision-making.  
For the comprehensive integration of the VPP system architecture into the power system communication 
network environment, the communication modules ensure reliable connection in upstream, towards 
TSOs or DSOs, retailers or other high-level systems, as well as in downstream direction towards DERs.  
As presented in [16], complex VPP system architecture needs a certain time to process TSO requests 
and dispatch activation signals to DERs. In general, VPP processing time depends on several factors: 
the hardware and software infrastructure for processing and handling data, the amount of data and the 
number of connected DERs. Nevertheless, the VPP processing time should be kept as short as possible. 
Non-optimal VPP system architecture design can lead to information flow processing bottlenecks 
resulting in internal congestions and increased VPP computations time contributing to the overall signal 
latency. To identify the root of the problem in such cases, profound software performance analysis is 
required. However, this kind of analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis.  
Nevertheless, the VPP system architecture needs to process a relatively large amount of data at each 
time cycle, determined according to individual FRR service in which VPP participates. Therefore, for 
controlling and monitoring of numerous DERs, the VPP system architecture design needs to meet 
scalability and replicability requirements. Meaning, that VPP system architecture must be elastic in 
terms of allocation of processing resources.  
Responsiveness and scalability can be achieved by using appropriate architectures, implementation 
technologies and communication interfaces between individual modules of the VPP system architecture. 
Web-service based Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) [160], or micro-service architecture [161],—
for example, illustrates that VPP system architecture can be designed in such a way that all requirements 
are fulfilled. To reduce the probability of internal congestions between the modules and micro-services, 
the use of suitable web-service and Internet of Things (IoT) based technologies (queuing/topic 
technology, REST, RabbitMQ, MQTT, etc.) is recommended. They are designed to handle 
transportation of a large number of messages among micro-services and modules.  
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Furthermore, the use of specialised time series databases (MongoDB, InfluxDB, etc.) contributes to 
reducing the duration time of inquiries, which speeds up the operation of overall VPP system 
performance.  
Individual time contributions of each VPP system architecture component are added to the common 
processing time that VPP needs to react upon the received activation request. In non-optimal VPP system 
architecture configurations, the VPP processing time is not negligible and certainly influences the 
overall communication latency [13], [16], as described in Section 5.1.1 of this thesis. Therefore, a 
suitable selection of VPP system architecture and software technologies, capable of real-time data 
management, is essential.  
 
4.2 Communication requirements  
Generally, communication requirements for the VPP depend on the application where VPP is used 
within the power system domain (transmission or distribution network) [31]. This is especially important 
in terms of required operational data exchange update cycles [12]. From the reliability and data exchange 
frequency point of view, the provision of load-frequency control for TSOs is treated as a time-critical 
process, thus, we focus on this particular segment of services, where VPPs can actively contribute by 
pooling different DERs.  
As explained in [24], all units providing ancillary services such as load-frequency control (FCR, aFRR 
and mFRR), regardless of whether they are conventional power plants or VPP systems used by 
aggregators, need to fulfil technical requirements (e.g. capacity, ramp-up times, full activation times and 
responsiveness) and communication requirements (e.g. data communication cycle time) as defined in 
the ENTSO-E operational handbook [42]. 
Currently, ENTSO-E activation rules do not specially regulate the provision of control reserves by 
DERs, which are available via VPP or other flexibility provision concepts [42]. Therefore, the 
communication requirements for VPP operation must meet the response time defined by balancing 
market and TSOs [129].  
When a commercial VPP [28] is used to provide mFRR or aFRR, activation request is sent by the TSO’s 
SCADA system as a setpoint message containing the required activation power value to the VPP system 
[6]. The full activation time, 𝑇𝐴 (also termed FAT), is defined as the time needed for full activation of a 
particular load-frequency control action, where units engaged in the procedure must meet the requested 
setpoint value. The cycle time, 𝑇𝐶 indicates the time needed for collecting measurement data and sending 
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these data back to the TSO. Based on ENTSO-E requirements [42], the values for 𝑇𝐴 and 𝑇𝐶, load-
frequency control actions are summarised in Table 4-1.  
𝑇𝐴 and 𝑇𝐶 boundary values are defined within ranges still sufficient for normal service delivery. Since 
these requirements principally apply for TSOs, the ENTSO-E operational handbook does not strictly 
define detail communication requirements for BSPs (communication technology, protocols, data 
exchange, latency, etc.). Nevertheless, it is TSOs responsibility to be compliant with common European 
regulation and policy. Therefore, TSOs defines detailed communication requirements along with other 
relevant technical requirements for units within national terms and conditions for BSPs, which need to 
be respected at all time.  
 
Table 4-1 – Load-frequency control technical requirements [42].  
Load-frequency control 
process 
Activation time 
TA 
Cycle time 
TC 
FCR 15 s – 30 s  1 – 2 s 
aFRR 5 min – 15 min  1 – 5 s 
mFRR 15 min 1 min  
 
As conventional units, the VPP system (aggregator) is validated during mandatory pre-qualification 
procedure by the national TSO, before it can actively participate in the real operation. Testing the 
communication system is an integral part of the pre-qualification procedure. The VPPs must provide 
required technical characteristics (i.e., capacity, FAT, minimum and maximum duration of the delivery 
period, ramp rate, etc.) closely related to the balancing market product specifications and undisturbed 
data exchange according to national terms and conditions and operational requirements [42]. Therefore, 
the design of a VPP system for providing ancillary services must ensure acceptable time delays, 
reliability and security limits for such time-critical processes [13], [16], [19], [24]. 
From a European regulatory perspective, restructuring, designing and evolving of common European 
balancing market introduces new challenging tasks addressed in the Electricity Balancing Guideline 
(ELGB) [41]. In this respect, current ENTSO-E efforts are focused on MARI [118] and PICASSO [117] 
initiatives targeting to develop common European balancing platforms for mFRR and aFRR. As 
previously discussed in Section 2.5, the implementation of the concepts will result in even more 
demanding time requirements related to the specific process in question for TSOs and eventually for 
BSPs.  
As explained in [13], maintaining a communication system’s performance within the defined limits 
requires each segment of the infrastructure to be optimised for processing, propagation (transmission) 
and execution of monitoring and control messages. Therefore, before VPP deployment and participation 
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in the pre-qualification process, a complete understanding of latency for the delivery of operational 
signals (setpoints, measurements, etc.) and the reliability of the complete infrastructure (from DERs to 
VPPs and the TSO) must be gained. This is especially relevant for VPPs participating in the aFRR 
provision, which has significantly more demanding technical and communication requirements [94]. 
To meet the previously described overall requirements of such demanding services, comprehensive, 
reliable and effective communication infrastructure among the top-level balancing platforms and 
connected entities (TSO and BSPs) is essential. However, in the scope of this thesis, we focused on the 
VPP communication system infrastructure, which is defined in Section 4.3. 
 
4.3 Communication infrastructure 
In the context of VPP communication infrastructure, we firstly, define up and downstream 
communication (Section 4.3.1). Afterwards, in Section 4.3.2, a comprehensive overview of 
communication technologies utilised for establishing a connection on the physical layer is presented. 
Furthermore, the importance of reliability and cyber security in VPP communication system is addressed 
in Section 4.6. 
 
4.3.1 Up and downstream communication  
The communication infrastructure is essential for enabling the VPP aggregation concept. For further 
consideration and explanation of VPP information flows between all entities (Section 4.3.1), a 
reasonable separation of entire communication infrastructure used for data exchange is needed. 
Therefore, as shown in Figure 4.2, the VPP represents the main demarcation point.  
Furthermore, the communication between the VPP and DERs is define as downstream communication, 
while the communication between the VPP and top-level entities (TSO, DSO, electricity market, and 
retailers) is defined as upstream communication.  
Since both (downstream and upstream) communications are equally important for ensuring reliable and 
secure data exchange between the DERs, VPP and top-level entities, we focus primarily towards 
performance analysis of downstream communication.  
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Figure 4.2 – VPP communication in the up and downstream direction. 
 
Reliable and secure communications are crucial for bidirectional, near real-time information exchange 
in both downstream and upstream directions. Therefore, Section 4.3.2 introduces already well-
established communication technologies in power network domain, which are relevant in the VPP 
context.  
 
4.3.2 Communication technologies 
This section gives an overview of communication technologies for building VPP communication 
systems. In recent years, several exhausted reviews of currently used communication technologies for 
providing connectivity across different smart grid domains were published [2], [30], [31], [69], [162]. 
There are several wired and wireless technologies available to provide the required communications 
infrastructure on physical and link layers for the upstream and downstream directions (Figure 4.2).  
In [31] the role of communication systems in smart grid concept from the technology perspective is 
presented. However, the choice of communication technologies for enabling data exchange depends on 
specific technical (response times, latency, etc.), communication (availability, bandwidth, latency, etc.), 
reliability requirements or economic reasons (high cost of equipment, maintaining SLA).  
For example, the use of satellite communications can cause high latency, which can vary over time, due 
to relative satellite motion, handover process and routing path changes [33]. From an economic 
perspective, the operational costs of terminal equipment are high. However, according to [31], the 
advantage of satellite communications lies in covering long distances and can be used in the scope of 
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Wide Area Networks (WAN). Therefore, the selection of communication technologies appropriate for 
VPP purposes is limited.  
Currently used relevant wired communication technologies, defined by specific standards and 
characteristics, are listed in Table 4-2. Furthermore, communication technologies are mapped to field of 
usage indicated in Figure 4.2.  
 
Table 4-2 – Wired communication technologies and characteristics [31]. 
Technology 
Physical 
Medium 
Standard Data rate Coverage Usage 
Fiber 
optics 
Fiber 
optic 
 AON: IEEE 802.3ah  
 PON: ITU-T G.983 
(BPON), ITU-T G.984 
(GPON) IEEE 1901, 
IEEE 802.3ah 
 IEEE 802.3ah 
(AON): 100 Mbps 
up/ down 
 BPON: 155–622 
Mbps up/down  
 GPON: 155–2448 
Mbps up, 1.244– 
2.448 Gbps down 
 EPON: 1Gpbs 
up/down 
 IEEE 802.3ah 
(AON): up to 
10 km 
 BPON, 
GPON: up to 
20–60 km 
 EPON: up to 
10-20 km 
 WAN 
 AMI 
(with 
FTTH 
system
s) 
xDSL 
Twisted 
pair 
 ITU G.991.1 (HDSL) 
 ITU G.992.1 (ADSL), 
ITU G.992.3 
(ADSL2), ITU 
G.992.5 (ADSL2+) 
 ITU G.993.1 (VDSL), 
ITU G.993.1 (VDSL2) 
 ADSL: 8 Mbps 
down and 1.3 Mbps 
up  
 ADSL2: 12 Mbps 
down and up to 3.5 
Mbps up 
 ADSL2+: 24 Mbps 
down and up to 3.3 
Mbps up  
 VDSL: 52–85 
Mbps down and 
16– 85 Mbps up  
 VDSL2: up to 200 
Mbps down/up 
 ADSL: up to 
4 km  
 ADSL2: up to 
7 km 
 ADSL2+: up 
to 7 km 
 VDSL: up to 
1.2 km 
 VDSL2: 300 
m (maximum 
rate) – 1 km 
(50 Mbps) 
 FAN 
 NAN 
 WAN 
PLC 
Power 
lines 
 NB-PLC: ISO/IEC 
14908–3 (Lon- 
Works), ISO/IEC 
14543–3-5 (KNX), 
CEA-600.31 (CEBus), 
IEC 61334–3-1, IEC 
61334–5 (FSK and 
Spread-FSK) 
 BB-PLC: TIA-1113 
(HomePlug 1.0), IEEE 
1901, ITU-T G.hn 
(G.9960/ G.9961) 
 non-SDO NB-PLC: 
Insteon, X10, G3-PLC, 
PRIME 
 non-SDO BB-PLC: 
HomePlug AV/ 
Extended, HomePlug 
Green PHY, HD-PLC 
 NB-PLC: 1–10 
Kbps for low data- 
rate PHYs, 10–500 
Kbps for high data-
rate PHYs 
 BB-PLC: 1–10 
Mbps (up to 200 
Mbps on very short 
distance) 
 NB-PLC: 150 
km or more 
 BB-PLC: ~1.5 
km 
 FAN, 
HAN:
NB-
PLC 
 HAN:
BB-
PLC 
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Today, fibre optics is the dominant technology used for the backbone network (WAN) [162], [163]. 
According to [24], DERs are connected to the VPPs via FANs and NANs with wired and wireless 
technologies that are usually used for Internet access or are part of an advanced metering infrastructure 
(AMI).  
The most commonly used wired communication technologies are from xDSL family. The coverage and 
data rates, along with bandwidth, which depends on the used technology standard (Table 4-2), are 
suitable for DERs and VPP communication purposes. The main advantage of xDSL technologies is 
exploitation of already used communication infrastructure (or leased lines), which reduces investment 
costs for electric utilities and VPP owners. Normally, the telecommunication operators maintain the 
network infrastructure for a certain fee [31], [33].  
Narrow-band power-line carrier (NB-PLC) technology offers an alternative to DER connectivity 
through AMI. For most cases, NB-PLC technology is not powerful, fast and reliable enough to fulfil 
communication requirements of the VPP for providing demanding ancillary services, especially load-
frequency control (e.g. aFRR) [129]. 
Table 4-3 summarises pertinent wireless communication technologies and their main characteristics. 
Mobile communication systems are an attractive solution for use within FAN or NAN. They are offering 
many advantages, but also challenges to be resolved for future successful deployments [24]. Currently 
available mobile technologies 2G, 3G and 4G with their characteristics are listed in Table 4-3. Even 
though 3G and 4G provide high data rates, end-to-end latency varies significantly (around 100 ms) and 
cannot always meet time-critical application requirements [164].  
Upcoming 5G, enabling also the IoT concepts, will succeed all previously mentioned mobile 
technologies. The technology provides data rates up to 10 Gbps with very low latency (less than 8 ms). 
This reveals an opportunity for the new promising use cases and engagement of DERs for time-critical 
applications in smart grids, including ancillary services [165]. However, 5G technology is currently 
available only in a few European countries within trail deployments. Complete 5G coverage in Europe 
is foreseen by 2020.  
Furthermore, the above mentioned wired and wireless technologies are used in commercial and research 
VPP deployments. An overview of selected projects relating to VPP’s service and the underlying 
technology is briefly given in [24]. Within deployments, various heterogeneous communication 
infrastructure was used and validated during real VPP operation.  
From the communication technology review, it can be concluded that each technology has its own 
advantages and disadvantages. It is reasonable to exploit already established communication 
infrastructure, heterogeneous communication networks in the most optimal manner. Before the 
implementation of VPP communication system, the optimal communication technology should be 
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chosen based on a balance between the performance needs and costs. High availability and reliability 
often come with higher deployment and maintenance costs. This is especially essential for VPP owners 
(downstream direction), since in upstream, normally TSO or DSO already own propriety 
communication links.  
 
Table 4-3 – Wireless communication technologies and characteristics [31]. 
Technology Standard Data rate Coverage Usage 
Mobile 
(2G/3G/4G/
5G) 
 2G GPRS 
 3G: UMTS (HSPA, 
HSPA+)  
 4G: LTE, LTE-
Advanced 
 5G: NR 
 
 HSPA: 14.4 Mbps 
down and 5.75 
Mbps up 
 HSPA+: 84 Mbps 
down and 22 Mbps 
up 
 LTE: 326 Mbps 
down and 86 Mbps 
up 
 LTE-Advanced: 1 
Gbps down and 
500 Mbps up 
 1 Gpbs down and 
500+ Mbps up 
 GPRS: 0–5 
km 
 HSPA+: 0–5 
km  
 LTE-
Advanced: 0–
5 km 
(optimum), 5–
30 km 
(acceptable), 
30–100 km 
(reduced 
perfor- 
mance) 
NAN 
FAN 
WiMAX 
 IEEE 802.16 (fixed 
and mobile broadband 
wireless access) 
 IEEE 802.16j 
(multihop relay)  
 IEEE 802.16 m 
(advanced air 
interface) 
 802.16: 128 Mbps 
down and 28 Mbps 
up 
 802.16 m: 100 
Mbps for mobile 
users, 1 Gbps for 
fixed users 
 IEEE 802.16: 
0–10 km  
 IEEE 802.16 
m: 0–5 
(optimum), 5–
30 
(acceptable), 
30–100 
(reduced 
perfor- 
mance) 
WAN 
FAN 
WiFi 
 IEEE 802.11e (QoS 
enhancements)  
 IEEE 802.11n (ultra-
high network 
throughput) 
 IEEE 802.11s (mesh 
networking)  
 IEEE 802.11p (WAVE 
- wireless access 
 IEEE 802.11e/s: up 
to 54 Mbps 
 IEEE 802.11n: up 
to 600 Mbps 
 IEEE 
802.11e/s/n: 
up to 300 m 
(outdoors) 
 IEEE 
802.11p: up to 
1 km 
HAN 
 
4.4 Virtual Power Plant Information Flows 
For normal VPP operation continuous exchange of information flows between all relevant entities like 
TSO (or DSO), electricity market, VPP and aggregated DER is required. A VPP is an autonomous entity 
that receives commands (activation set points) from the top-level entities (e.g. TSO or DSO) and 
performs optimised activation of DERs. 
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In a broader context, when VPP is used for commercial purposes as CVPP, the connection with the 
electricity market is needed. Therefore, two-way market related data exchange between the market 
actors (retailers and aggregators) who use VPP, and electricity market is essential for the development 
of market bidding strategy and decision making. General high-level sequence diagram of market related 
data exchange is presented in Figure 4.3, where market actors submit their bids (type of product, 
quantity, price, etc.) using BIDs message to the individual segments of electricity market (Figure 2.7) 
according to the market rules. After the auctions, the results are communicated to the market actors and 
connecting TSO (or DSO) using Auction results message for further activation and product delivery.  
 
 
Figure 4.3 – The VPP message exchange between the electricity market, TSO, VPP and DERs during the VPP 
activation process [16]. 
 
Furthermore, Figure 4.3 presents a sequence diagram of a protocol-agnostic message exchange between 
the TSO, VPP and DER. Two-way information flows between the entities can be divided into 
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monitoring and control directions. The monitoring direction is defined as a direction of message 
transmission from the VPP to the TSO. The control direction is in the opposite way. The same analogy 
applies in a downstream direction for data exchange between VPP and DERs. 
The VPP is receiving power measurements, curtailment capacity and availability information from 
DERs [16]. Information is periodically reported with the selected cycle time interval (𝑇𝐶) defined by a 
particular load-frequency control process (FCR, aFRR or mFRR) as described in Section 4.2. 
Simultaneously, VPP reports aggregated pool measurements and calculated baseline values to the 
upstream entities. 
According to monthly, weekly or daily tenders on the electricity market, the TSO activates bids. The 
VPP receives the BID activation signal from the TSO, processes the request, and in a case of a valid bid, 
returns the BID activation confirmation signal to the TSO. At the same time, the VPP performs an 
internal optimisation and selection process and dispatches the START activation signal with the required 
setpoint value to selected DERs. After receiving the activation signal, the DERs send the 
acknowledgement signal to the VPP, thus starting the activation event. 
Throughout the activation event, the DERs continue to send power measurements to adjust the 
generation or consumption capacity according to the desired setpoint value. The VPP also constantly 
reports the aggregated pool measurements, baseline values and activated power to the TSO in order to 
evaluate the provided flexibility.  
The VPP can change the setpoint value for selected DERs for a variety of reasons (portfolio 
optimisation, activation changes, DERs operational constraints, etc.). In the case represented in Figure 
4.3, the DER receives the CHANGE activation signal from the VPP. When the activation terminates, 
the VPP dispatches the END activation signal to the DER, which replies with a confirmation. At this 
point, the VPP terminates the activation event and reports to the TSO using the activation confirmation.  
In cases when the VPP acts as a TVPP to provide different grid services on the distribution level, it 
needs to communicate with the DSO [24]. Meaning that a VPP also needs, in addition to the message 
exchange presented in Figure 4.3, to receive operational data (power flows, voltage levels, network 
status, power quality measurements, etc.) from the DSO’s SCADA or EMS systems. However, the 
exchange of operational data between the VPP and the DERs is similar to Figure 4.3.  
In hierarchical cluster structure of several VPPs (Section 3.2.1, Figure 3.3), the TVPP (as a top-level 
entity) can also require services from CVPPs for which it requires an exchange of status, financial 
settlement, operational and other relevant data and signals.  
For comprehensive, reliable and efficient message exchange (operational and non-operational data), in 
both upstream and downstream direction, appropriate communication protocols and standards on 
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transport and application layers are required. In Section 4.5, we review existing communication 
protocols, frameworks and standards currently used for VPP data exchange purposes.  
 
4.5 Protocols and standards 
If the information flows described in Section 4.4 define the requirements (data types, data update cycles, 
etc.) for data exchange between the entities, then communication protocols and standards answer the 
question how to transfer data. For VPP and DERs communication system protocols, it is essential that 
they are efficient, reliable and enable interoperability with other systems and stakeholders relevant for 
the power system operation.  
This section deals with communication system protocols and standards already used in the power system 
domain (TSO and DSO), focusing on those utilised for the VPP data exchange purposes. Section 4.5.1 
reviews several existing frameworks and standards widely used for information exchange in power 
systems. Furthermore, Section 4.5.2 presents legacy communication protocols, while Section 4.5.3 
overviews the advanced protocols enabling the exchange of structured information and data models.  
However, the emphasis is given on IEC 60870-5-104 and OpenADR 2.0b standards since both were 
implemented and investigated in the scope of our research (Section 5.3). The future protocols and 
standards development perspective for VPP communication systems is given in Section 4.5.4. 
 
4.5.1 Existing frameworks and standards 
From the VPP integration point of view, it is desirable that the VPP system supports the communication 
protocols already defined within existing frameworks and set of standards to the uppermost extent 
possible. There are several reference architecture frameworks enabling existing smart grid concepts, 
aiming to ensure interoperable and comprehensive data exchange across the power system.  
The Smart grid architecture model (CEN-CENELEC-ETSI) [121], Framework and roadmap for smart 
grid interoperability standards (NIST) [166], Smart grid reference architecture (SCE-Cisco-IBM) [167] 
and power system management and associated information exchange (IEC TC57) [168] can be 
highlighted as most commonly known high level standard frameworks and roadmaps.  
Perhaps most notable framework is IEC TC57 providing a basis for implementation strategies and 
integration into power system covering power utility automation, electricity market communication, 
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transmission/distribution management, customer energy management and cyber security. The reference 
architecture for power system information exchange (Figure 4.4) illustrates the diversity of 
communication standards and protocols currently defining information exchange through all relevant 
segments of power network (generation, DERs, transmission, distribution, metering, etc.).  
 
 
Figure 4.4 – The IEC TC57 Reference Architecture for Power System Information Exchange [169]. 
 
Solid colours in Figure 4.4 indicate various protocols currently used within the architecture. Similarly, 
areas which are in terms of protocols considered as future work, or work in progress are marked with 
non-solid patterns. From this aspect, we present most frequently used communication protocols 
applicable for VPP information exchange purposes in Sections 4.5.2 and 4.5.3.  
Nevertheless, to ensure integration and interoperability between field devices and system interfaces, it 
is essential that, on top of the communication media and services layer, unified communication standard 
protocol stacks like TCP/IP or UDP/IP over Ethernet are used (Figure 4.4).  
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Therefore, the use of IP protocols (IPv4 or IPv6) represents the basic requirement for modern 
communication systems utilised for data exchange between all relevant entities across TSO and DSO 
domains [2], [69], [162]. From the ISO/OSI model perspective, the IP protocols on network and TCP/IP 
on transport layers enable wide interoperability and use of multi communication protocols on top of IP. 
The IP packets can be routed over WAN, NAN and FAN—standard classification of smart grid 
communication system, is essential for cross networks connectivity. Furthermore, the actual benefit of 
using IP protocol reflects in support of different standardised data and message types exchange, cycle 
times and data bandwidth communication requirements defined in the application layer [162].  
However, not all communication protocols used across power network domains are IP-based. Many non 
IP-based protocols were primarily utilised for automation and control purposes in closed environments 
running directly over serial connection and Ethernet, aiming to minimise communication latency [94], 
[170]. Bridging the gap to non-IP based protocols is, therefore, essential for ensuring interoperability on 
the application protocol level.  
 
4.5.2 Legacy communication protocols 
Historically speaking, there are several reliable and robust legacy communication protocols, 
predominantly used for SCADA communication purposes, which may still be in use for VPP data 
exchange in the up and downstream direction [162]. Therefore, this section briefly reviews already well-
established legacy communication protocols (e.g. IEC 60870-5-101/104, OPC, Modbus, DNP3). 
The IEC 60870-5-101 standard is a telecontrol equipment and systems protocol which uses serial 
communication with coded bit serial data transmission for monitoring and control purposes [48]. The 
IEC 60870-5-101 protocol is defined for X.24 or V.28 physical layer interfaces, and it is mainly used 
for substation communications. In recent years, the IEC 60870-5-101 was succeeded by the IEC 60870-
5-104 [47] standard, which ensures network access using standard IP-based transportation 
communication protocols [21].  
The traditional Open Platform Communications (OPC) [171] is mainly used in SCADA systems and 
industrial automation. Several major disadvantages, like platform dependency, configuration problems 
and the lack of integrated security, triggered the development of SOA based OPC UA (OPC Unified 
Architecture) offering more advanced and interoperable communication architecture. According to 
[172], the possibility of using DERs semantic deception with industrial automation protocols, such as 
OPC UA along with IEC 61850, could significantly reduce VPP integration time. However, classic OPC 
and OPC UA do not meet all necessary requirements for DER control and monitoring in the field.  
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The Modbus [173] communication protocol was originally designed for data exchange between PLCs 
and SCADA systems. It was widely used and deployed by power utilities to control and protect the 
power grid infrastructure [31]. Modbus supports several communication interfaces, such as TCP/IP over 
Ethernet, serial transmission or Modbus plus – advanced technology for high data transfer [174]. Despite 
monitoring and control functions defined in Modbus, it lacks the support for exchange of flexibility 
related data (schedules, baseline, market price data, etc.) between DERs and VPP system, required by 
the TSOs and electricity market [24], [162]. 
Distributed Network Protocol (DNP3) formally known as IEEE 1815 standard [175], is an open standard 
defining communication between components in process automation systems (master station and RTUs 
or IDEs). Typically, DNP3 can be deployed on serial communication via physical links (e.g. twisted 
pair, optics, etc.). However, in some cases it is encapsulated in TCP/IP protocol for transportation over 
Ethernet networks. Similarly, like Modbus, DNP3 was designed for SCADA communication systems 
to transmit considerably small data packets in near real-time [31], [176]. 
The IEC 60870 family of standards defines telecontrol communication protocol standards covering all 
aspects (physical layer electrical interfaces, data exchange, data payload types). The IEC 60870-5-104 
standard defining network access for IEC 60870-5-101 [48] using standard transport profiles is widely 
used in different communication systems in TSO and DSO domains today [12]. Due to its reliability, 
scalability and efficiency, the IEC 60870-5-104 is especially suitable for TSO-BSP communication 
purposes to enable metering data exchange and control of RTUs [19], [31]. The protocol has an open 
TCP/IP-based interface enabling connectivity to FAN, LAN, and WAN.  
According to [24], [47], the standard defines two modes of data transfer and device roles. Downstream 
messages are exchanged in the control direction from the VPP (serving as a master station) to the DER 
(serving as a slave station) and in the monitoring direction from the DER to the VPP. In the upstream 
direction, the VPP serves as a slave station.  
Furthermore, according to [21], [47], the structure of IEC 60870-5-104 message payload (also known 
as telegram) APDU (Application Protocol Data Unit) consists of two parts: the APCI (Application 
Protocol Control Information) and ASDU (Application Service Data Unit). The ADSU contains the 
actual application data (e.g. the device common address (CA), information object address (IOA), 
measurements, control signals, etc.) contained in information objects (IO). For VPP and DER 
communication purposes implementation of the selected process, IO types as defined by the standard in 
monitoring and control direction are needed [21]. Comma separated tags in the form CA.IOA, along 
with pre-configured IP address and port number (recommended by the standard) of a field device, serve 
as an address for the master station to receive or send a specific data.  
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As described in [16], [35], the IEC 60870-5-104 is a light telecontrol protocol, which is relatively simple 
to implement and provides basic VPP operation functionalities (monitoring and control of DERs) and 
connectivity to a TSO’s or DSO’s SCADA and EMS. On the other hand, it lacks advanced services for 
DER integration and communication with the market [24].  
The detail description of IEC 60870-5-104 protocol specifics and message exchange is described within 
the VPP implementation case study presented in Section 5.3.1 which was under investigation. 
According to [19], substation protocols—for example, IEC 60870-5-101/104, OPC, Modbus and 
DNP3—are well accepted in the power system automation domain. However, from DERs integration 
and flexibility provision point of view, many of the communication needs may not be fulfilled by these 
protocols. These protocols provide a sufficient solution for TVPPs aggregating DERs from the same 
geographical area for technical purposes, thereby solving local grid constraints [27], and for basic 
control functions within CVPPs [16].  
Since these protocols provide only partial support for flexibility-related data exchange, and their use is 
limited for complete controlling and integration of DERs for market flexibility purposes [12], advanced 
communication protocols and standards are needed. 
 
4.5.3 Advanced communication protocols 
This section introduces the advance communication standards and protocols currently used or have the 
potential to be used for comprehensive VPP information exchange between all relevant entities.  
Today many TSOs and DSOs replace the IEC 60870-5-104 protocol with IEC 61870-6-503 
(TASE.2/ICCP) [177] due to enhanced interoperability and security. According to [24], the IEC 60870-
6-503, also known as the Inter-Control Centre Protocol (ICCP), is optimised for data exchange between 
control centres and could be used for VPP communication purposes. Furthermore, it shares several 
similarities with IEC 61850 standard, such as semantic data modelling and usage of Manufacturing 
Message Specification (MMS). However, it lacks standardised device data models for describing 
various DER types. 
The IEC 61850 set of standards, originally developed for applications in the transmission grid substation 
at the process level, is becoming the dominant standard for message exchange inside the power utility. 
According to [13], [24], the IEC 61850 standard comprises of communication architecture and 
information models for power system automation, bringing several advantages. The important 
advantage of IEC 61850 standard is its object-oriented architecture and communication architecture, 
which carries out all traffic using IP and Ethernet protocols, taking into account specific QoS 
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requirements set by time-critical applications. Implementation flexibility is achieved by virtual 
communication interfaces for measurement, control and protection functions, named logical nodes, and 
various attributes assigned to data objects in the logical nodes. Such a flexible approach allows the 
modelling of all VPP components and the hierarchical architecture of the VPP communication system 
[24].  
In literature, some prototype implementations of IEC 61850 for VPP and DERs communication 
purposes are proposed [12], [19], [67], [178]–[180]. Nevertheless, the current version of the IEC 61850 
standard does not provide all necessary capabilities for full VPP operation. For example, it currently 
does not fully support flexible information exchange necessary for VPP functionalities, such as 
aggregation, scheduling, pricing and product prediction. In detail, substandard IEC 61850-7-420 [181] 
provides standard communication interfaces between VPPs and DERs, but lacks full support for 
aggregation. Furthermore, substandard IEC 61850-90-15 provides concepts for DER integration into the 
grid [12] by introducing DER-centric energy services and providing access for flexibility aggregators to 
DER technical capabilities.  
There are several initiatives and standardisation efforts to develop protocols suitable for exchanging 
specific data and parameters relevant for monetising DER flexibility on electricity markets. Industry-
driven protocols, such as VHPready [182], which is on application layer based on the IEC 60870-5-104 
or IEC 61850-7-420 (part of the IEC 61850 standard) protocols, are contenders for VPP communication 
purposes. The VHPready 4.0 standard is robust TCP/IP based, and therefore, communication technology 
agnostic. In more detail, the VHPready 4.0 standard provides interoperability and controllability of the 
DERs (CHPs, wind and solar plants, batteries, heat pumps, etc.) and system components of VPPs, yet it 
does not entirely support the needs of flexibility-related data exchange. 
MQ Telemetry Transport protocol (MQTT) [183], adopted by OASIS, represents standardised 
messaging protocol supporting publish/subscribe mechanism, over TCP/IP. Enabling lightweight 
implementations and small message sizes (e.g. minimum message payload only 2 Bytes) it represents 
an opportunity for small measuring and monitoring devices. MQTT is fully adaptable to a variety of 
messaging and communication needs. The information model is open, since MQTT is data-centric [184]. 
For the exchange of real-time operational data in VPP up and downstream direction, MQTT can be used 
[94], [142]. However, MQTT protocol at present lacks standardised smart grid, particularly DER aligned 
information models [94]. 
According to [13], [24], to fulfil other technical and market requirements for the active engagement of 
DERs into flexibility provision on a pool level, more advanced protocols are needed. OpenADR [50] is 
an open communication standard enabling electricity providers and system operators to communicate 
demand response signals with one another and with their customers over any existing IP-based 
communication network, such as the Internet.  
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The standard’s specifications define profile types (A and B) targeting different systems and devices. 
Profile type A is mainly targeted at devices with limited resources and simple demand response (DR) 
applications, while profile type B is targeted at robust devices and sophisticated DR applications, 
including VPPs [71]. In addition, profile type B supports four service functions: Registration Service 
(EiRegisterParty), Event Service (EiEvent), Report Service (EiReport) and Opt Service (EiOpt). These 
services enable functionalities and information exchange, including price information, baselines and 
scheduling, which are also relevant for providing ancillary services. Furthermore, profile type B includes 
a flexible reporting mechanism for historic, real-time and future data reports [50]. At the transport layer, 
OpenADR 2.0b supports HTTPS and XMPP protocols with PUSH and PULL communication modes 
[50].  
As described in [13], the communication model defined in OpenADR 2.0b is based on SOA in which 
data and signals are exchanged using services between the two node types: virtual top nodes (VTNs) 
and virtual end nodes (VENs). VTNs typically represent an electric utility (i.e., DSO, TSO) or demand 
response service provider (VPP) that communicates with one or more VENs (DERs). Communication 
between VTNs and VENs is based on the master-slave paradigm. At the VEN level, OpenADR offers a 
certain level of interoperability with devices supporting other protocols (RESTful) [185].  
However, the detailed description of OpenADR 2.0b protocol specifics and message exchange is 
furthermore described within VPP implementation case study presented in Section 5.3.2. 
 
4.5.4 Future communication protocols 
The communication standards and protocols potentially used for VPP information exchange purposes 
reviewed in Sections 4.5.2, and 4.5.3 can be vertically mapped within power network domains according 
to their coverage and usability (Figure 4.5).  
In order to fulfil the communication requirements and truly unlock the value of DERs flexibility 
potential, legacy communication protocols are not enough. In addition to monitoring and control data, 
the support and exchange of flexibility related complex data are inevitable. Advanced SOA and web 
services based standards such as OpenADR 2.0b, IEC 61850-7-420 and IEC 61970 (CIM) [186], have 
the potential of being dominant communication protocols for VPP and DERs purposes. OpenADR 2.0b, 
which is already well-established in the US and Japan, supports all functional requirements for 
aggregation of DERs for balancing purposes [13], but it is gaining its momentum in Europe.  
According to [24], IEC 61850, as well as CIM, will appear in SGAM on both the protocol layer and the 
data model layer (Figure 2.10). The additional issue lies in the overlapping of data models defined by 
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IEC 61850 and CIM. As explained in [24], mapping from one model to another will require XML data 
format converters to ensure compatibility. However, both currently lack adequate mechanisms for 
flexible information exchange (e.g., scheduling, product prediction) between VPPs and DERs.  
 
 
Figure 4.5 – Mapping of communication protocols and standards used for VPP purposes across power 
network domain. 
 
Development and upgrade of existing protocols; for example, OPC UA, is promising. OPC UA concept 
was recently updated to support newer functionalities and data models as well as publish and subscribe 
model of communication. Evolving MQTT already supports several methods of data encoding (e.g. 
JSON). Therefore, the selection of data encoding method can be adapted to application type and 
communication bandwidth constraints [94]. This advantage enables MQTT to be vertically used either 
for metering and control purposes on field level up to the electricity market domain (Figure 4.5). 
Furthermore, new RTUs and SCADA systems already support MQTT protocol as a standard interface.  
It can be concluded that in the future, adaptable, secure and open communication protocols for 
information exchange over the public Internet will have an advantage in order to support diverse DERs 
data requirements.  
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4.6 Cyber Security and Reliability 
Cyber security is one of the major concerns in the modern power network infrastructure and smart grid 
applications [187]. The power network infrastructure is treated as critical infrastructure. Today, security 
research mainly focuses on two topics. Firstly, the assessment of current communication protocols used 
in specific smart grid domain, and secondly, the enhancement of currently used protocols, based on 
newly discovered vulnerabilities [187], [188].  
From the VPP perspective, several threats can be identified. Communications use public Internet access 
and cyber attacks—for example, data attacks aimed to insert, delete or alter control messages, causing 
unwanted operation of VPP components—can jeopardise VPP operation [187]. Network availability 
attacks can take the form of Denial of Service (DoS) and send false information from the TSO. 
Furthermore, DoS attacks can overload the VPP server with these false messages. Message authenticity 
checks engage additional resources and increase server response time, which is critical for ancillary 
services. 
The appropriate security measures throughout the information chain (from DERs and VPP to TSO and 
market platforms) must be considered to reduce the probability of cyber attacks [16]. In this respect, 
security must be implemented on multiple layers of communication system simultaneously: equipment 
(firewalls and router configurations), network (use of VPN), transport (use of TLS/SSL protocols) and 
application (e.g. use of application messaging encryption or even augmented with hardware embedded 
secure elements) [94], [187]. Following these guidelines, proper security measures were implemented 
in the scope of operational VPP deployments presented in Section 5.3. 
The reliability of the VPP elements is essential. To reduce the probability of technical failures and 
financial losses, all critical elements should be redundant. This is especially relevant for VPPs 
participating in load-frequency control services, e.g., mFRR and even aFRR, where financial penalties 
for imbalances are high. Normally, national TSOs prescribe redundancy requirements in the scope of 
their terms and conditions for balance service providers towards TSO’s SCADA system in all relevant 
parts (ICT, communication links, RTUs and DER units).  
For example, based on APG’s, Austrian national TSO’s requirements for balance service providers 
[189], and the valuable experience gained during several VPP implementation projects, some of them 
are described in Section 5.3.1, some measures must be applied. On the VPP server site, two instances of 
servers with VPP software should be running in parallel at all times. Both databases of VPP software 
instances must be up-to-date and synchronised. Since communication links represent a critical system 
component, it is recommended that VPP owner (aggregator) hires primary and secondary 
communication link at two different telecommunication providers. On the DER level, primary RTU 
device leading the control and monitoring of connected DER units should be redundantly connected to 
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identical secondary RTU device, capable of taking over the control process of DERs in case of 
malfunction. Looking from an investment perspective in many cases, these requirements represent a 
challenging increase of capital expenditures (CAPEX) costs for small-scale VPP aggregators.  
Nevertheless, the main technical challenges lie in reaching short switching times, defined by the TSOs, 
between VPP instances of server site and field RTUs and data synchronisation. For example, according 
to [190], APG requires for the units providing mFRR and especially aFRR complete switching time of 
the leading system components to redundant (VPP server site, communication links or RTUs) in less 
than 20 seconds.  
 
4.7 Communication Quality of Service (QoS) 
By definition, QoS represents a set of parameters defining communication network’s ability to achieve 
maximum allotted bandwidth (throughput) and other relevant performance parameters like latency, jitter 
(variance in latency), error rate, etc. [44], [191]. Additionally, QoS involves controlling and managing 
of network resources by using priority mechanisms for specific traffic flows on the communication 
network. Monitoring and handling QoS parameters on various layers helps manage a sufficient level of 
services for network equipment and performance on the one hand and end-users on the other [191]. 
Nowadays, ensuring and monitoring of QoS in different domains like telecommunication and 
multimedia, is well established. However, it is becoming more and more demanding to fulfil end user’s 
expectations by providing QoS across IP networks in regard to different services (IPTV, VoIP, streaming 
media, growing IoT, etc.) [191]. Similar applies for power network domains, where IP-based 
communications represent the basic requirement for modern communication systems, as outlined in 
Section 4.5.1.  
Therefore, Section 4.7.1 is dedicated to the importance of QoS in telecommunication networks, used 
across power network domain. Since various power system and smart grid applications require different 
QoS requirements [192]–[194], we limit our research to QoS requirements relevant for the reliable and 
efficient operation of VPP communication systems. Thus, Section 4.7.2 outlines the selection of QoS 
parameters, representing the essential indicators of VPP communication system performance described 
in Chapter 5 of the thesis.  
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4.7.1 QoS in power network communications 
As described in [30], [31], [46], communication technologies represent an essential part in various 
sectors of power network systems. Therefore, QoS requirements (e.g. bandwidth, latency, reliability) 
are closely related to applications and their purposes in power systems [192], [193]. From time criticality 
aspect of applications, the QoS requirements can be different for real-time and non-real time data 
transmission [164]. Some applications and their requirements for QoS are presented.  
According to [31], typical real-time protection applications, which involve the remote control of critical 
grid components (e.g. breakers and switchers), require a very high level of reliability, and consequently, 
real-time data exchange to avoid power grid instability. Latency should be in the scale of a few 
milliseconds. Therefore, acceptable QoS must be ensured by the communication systems on different 
layers (physical, network and application layers). Furthermore, for real-time pricing, excessive packet 
delay and packet loss as a consequence of pure communication network performance will influence the 
balancing energy price update interval [195]. As mentioned in [192], [196], the latency for demand 
response can be between 500 ms to several minutes with high reliability (99 %). However, 
communication latency in minutes is not always acceptable. For example, the participation of aggregated 
DERs in ancillary services (e.g. load-frequency control) demands much higher technical and 
communication requirements [13], [16], [24]. 
On the other hand, for basic smart metering applications, a few seconds up to several minutes, when 
collecting metering data, is acceptable [192]. However, to support such demands, several QoS 
methodologies are already used to a certain level in distributed smart grid communication networks as 
well [193]. The use of such mechanisms for monitoring and providing QoS could also be possible for 
determination of QoS for VPP concepts [21], [193].  
From a communication bandwidth perspective, there are lower requirements for control and monitoring 
purposes (e.g. SCADA systems) than for power quality applications, where data exchange frequency 
and amount of data are significantly high [12], [31], [69], [170]. On the other hand, time-critical 
applications, e.g., controlling breakers and switchers, control of DERs or participation in ancillary 
services, require responsive and low latency communications. However, ensuring sufficient QoS 
primarily depends on the selection and reliability of communication technology used. Individual 
wireless [164], [196], wired [21], [139], or mixed technologies [31], [139] along with mechanisms on 
the protocol layer, can offer different levels of QoS. 
In the scope of this thesis, we are interested in defining QoS requirements necessary for reliable VPP 
system operation. Therefore, the following section answers the question of what the most relevant QoS 
parameters for evaluation of VPP and DERs communication systems performance are. 
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4.7.2 QoS for VPP communication systems 
According to [16], the communication system must provide a sufficient level of QoS to ensure reliable 
and secure VPP operation, otherwise, an insufficient level of QoS can hinder VPP’s operation causing 
financial loss for aggregators or VPP owners. 
Therefore, the main objective is to minimise the probability of communication failures or issues by 
monitoring the relevant QoS parameters (signal transfer time, latency, packet loss, reliability, and 
bandwidth) during the VPP operation [13], [16], [21]. Overview of the selected QoS parameters also 
enables detection of potential time-critical bottleneck issues inside the VPP communication system, 
which can be timely resolved.  
Furthermore, QoS parameters can represent an important information for the VPP optimisation module 
that uses an assessment of communication link stability and reliability, estimated on QoS parameter 
analysis in the downstream direction between the VPP and individual DERs. In the decision-making 
procedure, the VPP can select adequate resources with a lower probability of communication link 
failures [24]. 
Nevertheless, the base for any QoS analysis is represented by captured network traffic streams, which 
need to be recorded at specific measuring points within the network. A dedicated methodology and tools 
proposed in the upcoming Chapter 5, allow us to measure VPP communication system performance 
based on the analysis of the selected QoS parameters.  
However, there are several QoS parameters defined in [44], [191], which quantitatively describe the 
reliability and efficiency of communication systems. Hereinafter selected QoS parameters relevant for 
the VPP communication system performance assessment are emphasised, measured and quantified in 
Section 5.4.  
The communication system of the VPP can be treated as a system with defined minimum bandwidth 
requirements and maximum latency limits [16], [24], [162].  
Bandwidth describes the data transfer rate; it defines transmission capacity of the communication link 
to transmit the maximum amount of data from sender to receiver over internet network in a given time 
period (usually in one second) [44]. Therefore, bandwidth cannot be interpreted as a measure of 
communication speed. Sufficient bandwidth must be ensured to support all communication (Section 4.2) 
and flexibility related data exchange requirements (Section 4.4) in down as well as in upstream VPP 
communication.  
Latency on the packet level, one of the key communication performance, parameters is defined as a total 
time needed for a data packet transmitted and returned back to its source over the communication 
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network [44]. In TCP/IP-based communication systems, latency can be estimated from Round Trip Time 
(RTT), which is defined as the time needed to send an outgoing TCP-based packet from the client to 
recipient of the confirmation packet sent from the server [13], [44]. This is especially critical for VPP 
systems dealing with time-critical operations.  
Packet loss defines how many packets were lost over the network and never reached the receiver [191]. 
The main causes for packet loss are related to poor network performance, especially high latency 
exceeding application time-outs. Normally in TCP/IP based networks, the first sign of packet loss 
presence is the increased number of retransmissions. Eventually, the loss of packets can influence overall 
VPP operational functions, as shown in Section 5.4.3.3. 
Bandwidth and latency are therefore critical parameters that must be maintained to ensure an appropriate 
level of service. However, the necessary bandwidth also depends on the sent packet size and the amount 
of data exchanged between the VPP and DER units, especially in the case of utilised mobile 
communications.  
When analysing data streams exchanged in up and downstream direction, the structure of packets is 
essential. Therefore, the classification of captured packets according to packet size is useful for further 
assessment of protocol overhead and statistical analysis. The amount of data reveals the total quantity 
of transferred data between the sender and the receiver.  
In this section, most relevant QoS parameters (bandwidth, latency, packet loss, protocol overhead, etc.) 
for VPP and DER communication systems performance evaluation were overviewed. In the following 
Chapter 5, these parameters were measured and analysed within real VPP operational deployments.  
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5 Measurements of VPP communication 
performance 
 
This Chapter describes the practical part of our research, where the main measurement methodologies 
and principles used for the observation and analysis of selected VPP communication QoS parameters 
and signal latency measurements, are presented. Moreover, we focused on downstream communication 
performance between the VPP system and individual DERs, especially in cases when public Internet 
infrastructure is utilised. To assess the performance of VPP communication systems, we conducted the 
measurements in several operational VPP deployments. We used obtained results from the observed 
case studies as an essential input for modelling and simulation of VPP communication performance 
presented in Chapter 6. 
 
 
5.1 Method for measuring signal latency 
5.1.1 Latency analysis 
5.1.2 Measuring latency 
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5.2.1 Network traffic capture 
5.2.2 Network traffic analysis 
5.2.3 Determining selected QoS parameters 
5.2.4 Measuring latency on packet level 
5.3 Operational VPP deployments 
5.3.1 Case study 1: VPP communication system performance utilising wired 
communication and IEC 60870-5-104 
5.3.2 Case study 2: VPP communication system performance utilising wired 
communication and OpenADR 2.0b 
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5.4 Measurement results 
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5.4.1.4 Bandwidth analysis 
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Measurements of QoS in case of VPP communications are similar as for the IP-based networks (Section 
4.7.1) and are essential for two reasons. Firstly, by measuring it is possible to observe the dynamics of 
communication network behaviour during operation, which brings valuable information for 
dimensioning of the communication system and important performance diagnostic purposes. And 
secondly, measurements can serve as a valuable input for the development of behavioural models which 
enables further performance evaluations and optimisations.  
To measure the signal latency, we propose a methodology based on monitoring selected QoS parameters. 
The method for measuring signal latency is given in Section 5.1. However, to conduct such 
measurements, the appropriate methodology needs to be introduced. By capturing and observing 
exchange network traffic between the VPP and DERs, the analysis of selected QoS can be done. 
Therefore, Section 5.2 introduces a proposed method for network traffic monitoring utilised during 
experimental observations of operational VPP deployments.  
The measurements of selected QoS parameters were performed in the scope of various operational VPP 
deployments, which are described in Section 5.3. Finally, the results of the measurements are 
systematically analysed and presented in Section 5.4. 
 
5.1 Method for measuring signal latency  
For efficient operation of the VPP system, timely signal delivery in the up and downstream direction in 
both, control and monitoring direction, are essential. This is especially crucial when VPP is used as a 
CVPP for the provision of time-critical services such as load-frequency control (mFRR and aFRR) to 
the TSOs, where signals need to be delivered within the time limits defined for such services.  
To understand the overall influence of latency on the VPP operation, insight into latency contribution 
on individual entity level is essential. In the following sections, the complete latency analysis of a VPP 
system (Section 5.1.1) and measuring methodology (Section 5.1.2) with emphasis on the downstream 
direction is described.  
 
5.1.1 Latency analysis 
Since the most critical time window for data exchange between the VPP system and DER is during the 
activation event, it is essential to monitor how much time is spent for dispatching control signals and 
effects on DER behaviour. Therefore, we analyse the latency of dispatched setpoint signals for the 
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START and END activation requests [16]. The complete communication path starting at the TSO—
representing an external system, towards DER is presented in Figure 5.1.  
 
 
Figure 5.1 – Latency analysis for dispatching setpoint signals for activation requests. 
 
It can be seen that the VPP system represents a central entity, which is connected via communication 
channel in the upstream direction towards TSO and in the downstream direction to DER.  
The VPP system can be, in general, divided down into three internal modules for receiving signals, 
resource optimisation and decision making and control signal dispatching (Figure 5.1). The DER 
consists of a Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) device used for communication as well as for controlling a 
generator or load. The RTU represents an electronic device, which in the basic configuration consists of 
industrial automation controller, power supply, digital and analogue I/O channels, and communication 
module.  
The time difference between the activation request received by the VPP and the point when the DER 
load/generator is fully activated (working with full nominal capacity), is defined as 𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑇𝐴𝐿 (Figure 5.1). 
Furthermore, 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀 is defined as the time period between the dispatch of the setpoint signals 
from the VPP to the load/generator and the execution of the command. As discussed in Section 2.5, 
individual resources within DERs can have different ramp-up and ramp-down time due to their physical 
characteristics. Therefore, they need to be carefully considered as they affect the overall VPP operation 
and, as a result, the overall signal latency (𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑇𝐴𝐿).  
In Figure 5.1 the four main observation points (𝑇0, 𝑇1, 𝑇2, 𝑇3𝑟𝑢, and 𝑇3𝑟𝑑), are indicated. These points 
are the timestamps for a dispatched activation signal, when the signal passes a particular observation 
point.  
The dispatch time of the activation setpoint signal to the communication channel is indicated as 𝑇0. The 
time, when DER receives the setpoint signal, is denoted as 𝑇1 and the time, when the control signal 
activates DER, is denoted as 𝑇2. Furthermore, 𝑇3𝑟𝑢 and 𝑇3𝑟𝑑 represent the ramp-up and ramp-down time 
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for the selected DER. The time needed for full activation of the DER unit (𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑇𝐴𝐿) is defined as 
 𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑇𝐴𝐿 = ∆𝑉𝑃𝑃 + 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀 (1) 
where ∆𝑉𝑃𝑃 is the time needed for the VPP to process the received activation request signal from the 
TSO and dispatch the signal to the selected DERs. It is necessary to point out that in general, ∆𝑉𝑃𝑃 
depends on several factors. It predominantly depends on the hardware and software infrastructure for 
processing and handling data. In addition, it also depends on the number of connected DERs, data cycle 
time and consequently generated amount of data that needs to be processed by the VPP. However, ∆𝑉𝑃𝑃 
was not in focus of our research. 
In the scope of our research activities, we focused on 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀, which is defined as  
 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀 = ∆𝑇𝑜𝑁 + ∆𝑅𝑇𝑈 + ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢 (2) 
where  
 ∆𝑇𝑜𝑁= 𝑇1 − 𝑇0 (3) 
and ∆𝑇𝑜𝑁 represents the time of the signal propagation over the communication channel. ∆𝑇𝑜𝑁 mainly 
depends on selected communication media and underlying technology, communication protocols and 
unpredictable stochastic network behaviour (influenced by network congestions, queuing, etc.) that may 
result in high latency and even packet loss. The time needed for RTU’s internal processing of the 
received setpoint signal in (2) is denoted as 
 ∆𝑅𝑇𝑈= 𝑇2 − 𝑇1 (4) 
while the last component in (2), ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢 represents the DER ramp-up time: 
 ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢= 𝑇3𝑟𝑢 − 𝑇2 (5) 
This time contribution depends on the selected technology (DER unit) used for providing flexible 
capacity, which applies to either load or generator. After the completion of scheduled activation and 
aggregation of DERs, the VPP dispatches another setpoint signal to DERs to complete the activation 
process. In this case, the 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀 of the setpoint signal at the end of activation is calculated 
similarly as in (2), where ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢 is substituted with ∆𝑇𝑟𝑑. 
Analytical formulation of latency analysis presented above is essential in the process of conformity 
assessment whether VPP and its DERs are capable of reaching timely delivery of requested balancing 
energy (for a specific load-frequency control action) to the connecting TSO. However, in practice, it is 
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necessary to perform measurements at main observation points (𝑇0, 𝑇1, 𝑇2, 𝑇3𝑟𝑢, and 𝑇3𝑟𝑑) by using 
specific techniques and methods as described in the following section.  
 
5.1.2 Measuring latency 
For our experimental purposes aiming to perform the evaluation of the VPP communication system in 
the downstream direction, we used a network traffic monitoring approach using real network traffic 
records and internal diagnostic log files. All relevant sources of data were captured at specific 
observation points within the communication infrastructures of the real VPP deployments detail 
described in Section 5.3. These observation points are marked in Figure 5.1 as timestamps: 
𝑇0, 𝑇1, 𝑇2, 𝑇3𝑟𝑢, and 𝑇3𝑟𝑑.  
Here, it is necessary to point out that within the communication infrastructure, there are several potential 
locations where network measurement activities can be performed. The most evident are the VPP server, 
network equipment with coupling points (e.g. routers, switches, etc.) and RTUs.  
Due to several reasons, these are not all suitable for performing monitoring activities. One of the reasons 
lies in the inaccessibility and dislocations of network equipment where the network could be observed. 
Additionally, in many cases, access to locations is restricted due to cyber security reasons. For example, 
the interface to the VPP communication network in a real operating environment is very limited and 
inaccessible, since it is treated as a part of critical infrastructure. Therefore, the possibility of performing 
network traffic monitoring related activities is very limited.  
As described in Section 5.2, for the purposes of our research, we were exclusively permitted to access 
VPP server and RTU devices and simultaneously collect network traffic data. This is, according to [44], 
consistent with the standard network monitoring approaches used in telecommunication networks, 
specifying that collecting network traffic data should be as close as possible to both the source and 
destination locations. When determining specific communication network parameters, such as RTT and 
packet loss, this is even more relevant due to synchronisation, consistency and reliability of 
measurements.  
Once the network traffic records and diagnostic log files are captured during the VPP operation, they 
can be used as a basic input for detail analysis of the selected communication QoS parameters previously 
presented in Section 5.1.2. They represent essential quantitative indicators of how well the VPP 
communication system performs.  
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5.2 Method for determining QoS parameters 
The methodology for determining selected QoS parameters is presented in Figure 5.2 and is defined as 
a three-step procedure, including network traffic capture, network traffic analysis and determination of 
selected QoS parameters.  
 
Figure 5.2 – Determining QoS parameters of VPP communication system. 
 
5.2.1 Network traffic capture 
From the VPP communication system infrastructure (Figure 5.1), it is evident that the VPP system (more 
accurately VPP server site) represents common input and output points through which all relevant 
network traffic is exchanged. Therefore, the VPP server site is a natural and straightforward choice for 
the observation of network activity and capturing traffic records. In reference to Figure 5.1, this 
observation point is marked as 𝑇0. 
In practice, several network monitoring software tools (free or commercial) and network equipment can 
be utilised for this purpose. Packet sniffers and network analysers, such are Wireshark [45], EtherDetect 
[197] and NetworkMiner [198], are useful tools to collect network traffic and perform post-analysis. 
The main advantages of their use lie in diagnostics, identifying congested links, highlight traffic peaks, 
detecting anomalies within the network and collecting data for predictive analysis.  
However, on the VPP server site, we used the Linux packet analyser tool tcpdump, which runs under 
the command line and allows us to display and capture TCP/IP based packets being exchanged over the 
network between the VPP system and DER. Data streams recorded by tcpdump produced by DERs and 
VPP system were stored into individual record files in .pcap (packet capture) file format for further 
analysis.  
In order to avoid security issues, the interception of network traffic on the network infrastructure is not 
allowed. Therefore, we performed local monitoring of the network traffic activity on RTUs installed at 
DER. In reference to the VPP communication infrastructure given in Figure 5.1, the observation point, 
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where network traffic monitoring was carried out, is indicated as 𝑇1. Conducting network monitoring 
procedures on RTUs is a challenging task since they normally do not support running the dedicated 
software tools required to monitor or capture network traffic activities. Therefore, for monitoring, 
recording and diagnostic purposes, we developed a dedicated algorithm that runs within the main logic 
of the RTU. 
Additionally, we designed the algorithm in a way that enables separate recording of the received setpoint 
signals value and the corresponding timestamp. The algorithm stores locally all captured data in .csv 
file formats on the RTU storage card, primarily used for local process data storage. We use the setpoint 
related records as input for measuring signal latency, as described in Section 5.1.  
All network traffic activities were performed synchronously on both VPP server and DER sites, where 
system time correction was performed each second by using network time protocol (NTP) services.  
 
5.2.2 Network traffic analysis 
After the completion of the network traffic capture, we processed and analysed the full-length records 
using Wireshark, which is a powerful tool for “in depth” analysis on the packet level appropriate for 
protocol traffic pattern analysis as well as for determining selected QoS parameters.  
Before performing network traffic analysis, we first prepared the records for detail processing. By using 
built-in filtering functions, we isolated traffic streams produced by DER and VPP system on a TCP/IP 
level from the individual records. As a filter attribute, we use IP source and destination’s IP addresses. 
Afterwards, we applied a timeframe filter to retrieve packets in a specific observation time frame 
interval.  
For signal latency analysis, the specific packets (depending on the used communication protocol) 
carrying setpoint information were traced and their timestamps extracted to identify exact reception 
time. Based on isolated individual network traffic streams, we analysed QoS parameters as presented.  
 
5.2.3 Determining selected QoS parameters 
We systematically and individually analysed selected QoS parameters for each isolated individual 
network traffic stream in Wireshark. Firstly, we determined basic indicators of traffic characteristics 
(total number of packets, average data transmission speed in bytes/s and the amount of traffic in Mb) by 
using built-in statistical functions and filters.  
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To some extent, we used basic indicators of traffic characteristics for traffic pattern analysis of used 
communication protocols on the application layer. For these purposes, we used packet statistics filters 
and functions. The traffic pattern can be described by the two main indicators: the composition of 
individual protocol-specific packets and the distribution of packet length in the monitored network 
traffic.  
Knowing the detailed composition of packets is essential when the estimation of the communication 
protocol overhead is performed. Protocol overhead gives information on how much data (on the 
application level) is transferred over the network between the source and destination [46]. Even though 
the protocol overhead is not directly linked to the QoS performance of the communication system, it 
reflects in communication bandwidth, which is an essential indicator of communication link capacity. 
The distribution of packets according to their length is useful in the process of understanding the network 
traffic characteristics in a deployed network. However, both indicators can be used when selecting 
appropriate communication technology (e.g. leased lines or mobile technology) to fulfil the required 
bandwidth.  
To estimate protocol overhead for utilised specific communication protocols within observed VPP 
deployments, we used packet length analysis and distribution method. It should be noted here that the 
packet length specifies the size of the whole packet including header, transport and the payload data, 
while packet size only represents the size of the header in the packet.  
The size of the application layer data represents the part of the individual packet length (frame), which 
is protocol-specific. Considering that all data transfer is based on TCP/IP, the packet length analysis was 
performed on the IP level. Therefore, the length of the IP part of the frame 𝐿𝐼𝑃𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 in Bytes is defined 
as 
 𝐿𝐼𝑃𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 = 𝐿𝐼𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 𝐿𝑇𝐶𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (6) 
where IP, TCP and application payload sizes are denoted as 𝐿𝐼𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟, 𝐿𝑇𝐶𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟, 𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛. Since 
the 𝐿𝐼𝑃𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 is encapsulated into the complete frame, it needs to be taken into account that for Ethernet 
on the physical layer additional 14 bytes are added to the total frame size. Size of individual 𝐿𝐼𝑃𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 
is determined from network traffic records. The 𝐿𝐼𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 and 𝐿𝑇𝐶𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 are the same fixed size, 20 
Bytes each. 
To determine the actual size of specific communication protocol overhead from frames, the 𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  
is calculated from (6) as follows 
 𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐿𝐼𝑃𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 − 𝐿𝐼𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 − 𝐿𝑇𝐶𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑒𝑟. (7) 
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By using this approach, we calculated the size of 𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 for frames related to protocol-specific 
messages and determined the size of the overhead.  
Furthermore, we analysed used communication bandwidth since it is essential for the selection of 
appropriate communication technology. For the processing of data and representation of bandwidth 
analysis results, we used Wireshark and MATLAB.  
Afterwards, we calculated packet loss as a ratio between lost packets and all packets. Additionally, we 
analysed the reconnects, which indicated how often communication sessions were lost (latency, 
sequence errors, etc.) and re-established again.  
Each TCP/IP packet also carries information regarding the RTT, in order to receive acknowledgement 
of the delivered packet. Therefore, detailed latency analysis, where RTT was measured on a packet level, 
was performed separately, since it represents one of the essential QoS parameters. The complete 
measurement method is presented in Section 5.2.4. 
 
5.2.4 Measuring latency on packet level 
According to [44], [191], [192], [199], latency is, besides packet loss, one of the key QoS performance 
parameters that describes the reliability and performance of the communication link. In Figure 5.3, the 
definition of RTT relevant for VPP communication system infrastructure is presented with a focus on 
the downstream direction. 
In general, RTT can be defined as the time required for an outgoing TCP based client packet (e.g. sent 
from DER controller) to be answered by the server (e.g. VPP). The RTT is therefore defined as  
 𝑅𝑇𝑇 = 𝑡1 + 𝑡2 + 𝑡3 + 𝑡4 + 𝑡5 + 𝑡6 (8) 
and composed of different time contributions, representing processing delay 𝑡1, propagation delays (𝑡2 
and 𝑡5) from the DER to the VPP and vice versa, queuing delay 𝑡3 at the VPP, process delay 𝑡4 at the 
VPP and queuing delay 𝑡6 at the DER.  
In case of very low utilisation of the network and a small amount of traffic, 𝑡1, 𝑡3, 𝑡4 and 𝑡6 are negligibly 
small. In addition, RTT defined in (8) can be simplified as 
 𝑅𝑇𝑇 ≈ 𝑡2 + 𝑡5 ≈ 2𝑡2 (9) 
According to [44], measuring of RTT can be performed in three different locations. In Figure 5.3, 
locations are indicated as ① at the DER, ② between the DER and VPP and ③ at the VPP. 
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Figure 5.3 – RTT measurement between the VPP and DER [13]. 
 
Since measuring of RTT is closely connected to accessibility and appropriateness of network traffic 
monitoring locations, not all of them are adequate or accessible for measuring (Section 5.1.2). For 
example, controllers installed at DERs, in most cases, do not support the installation of software tools 
for monitoring and recording traffic activities. Therefore, option ③ is selected (at the VPP server side) 
as an adequate option to determine RTT and other QoS parameters. To observe the influence of RTT on 
VPP performance, the analysis can be done for sending data both, in monitoring (𝑀 ←) and control 
(𝐶 →) direction. In control direction, time needed for sending a packet from VPP to DER 
𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀
(𝐶→)
 can be defined as 
 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀
(𝐶→)
= ∆𝑇𝑜𝑁 + ∆𝑅𝑇𝑈 + ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢 (10) 
where ∆𝑇𝑜𝑁 represents time of signal propagation over the communication channel, ∆𝑅𝑇𝑈  time needed 
for the DER controller internal processing of received packet and ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢 ramp-up time of particular DER 
unit activated.  
According to (8) and Figure 5.3 the propagation delay 𝑡2 can be approximately estimated as RTT/2. 
However, 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀
(𝐶→)  must be always smaller than or equal to activation time for the particular 
ancillary service 𝑇𝐴 (11). 
𝑇𝐴 is typically defined by the TSO and VPP must dispatch activation signals to DERs on time, in order 
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to successfully provide flexibility. For example, on German market typical values for 𝑇𝐴, in case of 
mFRR and aFRR are 15 min and 20 s respectively. In general, 𝑇𝐴 can vary between countries.  
 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀
(𝐶→)
=
𝑅𝑇𝑇
2
+ ∆𝑅𝑇𝑈 + ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢≤ 𝑇𝐴 (11) 
In many cases ∆𝑅𝑇𝑈 is negligibly small (typically within 1 – 15 ms) [16] in comparison with other 
components in (11) and depends on the packet size and the controllers’ performance characteristics. 
Therefore, 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀
(𝐶→)  from (11) can be simplified as 
 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀
(𝐶→)
=
𝑅𝑇𝑇
2
+ ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢≤ 𝑇𝐴 (12) 
and should be less than or equal to 𝑇𝐴. In monitoring direction time needed for sending a packet from 
DER to VPP 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀
(𝑀←)
 can be defined as 
 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀
(𝑀←)
= ∆𝑇𝑜𝑁 + ∆𝑅𝑇𝑈 (13) 
where similarly as in (10), ∆𝑇𝑜𝑁 represents time of signal propagation and ∆𝑅𝑇𝑈 time needed for the 
DER controller internal processing of the sent packet. ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢 can be in a range from several seconds up 
to several minutes and depends on the physical characteristics of DER units.  
In monitoring direction, the propagation delay 𝑡5 can be approximately estimated as RTT/2. However, 
𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀
(𝑀←)
 must always be less than or equal to the data cycle time of particular ancillary service 𝑇𝐶 
which is determined by [42] or local TSO as defined in (14). 
 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀
(𝑀←)
=
𝑅𝑇𝑇
2
+ ∆𝑅𝑇𝑈≤ 𝑇𝐶 (14) 
In general, 𝑇𝐶 is predefined time interval for transfer of measurement data from DER (producer or 
consumer) unit to the TSOs control centre and is reflected as the sum of 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀, ∆𝑉𝑃𝑃  and 
𝑇𝑈𝑃𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀.  
 𝑇𝐶 = 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀 + ∆𝑉𝑃𝑃 + 𝑇𝑈𝑃𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀 (15) 
In case of the German market, data cycle time for mFRR and aFRR ancillary services are 1 min and 2 – 
5 s, respectively. However, 𝑇𝑈𝑃𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀 and ∆𝑉𝑃𝑃  may contribute to overall communication latency to 
some extent, but were not the main focus of our investigation.  
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As ∆𝑅𝑇𝑈 contribution is negligibly small (14) further simplifies to  
 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀
(𝑀←)
=
𝑅𝑇𝑇
2
≤ 𝑇𝐶 (16) 
To ensure reliable operation of the VPP and reliable data transfer, 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀
(𝐶→)  (12) and 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀
(𝑀←)  
(16), respectively, must be kept within defined values. Moreover, 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀
(𝐶→)  must be within the 
activation time 𝑇𝐴, representing the time needed for full activation of a DER; this is defined by the local 
TSO and based on the ENTSO-E activation rules. However, 𝑇𝐴 varies depending on the type of load-
frequency control actions and local system requirements. 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀
(𝑀←)
 should always be within the 
data cycle time, 𝑇𝐶, defined by ENTSO-E [42] and the local TSO. 
The methods for measuring signal latency and determining QoS parameters presented in Sections 5.1 
and 5.2 represent elementary methodology for the assessment of VPP communication performance. The 
proposed methodology was used during the experimental part of our research, where the observations 
of operational VPP deployments were performed.  
 
5.3 Operational VPP deployments 
For analysis of the VPP communication system performance, long term measurements were conducted 
at three different CVPP deployments during their live operation. The VPP deployments mainly differ 
from each other in utilised communication system setup (e.g. communication technology and protocols) 
and DER types used for pooling. The design of experimental measurements was carefully considered 
before accessing and taking into account VPP’s technical specifications. Case studies are hereinafter 
described in detail from architectural, infrastructural and operational perspective.  
 
5.3.1 Case study 1: VPP communication system performance utilising wired 
communication and IEC 60870-5-104 
The case study presented in this section is based on an operational VPP owned by an aggregator and 
used as a CVPP for monetising flexibility and providing the mFRR services to an Austrian TSO. The 
VPP is owned by the aggregator that bids the available flexibility on the balancing market (providing 
mFRR services) on weekly or daily tenders. From the operational point of view, the VPP pools the load 
profiles provided from both DERs. The VPP delivers pooled load capacity within the time frame for the 
mFRR services provided by the ENTSO-E regulations and the TSO internal regulation after the bid is 
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accepted and activated [14], [42]. After bid acceptance, the TSO control centre sends the accepted bid 
information (bid ID, quantity, price, direction, start and end time of the product) and the activation signal 
to the VPP via AutoMOT protocol. Once VPP receives the activation signal, immediately after, internal 
processing dispatches the activation signals to both DER locations equipped with RTUs. 
The architecture and communication infrastructure of the observed deployment is presented in Figure 
5.4.  
 
 
Figure 5.4 – Communication infrastructure of observed VPP deployment within Case study 1 [16].  
 
From Figure 5.4, we can observe that main entities of the system are geographically dislocated. The 
VPP server site is in Slovenia, while two DERs and the TSO control centre are at different locations in 
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Austria. The VPP offers flexibility by aggregating (pooling) two DERs. In this deployment, DER 1 is a 
refinery facility with steam turbines and a diesel generator with a nominal available capacity of 20 MW. 
DER 2 is a paper mill with a nominal available capacity of 10 MW.  
For the upstream communication on a physical level between the VPP and TSO, a leased Symmetric 
Digital Subscriber Line (SDSL) is utilised. In the downstream communication, separate leased SDSLs 
connections are provided to both DER sites.  
In the upstream communication (Figure 5.4), AutoMOT, an XML based [200] communication protocol, 
is used for bid-related messages exchange (in Figure 5.5 marked with an asterisk) between the TSO and 
VPP. However, for the exchange of monitoring and controlling messages between the TSO and VPP 
and between the VPP and DERs in downstream communication, the IEC 60870-5-104 protocol is 
utilised.  
As described in [21], the IEC 60870 part 5 set of standards defines systems used for telecontrol 
(SCADA, supervisory control and data acquisition) in different electrical engineering and power system 
automation applications. According to this set of standards, the IEC 60870-5-104 standard [47] presents 
a network access for IEC 60870-5-101 [48] standard using standard transport communication protocols. 
Nevertheless, the IEC 60870-5-104 protocol offers many advantages, such as open TCP/IP-based 
infrastructure with a signal-oriented transmission. This enables connectivity to the local area network 
(LAN) or wide area network (WAN) and accessing the public Internet.  
The IEC 608750-5-104 protocol supports different unbalanced and balanced modes of data transfer. The 
selection of device roles and message directions depends on system design, integration and compatibility 
with the existing communication infrastructure. Focusing on downstream communication (Figure 5.4), 
the master station is the controlling station (the VPP server side), while the slave station is the controlled 
station (RTUs at DERs). Aligned with the above assigned roles, messages are transferred between the 
master and the slave stations in monitoring and control directions. The direction where messages are 
transferred from the slave to the master station is defined as monitoring direction, while the control 
direction is the opposite direction. The VPP server site—the central part of the infrastructure, 
implements both master and slave parts of the communication protocols stack to enable IEC 60870-5-
104-based communication in upstream and downstream directions. To understand the message 
exchange on IEC 60870-5-104 protocol level, a sequence diagram of message exchange between the 
TSO, VPP server site and DERs during VPP operation, is given in Figure 5.5.  
Since several message types are defined within the IEC 60870-5-104 [47], only a few of them were used 
for the exchange of relevant data between the VPP server and DERs (RTUs) in downstream 
communication. However, to cover both connected DERs (Figure 5.4), several instances of message 
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types were used separately with different IOAs. In monitoring direction, (i.e. messages sent from DERs 
to the VPP system), IO 36 (M_ME_TF_1) was used for transferring short floating values (e.g. power 
measurement and curtailment capacity) and IO 30 (M_SP_TB_1) was used for delivering single point 
resource availability information. For the dispatch of signals in the control direction (i.e. messages sent 
from the VPP to DERs) IO 58 (C_SC_TA_1) and 63 (C_SE_TC_1) were selected. IO 58 is dedicated to 
sending a single ON/OFF command with a time tag to the selected DER. For sending a short floating 
setpoint value from the VPP to the selected DERs that needs to be adjusted, the IO 63 is used.  
 
 
Figure 5.5 – Sequence diagram of IEC 60870-5-104 message exchange between the TSO, VPP and DERs during 
the VPP operation. 
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In upstream communication, the VPP acts as the slave station (controlled station) and the TSO’s control 
centre as the master station (controlling station). Following this analogy, the VPP uses IO 36 
(M_ME_TF_1) for transferring pool measurements, baseline and activated power values.  
In all cases (upstream and downstream communication) the time tag in CP56Time2a format was used 
for all IO types transferred between entities. A proper level of cyber security was ensured according to 
the previously described guidelines (Section 4.6). For ensuring secure connections, Virtual Private 
Network (VPN) technology, which is service agnostic and communication protocol independent, was 
utilised. It provides necessary authentication and encryption across a public Internet Protocol (IP) 
network on a relation between the TSO – VPP server site – DERs (Figure 5.4). Furthermore, the internal 
networks at the VPP server and TSO sites are protected by firewalls placed behind the router.  
During the one-month observation period (between October 1 and November 3, 2015), the VPP 
successfully executed fourteen fully automatic activations. As an example, Figure 5.6 presents a one-
day load profile for DER 1 (Figure 5.4), recorded on October 11, 2015. On that day, the TSO requested 
two activations: a step-wise 10–15 MW mFRR product and a 10 MW mFRR product. The VPP 
successfully completed both activations, which were negative activations that caused DER 1 to reduce 
its generation in order to follow the requested setpoint (blue line). 
 
 
Figure 5.6 – The one-day load profile of DER 1 with two activations [16]. 
 
The measurement line (green) indicates the net power consumption of the refinery facility (DER 1), 
defined as the difference between the internal consumption and the internal generation. The available 
capacity of DER 1 is limited to 20 MW and defined as a difference between the available (yellow) and 
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the measurement (green) lines. During the activation, the VPP calculates the provided capacity as a 
difference between the baseline (grey) and measurement (green) line and reports this information to the 
TSO together with other required data. 
The measurement and control signals from both RTUs are collected by the VPP in the downstream 
direction. In the upstream direction, the VPP reports to the TSO control centre required operational 
information (e.g. measurements, baselines, and activations, etc.). In both cases, the IEC 60870-5-104 
communication protocol is utilised for data exchange.  
Due to a specific configuration of the VPP system deployment and RTUs accessibility within this case 
study, we were focused mainly on the investigation of signal latency performance. The signal latency 
measurement results supported with QoS analysis results are presented in Section 5.4.1. 
 
5.3.2 Case study 2: VPP communication system performance utilising wired 
communication and OpenADR 2.0b 
The second case study derives from completed research project BESIC (Battery Electric Heavy Goods 
Transports within the Intelligent Container Terminal Operation) [49]. The BESIC project has a broader 
scope covering economic feasibility of electric mobility in a closed transport system implementing smart 
charging strategies (charging in off-peak hours) and intelligent Vehicle-to-Grid services (V2G).  
The project was deployed at the HHLA Container Terminal Altenwerder (CTA) to investigate the 
dynamic charging of battery stacks for automated guided vehicles (B-AGVs) used to transport 
containers between ships and storage areas at the port of Hamburg, Germany [13], [49]. In addition to 
the technical feasibility of the concept, the economic and environmental perspective was also addressed. 
However, the primary aim of the project was to demonstrate the feasibility of shifting the charging 
process to times with power production peaks caused by renewables. DER unit (battery stacks of B-
AGVs) is offered and pooled by the VPP, which bids and monetises the available flexibility on the 
energy balancing market without any impact on the port operation. For the communication purposes, 
OpenADR 2.0b protocol, presented in Section 4.5.3, was implemented and evaluated in order to ensure 
a reliable and safe exchange of flexibility related data among all entities.  
The experimental setup where the VPP of a large utility was used to provide a load-frequency control 
(mFRR and aFRR) by aggregating battery stacks from B-AGVs at the container terminal is presented in 
Figure 5.7. Since the VPP within the experimental setup was used for market purposes, it acts as CVPP.  
In the context of the experimental setup (Figure 5.7), eight B-AGVs with exchangeable battery stacks 
were utilised for research purposes. The battery stacks with a maximum available capacity of 640 kW 
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(eight 80-kW battery stacks) allow the container terminal to participate as a flexible consumer within 
the CVPP, which actively participates on the energy balancing market as a balance service provider.  
 
 
Figure 5.7 – The BESIC project: the experimental setup. 
 
The essential condition was that battery management system (BMS) controlling a fully automated 
Battery Charging Station (BCS) always ensures that fulfilment of daily logistical tasks is not restricted 
by dynamic charging processes.  
During the operation, the level of the battery stack of B-AGV is constantly monitored. The B-AGV 
immediately drives to the BSC, when the battery level drops below a certain value. Robotised changing 
mechanism automatically replaces discharged battery stack with a fully charged one. The power 
consumption flexibility from the grid is provided by coordination and shifting of the charging process. 
Since the average usage time of a fully charged battery stack is longer than the time required to fully 
charge it, the battery stacks can remain in the BCS for a longer time than needed to complete the charging 
process. Furthermore, in cases when the container terminal is not fully utilised additional flexibility is 
available.  
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As illustrated in Figure 5.7, the VPP collects electricity market data (e.g., accepted bids containing the 
clearing price and volume information) from an electricity market simulator. For simulation purposes, 
the electricity market simulator uses historic data from the German mFRR market (minute reserve 
market). In the downstream direction, the VPP exchange monitoring and control messages with DER 1 
(Figure 5.7), while other DERs were simulated within the VPP system to ensure the proper size of the 
pooled capacity used for technical and economical evaluation of several mFRR activation scenarios 
involving B-AGVs [49]. To demonstrate the complete process of VPP cooperation in the mFRR service 
provision, the operation of the TSO was simulated in terms of dispatching activation signals to the VPP. 
When VPP provides flexibility to the connected TSO, it communicates with the Energy Management 
System (EMS) to increase or decrease the power consumption of the BCS.  
A detailed communication infrastructure of the observed VPP deployment is given in Figure 5.8 for 
purposes of this case study. Evidently, the VPP and DER are geographically located at different 
locations. The VPP server site with infrastructure is located in Slovenia, while DER is in Hamburg, 
Germany. For data exchange between the two locations public Internet is used.  
Similarly, as in previously described VPP deployment (Section 5.3.1) at the physical layer, a 
combination of wired technologies (twisted pair and optic fibre) is used for connectivity between both 
sites in the downstream direction. 
Public Internet connectivity and web services are suitable for providing communication services for 
geographically distributed systems and enabling the exchange of control and monitoring messages. 
However, due to public Internet availability, the risk of cyber security incursions increases and causes 
significant cyber security concerns [187]. Several data attacks can be aimed at inserting, deleting or 
altering control messages, consequently causing unstable and unwanted operation of the VPP. 
Therefore, many TSOs (including German) consider VPPs, like conventional units providing ancillary 
services, as critical infrastructure that requires advanced security and reliability measures [201]. From 
the performance point of view, the implementation of security mechanisms for ensuring message 
authenticity checks engages additional processing resources and increases server response time that 
might influence the overall signal latency. Similarly, as in communication infrastructure of the VPP 
deployment described in Section 5.3.1 (Figure 5.4), VPN was also utilised for enabling necessary 
authentication and encryption across unreliable public Internet connections in down and upstream 
communication between the sites in the concerned VPP infrastructure (Figure 5.8). Additionally, local 
networks behind routers at the VPP and DER sites are protected by firewalls.  
During the one-month observation period (between February 9 and March 6, 2016), we investigated and 
observed the performance of the communication system utilised in the scope of this VPP deployment. 
We captured network traffic streams at specific points. 
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As presented in Figure 5.8, network traffic monitoring was performed at the VPP server site, where the 
XMPP server was located (at point A in Figure 5.8). We performed network traffic recording using the 
tcpdump terminal function in Linux. In addition to network traffic records, we also collected operational 
and diagnostic data from the VPP to analyse the impact of communication performance on the overall 
VPP operation (point B in Figure 5.8). Diagnostic functions of the VPP, such as timestamps and other 
communicated operational data, were used to verify the activation procedure. 
 
 
Figure 5.8 – Communication infrastructure of the observed VPP deployment within Case study 2 [13].  
 
When VPP operates, data are exchanged between the EMS at the DER and the VPP server located at 
the aggregator control centre. According to OpenADR 2.0b specifications, the VTN is defined as the 
controlling station (VPP). Furthermore, the VEN is defined as the controlled station, which in this case 
comprises EMS, BMS and BCS.  
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The definition of monitoring and control direction of message transmission between the VEN and VTN 
is similar as for IEC 60870-5-104 (Section 5.3.1).  
Within communication infrastructure of the observed VPP deployment (Figure 5.8) the VEN transmits 
periodic reports to the VTN during operation [49], [202]. The content of the reports included schedules 
of the baseline value of positive and negative flexibility and the required minimum price for flexibility. 
The baseline values are calculated from a power consumption forecast of the BCS and battery stack 
availability. These reports cover a period of one day with a resolution of 15 minutes and are sent to the 
VTN at least one day before VPP participation in the mFRR auction. This allows the VPP to generate a 
bid and submit it to the market simulator before the gate closure time.  
To illustrate the message exchange and communication process within the infrastructure of the observed 
VPP deployment, the sequence diagram of the message exchange in the downstream direction is 
presented in Figure 5.9.  
 
 
Figure 5.9 – Sequence diagram of the OpenADR 2.b message exchange in the downstream direction [13]. 
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For the message exchange between the EMS and the VPP, OpenADR 2.0b is utilised. For the 
information exchange between the EMS and BMS at the DER site, RESTful API is used, enabling a 
web service based communication. The emphasis was given to the OpenADR 2.0b message exchange 
since we analysed its performance more in detail [13]. Furthermore, it needs to be emphasised that, in 
the scope of our experimental setup, we implemented XMPP in PUSH mode. This means that both the 
VTN and VEN can start message exchange on demand. 
The procedure starts with the registration of the VEN, where the reporting parameters (cycle time, unit 
of measurement, activation capabilities, connected devices, etc.) are reported to the VTN. When the 
registration of the VEN is done, the VTN sends an oadrCreateReport message to the VEN to request 
appropriate reports. Additionally, the VTN also specifies data reporting periods, defined by 𝑇𝐶 (in our 
case 60 s). The reporting periods are confirmed by the VEN. For reporting of power consumption 
measurements to the VTN data reports are used. The VEN sends reports to the VTN at specific time 
intervals using oardUpdateReport messages. Every successfully received report message is confirmed 
by the VTN. In case of irregularities due to message transmission issues, VTN indicates potential error 
codes. As indicated in Figure 5.9, the EMS requests power consumption (load measurement) data from 
the BMS periodically every 10 seconds using the RESTful web service. The VEN uses messages from 
the EiOpt service to provide the VTN with information, such as BCS availability, activation status and 
time tables. 
When VPP receives the activation notification from the TSO, the VTN distributes an 
oadrDistributeEvent message to the VEN. This message contains information about the upcoming 
activation event (requested setpoint value, direction, start time, end time). After, VEN confirms the 
reception of the oadrDistributeEvent message by sending an empty XML message, VEN sends an 
oadrCreatedEvent message, including an accept (OptIn) or reject (OptOut) statement of VEN 
participation (availability) in scheduled activation. Furthermore, this message type is also used to 
communicate activation signal acknowledgement from the VEN to the VTN. The market price of the 
confirmed flexibility is communicated to the VEN by using oadrResponse message. Once VEN 
confirms participation in the curtailment, the EMS dispatches on/off requests to the BMS, which notifies 
BCS accordingly. In the same instance, BMS sends a confirmation signal to the EMS.  
During observation period VPP performed several activations of the BCS. The BCS load profile for the 
selected week (between February 25 and March, 3 2016) is presented in Figure 5.10, where six 
successful activations are marked with arrows.  
The measurements (green line) indicate the power used for charging battery stacks. Requested VPP 
setpoint value (red line) indicates activation. Availability (yellow line) represents the potential load, 
which the BCS could provide as a negative control power with increased consumption to stabilise the 
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grid frequency. The baseline (grey line) represents the operational forecast of the total BCS load, serving 
as a reference point for operation during time intervals with no activation. As highlighted in Figure 5.10, 
the activations of BCS were triggered for 80 kW (individual battery stack size), and measurements 
follow the requested setpoint value.  
In the scope of our research, we investigated the architecture of the VPP system deployment (Figure 
5.4), where public Internet and OpenADR 2.0b protocol were utilised for connectivity between the VPP 
and DER. Focusing on OpenADR 2.0b based communication infrastructure, the essential 
communication performance indicators were extracted and analysed based on measurements taken 
during the observation period (Section 5.4.2).  
 
 
Figure 5.10 – Load profile of the DER during the one-week evaluation period with six activations [13]. 
 
5.3.3 Case study 3: VPP communication system performance utilising mobile 
connection and IEC 60870-5-104 
In order to observe and analyse the performance of heterogeneous communication infrastructure for 
VPP purposes, a comprehensive field deployment is needed. Therefore, this case study is based on the 
HybridVPP4DSO [51] research project, which successfully demonstrated the potential of a hybrid VPP 
concept to support DSOs in parallel to the active participation on a national balancing energy market 
offering mFRR (considering the DSO as market facilitator) [25].  
The HybridVPP4DSO project investigates, designs and evaluates a hybrid VPP concept to provide 
services that target the requirements of distribution grid operators, grid customers and balancing 
markets. The hybrid concept is enabled by combining grid and market-driven approaches supported by 
communication infrastructure in one concept. Moreover, it enables new technologies and business 
models for integrating DSO SCADA systems with the VPP. Consequently, these novel aspects have the 
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potential to increase grid stability and in parallel, enable VPPs to monetise flexibility potential of DERs 
connected in distribution grids with practical limitations [203]. If sufficient flexibility is available, a 
hybrid VPP can contribute to the stabilisation of voltage levels in critical distribution network sections. 
By investigating and simulating several customer-driven, market-driven and grid-driven use cases, the 
economic and technical benefits of hybrid VPP usage is demonstrated [25].  
The high-level architecture of the hybridVPP4DSO concept is presented in Figure 5.11. The main 
entities forming the concept are DSO, flexible resources, BRP and (in most cases) an electricity market 
operator. All entities continuously communicate with each other or with the VPP. The DSO’s SCADA 
system reports information about the distribution grid state (e.g. congestions, voltage levels, requested 
active control, etc.) to the VPP, while flexibility is delivered on-demand to the connected DSO. The 
demand from the market side is communicated from the market via BRP to the VPP. The status of 
flexible resources (switchable loads & generators) is reported in near real-time to the VPP.  
 
 
Figure 5.11 – The hybridVPP4DSO concept [51]. 
 
Based on this information, the hybrid-VPP actively participates in solving existing distribution grid 
problems by executing a DSO’s request. Consequently, the demand from the electricity market (mFRR, 
RR, DA or ID) will be satisfied by controlling flexible resources. The performance of the resources, as 
well as the fulfilment of the DSO’s requests, are monitored by the VPP. Additionally, the hybrid-VPP 
calculates the DSO’s costs and the revenues of the flexible resources, which are generated during 
activation of the VPP.  
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For the evaluation of the VPP’s communication system performance between the VPP towards DERs 
from technology perspective, we use communication infrastructure of the monitored VPP deployment 
implemented as part of the HybridVPP4DSO project. The detailed communication infrastructure is 
presented in Figure 5.12. This case study, unlike case studies presented in previous Sections 5.4.1 and 
5.4.2 differs in the grid domain where the VPP is used. In this case, VPP is utilised in the distribution 
and not in the transmission grid to support DSO grid operations. 
 
 
Figure 5.12 – Communication infrastructure of the observed VPP deployment within Case study 3. 
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The Case study 3 communication infrastructure comprises several entities which are geographically 
distributed. In the upstream direction, the VPP server site located in Slovenia (representing the 
aggregator) communicates with the DSO’s SCADA system located in Austria (Figure 5.12). In the scope 
of the HybridVPP4DSO project, the upstream relation was only investigated and described theoretically 
due to security concerns of involved DSO. The VPP server site exchange information with three DERs 
located in Styria region, Austria.  
It was foreseen that at the physical layer, a combination of wired technologies (twisted pair and optic 
fibre) is used for connectivity between the VPP server site and DSO’s SCADA system. Between the 
VPP server site and DERs locations wired and wireless (mobile) technology is used. In both, upstream 
and downstream directions TCP/IP-based IEC60870-5-104 communication protocol is used for 
information and signal exchange between entities. Since the IEC60870-5-104 is used for information 
exchange between the VPP and DERs, similar as in the Case study 1 described in Section 5.3.1, the 
message exchange procedure is similar as previously presented in Figure 5.9.  
A proper level of cyber security was ensured, according to the previously described guidelines (Section 
4.6). To provide adequate security a VPN was utilised for enabling necessary authentication and 
encryption across unreliable public Internet connections. On the network and physical layer, firewalls 
were placed behind the router. 
Individual DER units are equipped with RTUs used for monitoring and controlling of the resources 
(generator or load) and enabling communication at the same time. DER 1 and DER 2 (Figure 5.12) are 
located in rural areas of the Styria region using communication mobile 2G (GPRS) and 3G (UMTS) 
technologies. At DER 1 site two small hydropower plant stations are located with 3 MW of cumulative 
nominal capacity (𝑃𝑛) in total, while a steel industry facility with a nominal (flexible) capacity of 20 
MW is located at DER 2. Furthermore, RTU 3 (representing DER 3) was placed in the urban laboratory 
environment where wired DSL (ADSL) technology was used for communication purposes. RTU 3 
simulates behaviour of industrial loads (6 MW) and shopping mall facilities (4 MW) with cumulative 
nominal capacity 10 MW. The combination of real and simulated DERs behaviour was used to perform 
various scenario testing conducted during the HybridVPP4DSO project evaluation, wherein the hybrid 
VPP concept was developed and proposed.  
Due to the heterogeneity of several communication technologies, on the other hand, and unified protocol 
for data exchange, on the other, the communication infrastructure of the monitored VPP deployment 
(Figure 5.9) is appropriate for comparative performance analysis. During the one-month observation 
period (between June 1 and July 3, 2018), we investigated and observed the performance of the 
communication system utilised in the scope of this VPP deployment. Based on captured network traffic 
streams, we focused on the analysis of different technologies performance looking through the prism of 
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selected QoS parameters (RTT analysis and packet loss) relevant for the assessment of the technology 
suitability for VPP communication in the downstream direction. Collected real measurements (Section 
5.4.3) were used as a basis for modelling as later described in Chapter 6.  
 
5.4 Measurement results  
In this section, the measurement results of signal latency analysis and selected QoS parameters vital for 
VPP communication performance evaluation are gathered. The results are organised in three parts, each 
linked to individual observed operational VPP deployments previously described in Section 5.3.  
 
5.4.1 Case study 1: VPP communication system performance utilising wired 
communication and IEC 60870-5-104 
The performance evaluation of the VPP downstream communication system is based on the analysis of 
real communication network traffic records and internal diagnostic log files captured at specific 
observation points within the communication infrastructure (Figure 5.4). The data were collected during 
the one-month observation period in October 2015, where the VPP successfully executed fourteen fully 
automated activations.  
In the scope of the case study, the emphasis is mainly given on signal latency and selected QoS 
parameters measurement.  
 
5.4.1.1 Signal latency analysis 
Following the methodology for measuring signal latency (Section 5.1.1), the results of complete latency 
analysis of the setpoint signal delivery for the start and end activation are organised in Table 5-1. The 
signal latency measurements were performed with millisecond resolution. Table 5-1 outlines the results 
of individual 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀 contributions from (17): ∆𝑇𝑜𝑁, ∆𝑅𝑇𝑈, and ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢, as well as ∆𝑇𝑟𝑑 for the end 
activation (Figure 5.1). It can be observed that the average time contribution for the processing signal 
on RTU (∆𝑅𝑇𝑈) and the network delay (∆𝑇𝑜𝑁) are 14.29 ms and 18.00 ms, respectively. The ramp-up 
(∆𝑇𝑟𝑢) and ramp-down (∆𝑇𝑟𝑑) time are two most dominant time intervals in 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀. The average 
∆𝑇𝑟𝑢 time is 6 min and 2 s for the particular activated unit.  
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Table 5-1 – Measurement results for the START and END activation signal containing setpoint information for 
DER 1 [16]. 
 START and END activation signals (setpoints) sent from VPP to RTU 
Parameter ΔToN [ms] ΔRTU [ms] 
ΔTru [ms] ΔToN +ΔRTU 
[ms] 
TDOWNSTREAM 
[time] ΔTrd [ms] 
Average  
START 18.00 14.29 362837.21 32.29 00:06:02.869 
END 16.79 14.43 371457.50 31.22 00:06:11.488 
Standard 
deviation (σ) 
START 2.66 0.61 172444.47 3.27 00:02:52.447 
END 2.46 0.65 167333.35 3.11 00:02:47.336 
Confidence 
interval 
START 
[16.46, 
19.54] 
[13.94, 
14.64] 
[263287.73, 
462386.69] 
[30.40, 
34.18] 
[00:04:23.318, 
00:07:42.420] 
END 
[15.37, 
18.20] 
[14.06, 
14.80] 
[274858.59, 
468056.41] 
[29.43, 
33.00] 
[00:04:34.888, 
00:07:48.089] 
Min.  
START 15.00 13.00 144207.00 28.00 00:02:24.235 
END 13.00 13.00 115553.00 26.00 00:01:55.579 
Max.  
START 23.00 15.00 654824.00 38.00 00:10:54.862 
END 21.00 15.00 684737.00 36.00 00:11:24.773 
 
Based on measured results (Table 5-1), we estimate the probability density function (PDF) of 
𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀 for the start activation and for the end activation by using statistical non-parametric kernel 
density estimation (KDE) function. The histogram of 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀 and KDE for start setpoint signal 
is presented in Figure 5.13 (a), while for end setpoint signal is given in Figure 5.13 (b). On the x axes 
the values of 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀  in milliseconds are represented, while on the y axes the probability values 
are shown.  
 
 
Figure 5.13 – Histogram of TDOWNSTREAM with KDE for: (a) start setpoint signal; (b) end setpoint signal. 
 
Both plots reveal valuable information regarding the range of 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀 (start and end activation 
signal) and the probability of the values can be predicted for this particular VPP deployment architecture. 
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This is an essential input that can be used for the assessment of VPP performance during prequalification 
or operational activation procedure when signal latency and activation timings are observed.  
 
5.4.1.2 Selected QoS parameters 
The analysis of the selected QoS parameters is given in Table 5-2. From the network traffic record data 
set we observed most relevant parameters, such as a number of packets, packet loss, average packet size 
and data transmission speed, amount of traffic, reconnects and retransmissions. The results are presented 
for each of the two geographically dislocated DERs, as well as for their aggregated values.  
The number of captured packets during a one-month observation period was 2266526 in total, which 
were more or less equally distributed between both DERs. The amount of traffic exchanged between the 
VPP core and both DERs is 159.08 MB in both directions during the observation period, with an average 
data rate of 34.37 bytes per second. In total, there were four reconnects (one for DER 1 and three for 
DER 2). A small number of reconnects shows that reliability of connections towards DERs is not an 
issue. We detected several retransmissions on the application level of the protocol. However, the packet 
loss for both connections was small (103 packets) in the downstream direction and there is no negative 
impact on the overall mFRR ancillary service provided by the VPP.  
 
Table 5-2 – Results of analysed selected communication parameters. 
Parameter DER 1 DER 2 Complete 
Number of packets in total [packets] 1133562 1132964 2266526 
Packet loss [packets] 54 49 103 
Avr. packet size [bytes] 73 74 74 
Amount of traffic [Mb] 78.98 80.10 159.08 
Avr. data transmission rate [bytes/sec.] 34.13 34.61 34.37 
Reconnects 1 3 4 
Retransmissions 131 128 259 
 
Additionally, we performed a RTT analysis on a packet level for both DER connections. Summarised 
measurement results are given in Table 5-3. It can be seen that average RTT for DER 1 and DER 2 is 
28.46 ms and 44.42 ms, respectively. The average value of the RTT—both links cumulative, is 36.44 
ms. As observed, delays of this magnitude are within the communication performance requirements 
imposed on VPP operation for mFRR and aFRR services given in Section 4.2. 
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Table 5-3 – Results of RTT analysis. 
Location min. RTT [ms] max. RTT [ms] avr. RTT [ms] σ RTT [ms] 
DER 1 7.16 1521.81 28.46 13.08 
DER 2 27.84 284.58 44.42 13.06 
Total 7.16 1521.81 36.44 13.07 
 
5.4.1.3 Protocol overhead analysis 
Profound analysis of traffic records was performed to estimate the IEC 60870-5-104 communication 
protocol overhead. As a pre-step, we performed traffic pattern analysis of captured network traffic 
stream, including IEC 60870-5-104 protocol packets. The distribution of packets is shown in Table 5-4. 
 
Table 5-4 – Distribution of IEC 60870-5-104 packets according to amount and size. 
IEC 60870-5-104 Packet type, IO 
Format 
type 
Share of packets 
[%] 
Average packet size 
[bytes] 
DER availability <30> I-format 0.006 77 
DER measurement <36> I-format 14.27 268 
ON/OFF command <58> I-format 0.007 77 
Setpoint command <63> I-format 0.007 81 
TESTFR (act., con.) U-format 57.11 60 
STARTDT (act., con.) U-format 0.001 60 
N(R) sequence S-format 28.59 60 
 
The largest share of the IEC 60870-5-104 communication protocol packets in the stream corresponds to 
U-format messages (57.11 %), which consists of start and testing (keep-alive) messages exchanged 
between the VPP and DERs. S-format messages – internal counter values that increase with each 
exchange cycle – represent 28.59 % of all IEC 60870-5-104 traffic. I-format messages, which contain 
actual operational information integrated into selected information objects (measurements, availability 
and setpoint values), represent 14.29 % of the IEC 60870-5-104 communication protocol packets. These 
messages have a dominant share of the power measurement data that are sent every thirty seconds from 
the DERs to the VPP in the monitoring direction. 
In the control direction, the RTU installed at the DER premises receives the activation setpoint value 
only during activation events. This clarifies the low number of these information objects (less than one 
per cent share of the IEC 60870-5-104 captured packets). From Table 5-4, it can be observed that the 
average packet size ranges from 60 to 268 bytes. U-format packets, which have a fixed size of 60 bytes, 
are mostly TESTFR (keep-alive) messages (sent every 20 s).  
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The number of STARTDT packets is significantly smaller since they are only sent when a valid IEC 
60870-5-104 communication session is established. I-format messages only make up 14.27 % of the 
total IEC 60870-5-104 communication protocol traffic with an average packet length of 268 bytes. 
The number of IEC 60870-5-104 communication protocol packets and their average size presented in 
Table 5-4 represents essential information when determining protocol overhead. Taking into account 
TCP (Transmission Control Protocol), IPv4 and Ethernet headers the actual IEC 60870-5-104 
communication protocol overhead on the application layer can be determined.  
Following the method described in Section 5.2.3, the actual overhead of IEC 60870-5-104 
communication protocol on the application layer (𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) can be determined according to (7), 
where additional 14 bytes (due to Ethernet encapsulation) are added to the complete size of the frame 
(𝐿𝐼𝑃𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒). Considering that the 𝐿𝐼𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 and 𝐿𝑇𝐶𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 are of the same fixed size of 20 bytes each, 
and the average packet size 𝐿𝐼𝑃𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒  ranges between 60 to 268 bytes, we can determine 𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 
which is between 6 to 214 bytes.  
 
5.4.1.4 Bandwidth analysis 
To estimate the required bandwidth, we must assume messages are transferred using a VPN 
communication, based on IPv4. Message lengths at the link layer are obtained by the aggregation of 
TCP (Transmission Control Protocol), IPv4, and Ethernet headers with the packets listed in Table 5-4—
334 bytes (I-format), 126 bytes (U-format), and 126 bytes (S-format). If each message is delivered inside 
a 20 ms interval (approximated value of ∆𝑇𝑜𝑁) and, hypothetically, all three messages are sent 
simultaneously, the required bandwidth per DER is calculated as 
 𝐵𝑊 =
(334 𝐵+2∙126 𝐵)
20 𝑚𝑠
. (18) 
From the estimated bandwidth (18), it can be concluded that these bandwidth requirements are low due 
to a large number of short IEC 60870-5-104 protocol messages. If VPN is used for encryption, the BW 
slightly increases. The VPP traffic dominantly consists of short messages and the encryption/decryption 
process at the VPN gateway is not computationally intensive. 
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5.4.2 Case study 2: VPP communication system performance utilising wired 
communication OpenADR 2.0b 
The overall performance of the VPP downstream communication infrastructure from Case study 2 was 
analysed based on one-month monitoring of QoS parameters (RTT, traffic and protocol-specific 
parameters). Monitoring was performed between the VPP server site – VTN and the selected DER unit 
– VEN (Figure 5.8). During the observation period, 16 activations were conducted.  
Unlike the previous Case study 1, the main focus is given on selected QoS parameters, particularly 
latency measurements (RTT) conducted on a packet level and bandwidth measurements. In this case 
study, OpenADR 2.0b protocol is used for data exchange. We also analysed communication protocol 
overhead for comparison with Case study 1, using IEC 60870-5-104 protocol.  
 
5.4.2.1 Latency analysis 
The statistical description of RTT is important for the evaluation of the Internet’s heterogeneous 
infrastructure for normal VPP operation message exchange. The VPP represents a real-time distributed 
system that requires reliable communications with low latency. RTT corresponds to a continuous 
random variable; its behaviour is described by the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF).  
We performed a latency analysis for downstream communication on network traffic data collected 
during the whole month observation period. The experimental CDF (Figure 5.14) of received data 
packets sent by the VPP to the DER on the TCP level was estimated from RTT measurements.  
 
 
Figure 5.14 – Experimental Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) for the RTT over one-month observation 
period [13]. 
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Most RTT values are between 34 milliseconds and 40 milliseconds. Only a few packets have higher 
RTT values (up to 40 seconds) due to unexpected disconnections of the VEN (DER) and high network 
latency. Since VTN did not receive a timely response from the VEN, the communication timed out, 
resulting in a connection drop by the VTN. 
In case of high latency (high RTT values), VPP operation might not be compromised if affected packets 
carry non-critical information (e.g., measurements or baseline values). However, if the packets carry 
activation messages, this could lead to DER activation delays and consequently hinder VPP product 
delivery. To assess the impact of such cases on VPP service delivery, simulations were performed based 
on measured RTT statistics and VPP behavioural model and results presented in Section 6.5.4. 
 
5.4.2.2 Selected QoS parameters 
Similarly, as in Section 5.4.1.2, we determined the most relevant QoS parameters from the network 
traffic records. During one month (Table 5-5) the amount of traffic exchanged between the VTN and 
VEN was 212.3 MB, representing 491704 captured packets in total, with an average packet size of 452.5 
Bytes. An average data transmission rate measured was 85.7 bytes per second. 
 
Table 5-5 – Results of analysed selected communication parameters. 
Parameter Value 
Number of packets in total [packets] 491704 
Packet loss [packets] 12 
Avr. packet size [bytes] 452.5 
Amount of traffic [Mb] 212.3 
Avr. data transmission rate [bytes/sec.] 85.7 
Reconnects 6 
Retransmissions 34 
 
From a detailed analysis of traffic records and VPP operation log files, we observed that a few lost 
packets (12 packets) did not have influence performance of the VPP. Additionally, it can be observed 
that a relatively small number of reconnects (6) indicates that the reliability of connections towards DER 
is sufficiently stable, without any implications on the VPP operation. 
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5.4.2.3 Protocol overhead analysis 
This section presents results of an OpenADR 2.0b protocol overhead analysis. However, the analysis 
was not straight forward as in the case of IEC 60870-5-104 protocol (Section 5.4.1.3). Difficulties lie in 
the encryption mechanisms used on TLS and XMPP levels, which prevent us to decrypt the content of 
individual XML documents and to perform a detailed traffic pattern analysis of the captured network 
traffic records. To view and inspect encrypted traffic with Wireshark tool, the appropriate TLS 
certificate (installed on XMPP server) secured with an encrypted key is required. Unfortunately, due to 
security reasons, accessing this information in the scope of this case study was not possible.  
Taking into account the above mentioned limitations, we performed a high-level estimation of protocol 
overhead, which still indicates the size of frames on the application layer (𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) containing 
OpenADR 2.0b content. The complete size of the packets frames (𝐿𝐼𝑃𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒) varies between 1559 and 
2814 Bytes. Furthermore, we observed that the maximum transmission unit (MTU) size was set to 1434 
Bytes, which corresponds to the Ethernet connection. Therefore the larger OpenADR 2.0b messages are 
split in smaller frames (up to two) of the MTU size.  
From the network traffic records, we identified six different types of packets containing XMPP and 
XML based OpenADR 2.0b messages. Similarly, as in Section 5.4.1.3, we determined the protocol 
overhead of OpenADR 2.0b on the application layer by using the methodology presented in Section 
5.2.3. The application data frame size (𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) was between 1451 and 2706 Bytes for six different 
message types. 
This size is relatively large and comparable to the application data frame size in IEC 61850 [12]. Since 
OpenADR 2.0b is based on web services and XML messages, it creates higher communication overhead. 
This reflects in increased communication bandwidth, as presented in the following Section 5.4.2.4.  
 
5.4.2.4 Bandwidth analysis 
The volume and size of captured packets during the observation period is not small. Consequently, it is 
difficult to determine complete bandwidth due to the deficiency of used network traffic analysis tools 
(e.g. visual representation and data export function limitations). Therefore, we limited bandwidth 
analysis to one week period with the highest number of activation events (six activations): between 
February 25 and March 3, 2016 (Figure 5.10).  
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Figure 5.15 – Communication bandwidth measured during the selected week (a), with detailed view for TC = 
60 s (b) and TC = 10 s (c) [13]. 
 
The required communication bandwidth for the selected week is demonstrated in Figure 5.15 (a); it 
correlates to the load profile in Figure 5.10. The baseline bandwidth during the selected period is 3.94 
kBytes/s. This bandwidth corresponds to normal operation and data traffic exchange (e.g. metering 
requests and reports) in both directions for one data attribute and a single DER (VEN). The overall 
average bandwidth for the selected period is 730 Bytes/s. With the addition of data attributes 
(timestamps, multiple measurement tags, etc.) and with each additional DER (VEN), the bandwidth 
increases. The momentary increase of bandwidth (peaks in Figure 5.15 (a)) is due to an activation event 
causing an increase in data traffic. 
Each time activation is triggered, the activation request and baseline reports are sent from the VPP 
(VTN) to the DER (VEN), shortly increasing the bandwidth since these messages are larger than 
measurement reports. Bandwidth peaks can reach values between 80.5—97.5 kBytes/s. In addition, we 
analysed the bandwidth during two different pushing cycle time intervals 𝑇𝐶—60 s in the first case 
(Figure 5.15 (b)) and a shorter 10 s interval in the second (Figure 5.15 (c)). We chose a shorter 𝑇𝐶 
interval to investigate the impact of data amount on bandwidth in case if VPP is used for more 
demanding services, e.g. aFRR. Within the selected 180 s time window, we observed that bandwidth 
burst levels are not influenced and are in both cases within 4 kBytes/s. 
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5.4.3 Case study 3: VPP communication system performance utilising mobile 
connection and IEC 60870-5-104 
In the scope of Case study 3 (Section 5.3.3), we observed and analysed the performance of 
heterogeneous communication infrastructure used in VPP downstream direction towards DERs (Figure 
5.12). On the physical layer, mobile 2G (GPRS) and 3G (UMTS) as well as wired SDSL (symmetric 
Digital Subscriber Line) technologies were utilised to connect DER 1, DER 2 and DER 3 to the VPP. 
For the data exchange, the IP-based IEC 60870-5-104 protocol was used for all three connections. Using 
network monitoring approach (Section 5.2), the VPP communication infrastructure in downstream was 
monitored for the one-month period, between June 2 and June 30, 2016. 
We performed a comparative analysis of essential QoS parameters, in particular, RTT, packet loss and 
retransmission for each individual network traffic stream towards each DERs, which were isolated from 
the captured network traffic records.  
5.4.3.1 Latency analysis 
For the representation of measured latency for 2G (GPRS) and 3G (UMTS), the experimental CDFs 
(Figure 5.16) of received data packets sent by the VPP to the DERs on the TCP level were estimated 
from the RTT measurements.  
 
 
Figure 5.16 – Experimental CDF of latency distribution for used mobile 2G (GPRS) and 3G (UMTS) 
connections.  
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The CDF in the case of 2G (GPRS) (blue curve) indicates that the majority of RTT values are between 
175 ms and 3800 ms. From CDF (cyan curve) describing the distribution of RTT values in the case 
when 3G (UMTS) technology is used, we can observe, that most RTT values are distributed between 40 
ms and 6000 ms. However, the values of RTT at median CDF for 2G (GPRS) and 3G (UMTS) are 417.2 
and 69.4 ms, respectively.  
The tails of both CDFs reveal that a few packets have even higher RTT values (up to 20 seconds). This 
is due to the high communication latency caused by poor coverage of the rural area where DER 1 is 
located.  
To verify RTT characteristics of both mobile technologies, we additionally measured RTT for an 
additional one-month period, between July 1 and July 29, 2016. The CDFs of measured RTT 
distributions during both observation periods confirm the similarity of RTT distributions characteristics.  
Furthermore, the distribution of measured RTT values for mobile 2G (GPRS) and 3G (UMTS) 
technologies, is within the expected boundaries and comparable to RTT values reported in [204]. 
As a reference to the above considered mobile technologies, we furthermore analyse wired, SDSL 
technology. The experimental CDF of measured RTT is presented in Figure 5.17. From the CDF, two 
clusters of RTT values can be identified. At first, most of RTT values are between 36.5 ms and 60.6 ms. 
The second cluster represents the values between 239.4 ms and 260.8 ms. Only a few packets have 
higher RTT values (up to 20 s) caused by unexpected high network latency. However, to present the 
majority of measured RTT samples, the visual representation of experimental CDF is limited to 800 ms.  
 
 
Figure 5.17 – Experimental CDF of latency distribution for used SDSL connection.  
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5.4.3.2 Selected QoS parameters 
From the captured network traffic records, we quantified basic selected QoS parameters (Table 5-6). 
The number of packets exchanged between the VPP and DERs were more or less balanced in terms of 
volume. The exceptions are DER 1 and DER 2, where the reason for the deviation lies in connection 
latency on RTU side, due to several TCP/IP connection (socket initialisation) attempts. During the 
month analysed in Case study 3, the amount of traffic exchanged between the VPP and DERs was 217.61 
MB in total, with an average packet size of 75.33 Bytes.  
The average transmission rates were 27.61, 30.33 and 36.37 Bytes/second for DER 1, DER 2 and DER 
3, respectively, and were increased according to the capabilities of used technology. The number of 
reconnects (12477 in total) detected on TCP/IP level indicates that connection stability was not very 
good. On the other hand, a high number of reconnects coincides with RTT characteristics indicating 
high RTT values, especially in the case of 2G (GPRS) and 3G (UMTS) technologies.  
 
Table 5-6 – Results of analysed selected communication parameters. 
Parameter DER 1 DER 2 DER 3 Complete 
Number of packets in 
total [packets] 
817320 1084280 1151716 3053316 
Avr. packet size [Bytes] 82 68 76 75.33 
Amount of traffic [Mb] 63.71 69.98 83.92 217.61 
Avr. data transmission 
rate [Bytes/sec.] 
27.61 30.33 36.37 31.44 
Reconnects 848 2944 158 12477 
 
5.4.3.3 Packet loss and retransmissions  
To investigate the potential impact of high latency on communication performance of each individual 
technology, we analysed network traffic records from packet loss and retransmission perspective. The 
numerical results of the analysis are presented in Table 5-7.  
To determine realistic packet loss, the following approach was used. Since Wireshark offers advanced 
filtering functions for identifying lost packets (tcp.analysis.lost_segment), it is not clear whether all 
displayed packets reveals the actual packet loss. Therefore, we first isolated specific trace (for each 
DER) and TCP connections from the network traffic capture to avoid mixing packets from multiple TCP 
sessions. Afterwards, we counted the number of lost packets on the TCP/IP level.  
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Table 5-7 shows that the packet loss in TCP/IP level for 2G (GPRS) and 3G (UMTS) is 552 and 3545 
packets, respectively. In case of 3G (UMTS), it is evident that higher latency (Figure 5.16) causes an 
increase in packet loss and number of retransmissions. Furthermore, the packet loss in case of wired 
(SDSL) technology is drastically lower, namely—only 7 packets detected.  
 
Table 5-7 – Results of analysed packet loss and retransmissions. 
Parameter DER 1 DER 2 DER 3 Complete 
Number of packets in 
total [packets] 
817320 1084280 1151716 3053316 
Packet loss all [packets] 552 3545 7 4104 
Packet loss all [%] 0.06753 0.32694 0.00067 0.13441 
Packet loss application 
layer [packets] 
360 83 4 447 
Packet loss application 
layer [%] 
65.21739 2.34132 57.14285 10.89181 
Retransmissions 
[number] 
107809 845720 1299 193680 
 
By applying tcp.analysis.lost_segment filtering function, we identified gaps in sequence numbers of the 
isolated trace. The packet loss leads to duplicate ACKs, which leads to retransmissions. Normally, 
retransmissions are always present in captures due to network traffic stochastics. However, excessive 
retransmissions like in the cases of DER 1 and DER 2 indicate slow communication performance and 
packet loss.  
Furthermore, not all TCP/IP packets identified as lost carry important operational information (e.g. 
measurements, activation signal, baseline, availability, etc.). Many of these packets are related to 
synchronisation and connection initialisation messages.  
To identify vital packets related to VPP operational messages, we used additional filtering function for 
detecting IEC 60870-5-104 protocol related packets containing ADSU data content. The results show, 
that in case of 2G (GPRS), 3G (UMTS) and SDSL, 360, 83 and 4 packets were identified as lost, 
respectively. From packet loss prospective, 2G connection performed worse than 3G. For all three 
connections, 447 packets in total (10.89 % of all packets) were identified as lost.  
Additionally, we selected one-day (June 26 2017) timeframe from the one-month observation period, 
focusing on traffic stream sent by the DER 1 to the VPP server site, where 2G (GPRS) mobile technology 
was utilised. For the selected period, detailed packet inspection reveals, that the missing packets were 
carrying several data points related to operational information.  
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DER 1 controls two small hydropower plant units, collects and reports several parameters (active power 
generation, reactive power feed-in and consumption, etc.) via IEC 60870-5-104 protocol to the VPP 
server site. For the aggregation purposes, the VPP only utilised active power generation measurements, 
while the other collected parameters were used to investigate the impact of the activation on the voltage 
distribution grid.  
Figure 5.18 shows one-day measurement profiles of active generated power for both hydropower plants 
1 (blue curve) and 2 (orange curve). Data points were extracted from the received packets containing 
ADSU data content and processed by the VPP. During the one-day profile, several gaps (in Figure 5.18 
highlighted in subplots) appear simultaneously in both measurement profiles. This clearly indicates the 
impact of high latency resulting in packet loss, since missing data points for both active power 
parameters are encapsulated within the missing packets together with ADSU data and other parameters.  
 
 
Figure 5.18 – Impact of packet loss on data sent by DER 1 using 2G (GPRS)—VPP server site capture. 
 
Evidently, packet loss affects received active power measurement profiles and consequently influences 
the quality of data that VPP uses for various operational tasks (pool measurement aggregation, 
forecasting, reporting, etc.).  
 
5.4.4 Summary 
Three VPP case studies (Section 5.3) enabled us to investigate VPP communication system performance 
in the downstream direction utilising different communication technologies. On the protocol level, two 
protocols IEC 60870-5-104 and OpenADR 2.0b were investigated. In Section 5.4.1 (Case study 1), 
Section 5.4.2 (Case study 2) and Section 5.4.3 (Case study 3), we quantitatively presented the 
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measurement results of the selected QoS parameters quantitatively. Furthermore, unified one-month 
observation period, applied to all three case studies, enabled us to compare and analyse the behaviour 
of utilised VPP communication systems from a QoS perspective. The essential QoS parameters (RTT, 
packet loss, protocol overhead and communication bandwidth) are discussed.  
Signal latency has an essential influence on the VPP performance. As described in Section 5.1, each 
individual component from the whole communication chain contributes to 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀 and eventually 
𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑇𝐴𝐿. Network latency measured on the packet level ∆𝑇𝑜𝑁 (representing RTT/2) primarily depends 
on the technology used and stochastic network conditions.  
In Case study 1, where SDSL technology was used for communication, the average value of the RTT 
was 36.44 ms. As observed, delays of this magnitude are within the communication performance 
requirements imposed by the VPP operation for mFRR and aFRR services [16]. Furthermore, latency 
results in Case study 1 are comparable to [12], in which latency analysis was performed with 
communication technologies using IEC 61850 for distribution grid communications. Most RTT values 
measured in Case study 2 were between 34 ms and 40 ms and are comparable to Case study1 results, 
since similar communication technology was used.  
Network delay may increase with network scaling, high traffic and distance between the source and 
destination. As described in Case study 3, it might also increase when using mobile technologies (2G or 
3G), since their performance is dependent on the coverage of a particular geographical area [21]. The 
latency analysis conducted in Case study 3 shows, that the values of RTT at median CDF for 2G (GPRS) 
and 3G (UMTS) are 417.2 and 69.4 ms, respectively. As expected, this confirms that used SDSL 
technology is less sensitive to the latency than 2G (GPRS) and 3G (UMTS).  
We used previously analysed empirical RTT datasets describing latency characteristics of all three 
utilised technologies within Case study 3 communication architecture as an essential input for analytical 
distribution modelling described in Section 6.4. 
However, in all three cases, several excessively high values of RTT were identified. Especially in Case 
studies 3 (up to 40 seconds) and 2 (up to 20 seconds), where public internet connections and mobile 
technologies were used. The reason lies in application timeouts, network congestions, time consuming 
routs, VPN processing times or other network issues. Furthermore, the latency in mobile networks can 
be influenced mostly by the propagation time, non optimal equipment (on transmission or receiver site) 
settings of communication parameters and network congestions caused by unforeseen events (traffic 
bursts). All of the mentioned reasons undoubtedly influence RTT distribution. 
To mitigate the influence of network latency in mobile communications, the selection of more 
appropriate technology is not always an option—especially in rural areas. Therefore, optimal settings of 
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mobile network parameters (e.g. MTU size, time-out times, etc.) on the modem are essential. The 
measurement data point can be locally stored and sent to the VPP later when the connection is more 
stable. Additionally, solutions on a protocol level (e.g. sending activation start and end time in one 
packet) can be implemented to solve the DER control issues.   
Detected packet loss in Case studies 1 and 2 is low and did not negatively affect the quality of the VPP 
product delivery for mFRR during the observation period. However, this was not the case when mobile 
technology is used (Case study 3), since packet loss correlates with high RTT values. Several packets 
carrying operational information were identified as lost during the one-month observation period (Table 
5-7). As shown in Case study 3, delays near or greater than one-half of the sample cycle can disrupt the 
performance of the VPP operation as a result of delayed information or even packet loss.  
If packets carry operational information (e.g. measurement values, availability, baseline values, etc.), 
the effect on the performance of basic VPP functionality can be detected. However, losing packets which 
include control signals (e.g. activation) hinders VPP activation and aggregation process of DERs leading 
to non-compliance with the requested setpoint value, sent by the connecting TSO.  
Normally, in advanced computer networks, the packet loss procedure requires network traffic 
monitoring on both sides [44]. It needs to be emphasised, that in our case, due to network monitoring 
limitations (security, accessibility and technical reasons) the network traffic data was captured 
exclusively on VPP server site, which is sufficient to detect relevant packet loss information.  
By analysing the collected network traffic pattern, we can estimate the protocol overhead and bandwidth 
necessary for normal VPP operation. The number of packets exchanged between the VPP and the 
selected DER from Case study 1 is higher compared to Case study 2. This coincides with the fact that 
the average size of a packet containing the IEC 60870-5-104 message is smaller (73 Bytes) compared 
to the OpenADR 2.0b packet (452.5 Bytes) (Table 5-5). Furthermore, the total amount of traffic 
exchanged in the OpenADR 2.0b case (Case study 2) was higher than in the IEC 60870-5-104 case 
(Case study 1) [13]. 
The estimated required communication bandwidth for the VPP communication purposes using IEC 
60870-5-104 (Case study 1) is lower than the IEC 61850 protocol [12]. This was expected given the 
difference in packet size and structure. The IEC 60870-5-104 packets are smaller than IEC 61850 
packets, as the latter contains additional information in XML data format. Furthermore, the required 
communication bandwidth for VPP communication purposes using OpenADR 2.0b (Case study 2) is 
higher than in the IEC 60870-5-104 case (Case study 1) due to different packet structures and sizes [16].  
Communication protocols such as OpenADR 2.0b and IEC 61850 are not optimised for bandwidth, but 
rather for providing comprehensive information (schedules, baseline data, market prices, etc.). In 
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contrast, communication protocols, such as IEC 60870-5-104 and Modbus are less complex and require 
smaller bandwidth; however, they also lack adequate mechanisms for comprehensive information 
exchange [15]. 
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6 Modelling and simulation of VPP 
communication performance  
 
This Chapter introduces the theoretical modelling of the VPP communication system in downstream 
direction towards DERs. Analytical distribution models of latency were developed and used as an input 
for mathematically formulated VPP behavioural model. The model was implemented in a VPP 
performance simulation tool used for evaluation of latency impact on the VPP service delivery through 
use cases.  
 
6.1 The VPP modelling aspect 
6.2 The VPP behavioural model 
6.3 The VPP communication system model 
6.4 Analytical distribution modelling of latency 
6.4.1 Methodology of analysis 
6.4.2 Normal distribution 
6.4.3 Mixed normal distribution 
6.4.4 Non-linear LMS method 
6.4.5 Generating synthetic RTT data based on the model 
6.4.6 Evaluation of model fit 
6.4.7 Results for analytical distribution modelling 
6.4.7.1 Mobile 2G (GPRS) communication 
6.4.7.2 Mobile 3G (UMTS) communication 
6.4.7.3 Wired xDSL (ADSL) communication 
6.5 VPP performance simulation environment 
6.5.1 Performance simulation environment structure 
6.5.2 Simulation modes 
6.5.3 Configuration of the simulation environment 
6.5.4 Evaluation of the performance simulation environment 
6.5.4.1 Use case 1: Signal latency 
6.5.4.2 Use case 2: Impact of high latency and ramp-up time 
6.5.5 Summary 
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Modelling plays a vital role in the understanding of comprehensive VPP system behaviour. It enables 
numerical simulations of different scenarios and use cases in a controlled environment before real-life 
deployment. The increased use of parallel (co-simulation) or separate power system dynamic and 
communication system modelling can be used for operational analysis of the overall VPP system 
performance [52]. Therefore, Section 6.1 presents current modelling and simulation aspects in the field 
of VPP.  
In the scope of our research, we focused on the impact of VPP communication system performance on 
its service delivery. The VPP deployments are utilising different mixtures of communication 
technologies for data exchange (Section 4.3). Before VPP commissioning, it is impractical to test various 
combinations and settings of heterogeneous communication technologies on the real systems due to 
associated complexity and cost limitations. To avoid such drawbacks, the appropriate modelling and 
numerical simulations represent a feasible solution. 
Therefore, our approach is based on a model introduced in [16] and developed based on real operational 
VPP system measurement experiences. We present the theoretical VPP behavioural model in Section 
6.2. Modelling of the communication system between the VPP and DERs, where we use communication 
latency as the main parameter to characterise communication link is presented in Section 6.3. 
Furthermore, Section 6.4 presents the analytical distribution model of communication latency for 
communication link using three independent communication technologies (2G, 3G and ADSL), where 
RTT is used as a measure for latency.  
For the development of analytical distribution models, measured empirical RTT data presented in 
Section 5.4 were used. The analytical distribution models of communication links were embedded into 
a comprehensive VPP performance simulation tool presented in Section 6.5 with the ability to test and 
evaluate various VPP activation scenarios. The implementation of analytical distribution modelling, as 
well as the VPP performance simulation environment, was done in MATLAB [53].  
To assess the VPP performance simulation environment, several activation scenarios from operational 
VPP case studies were simulated (Section 5.3). The results were evaluated and compared against the 
actual VPP activation measurements.  
 
6.1 The VPP modelling aspect 
The VPP modelling and simulation aspects reported in literature mainly addresses the economic, 
strategic and controllability impact assessment of the VPP concept [115], [205]. However, focusing on 
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VPP communication and information viewpoint, the modelling of information objects is present on 
protocol and information flow levels [12], [19], [180].  
For example, [12] presents the semantic information modelling of IEC 61850 and CIM data models for 
VPP communication and data exchange purposes. The proposed models were implemented and 
validated in the scope of the simulation approach. The simulation results show that proposed models 
can contribute to the seamless integration of DER data to a VPP. Similarly, in [19], [180], authors 
propose the IEC 61850 VPP information model for economic dispatch, which was evaluated in the 
simulation environment. The proposed approach proved to be flexible, expandable and applicable to 
several use cases involving DERs.  
The behaviour of communication systems, in combination with the power system, can be modelled with 
co-simulation tools [52]. In [39], a co-simulation architecture for the power system, communication and 
market in the smart grid was used for modelling and simulation of dedicated high-level VPP scenarios. 
Authors demonstrated the use of data models covering power system, communication network, and 
market domains. The advantages of co-simulation lie in the avoidance of additional modelling effort 
and existing expertise can be reused in the form of validated simulators [40]. However, the use of co-
simulation requires expert knowledge of several sub simulation tools (e.g. NS-2, OPNET, MATLAB or 
other dedicated simulators) and sophisticated configuration of simulation environment [40], [52].  
Non-ideal communication networks cause latency and packet loss, which can influence the VPP 
performance [206]. To investigate and understand the influence of individual VPP components’ time 
contribution—including communication latency on the overall signal latency, a VPP behavioural model 
with integrated communication system models is required. This particular need motivates us to propose 
and implement the appropriate VPP dynamic behavioural model presented in the following Section 6.2.  
 
6.2 The VPP behavioural model 
To describe and understand the conceptual behaviour of VPP as an independent entity, the appropriate 
theoretical model is required. Therefore, we developed a “proof of concept” of the VPP behavioural 
model [13], related to the power profile for activation in which VPP aggregates individual DERs at the 
pool level. For simulation purposes, we upgraded the VPP behavioural model with dynamic 
communication system model presented in Section 6.3. Figure 6.1 illustrates a block diagram of a 
simplified VPP concept.  
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Figure 6.1 – Block diagram of VPP behavioural model. 
 
As presented in [13], the model includes aggregated individual power profiles for DERs combined into 
one common VPP power profile (Figure 6.1). In particular, it provides information about pooled power 
measurement 𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑀(𝑡), power baseline 𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑝𝐵(𝑡) and power setpoint 𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑆(𝑡) for all DERs under 
a single point of coupling at the VPP. In the case of n DERs, the model becomes  
 𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑀(𝑡) = ∑𝑃𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑖𝑀(𝑡)       𝑡 > 0
𝑛
𝑖=1
 (19) 
 𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑝𝐵(𝑡) = ∑𝑃𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑖𝐵(𝑡)       𝑡 > 0
𝑛
𝑖=1
 (20) 
 𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑆(𝑡) = ∑𝑃𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑖𝑆(𝑡)       𝑡 > 0
𝑛
𝑖=1
 (21) 
In Figure 6.1, for each 𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑖 the output power measurement, 𝑃𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑖𝑀(𝑡), indicated with the index 𝑀, is 
described with functions of time for different time intervals as determined by four VPP operation states: 
normal operation, ramp-up, activation and ramp-down. 
 𝑃𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑖𝑀(𝑡) =
{
 
 
 
 
𝑃𝑖 ∙ 𝑚𝑝(𝑡),   𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 0 < 𝑡 < 𝑎;  𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑃𝑖 ∙ 𝑓(𝑡),   𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑎 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑏;   𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝 − 𝑢𝑝
𝑃𝑖 ∙ 𝑚𝑝(𝑡) + (𝑝 ∙ 𝑃𝑆),   𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑏 ≤ 0 < 𝑐 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝 = [0,1],   𝑃𝑆 ∈ {ℚ};   𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑃𝑖 ∙ 𝑔(𝑡),   𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑐 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑑;   𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝 − 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
𝑃𝑖 ∙ 𝑚𝑝(𝑡),   𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑑 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑇;   𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒
 (22) 
where 𝑖 denotes an individual DER with the installed capacity 𝑃𝑖 in MW. The dynamic behavioural 
model of the DER’s power output (consumption or production) is based on normalised load profiles 
indicated as 𝑚𝑝(𝑡) within the range [0,1] [89]. The ramping dynamics of DER is represented with 
function𝑓(𝑡), which depends on individual DER technical characteristics, previously described in 
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Section 2.3.2. During activation, the requested setpoint value 𝑃𝑆 is added and adjusted with a scaling 
parameter 𝑝, defined in the range [0,1]. The deactivation period (ramp-down) is described with function 
𝑔(𝑡) and it is followed by a normal operation state. 
The DER’s baseline, 𝑃𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑖𝐵(𝑡), indicated with the index 𝐵, can be calculated by the VPP or by 
individual DERs [94] using 
 𝑃𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑖𝐵(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑖 ∙ 𝑚𝑝(𝑡);   0 < 𝑡 < 𝑇 (23) 
Similarly, the setpoint, 𝑃𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑖𝑆(𝑡), indicated with the index 𝑆, which VPP dispatches to selected DERs, 
can be defined as 
 𝑃𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑖𝑆(𝑡) = {
𝑃𝑖 ∙ 𝑚𝑝(𝑡),   𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 0 < 𝑡 < 𝑏;  𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑃𝑖 ∙ 𝑚𝑝(𝑡) + (𝑝 ∙ 𝑃𝑆),   𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑏 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑐 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝 = [0,1],   𝑃𝑆 ∈ {ℚ};   𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑃𝑖 ∙ 𝑚𝑝(𝑡),   𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑐 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑇;   𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒
 (24) 
In equations (25) and (26) the time points 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, and 𝑑 indicate the start of the ramping-up period, FAT, 
duration of the delivery period, and the end of the ramping-down period, respectively. The duration of 
the complete DER profile is indicated as 𝑇. 
We used the proposed mathematical model as a basis for the development of VPP performance 
evaluation environment, used for simulations and is further presented in Section 6.5.  
 
6.3 The VPP communication system model 
The model representing the VPP communication system in the downstream direction is highlighted in 
Figure 6.2. We used the model as a basis for our analysis and eventually, the implementation of VPP 
performance simulation environment.  
The communication channel between the VPP system and DER is vital in the process of control and 
monitoring of DER unit. As discussed in Section 4.6, several selected QoS parameters (bandwidth, 
latency, packet loss, etc.) can indicate communication link performance [21], [33], [193], [194]. 
However, latency in communication can have a significant influence on system operation, and 
eventually, on VPP aggregation process especially when it is utilised for the delivery of balancing energy 
in time-critical load-frequency control (LFC) processes, such as mFRR, aFRR or even FCR [16], [24], 
[37], [207].  
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Control and monitoring of DERs require the implementation of communication links over private and, 
increasingly, public IP networks. Furthermore, it is essential to know how reliable the communication 
links between the VPP system and individual DER units are. As described in [44], within IP-based 
communication networks, the RTT observed on the packet level is defined as a parameter that provides 
information about packet transfer delays.  
 
 
Figure 6.2 – Model for VPP communication system in the downstream direction. 
 
The statistical description of the RTT is essential for the evaluation of the Internet heterogeneous 
infrastructure to support message exchange for normal VPP operation. From Section 5.4, we learned 
that communication latency is not negligible in the complete process of setpoint signals dispatch to 
DERs in control direction and receiving measurements in monitoring direction. Therefore, we need to 
include the analytical modelling of communication link latency between the VPP system and DER in 
the overall VPP modelling. As presented in Section 5.4, communication latency is mostly influenced by 
the selection of communication technology. The approach is presented in Section 6.4.  
 
6.4 Analytical distribution modelling of latency 
In this section, we investigate the analytical distribution modelling of RTT in the sense of developing 
models which can be modularly included in the high-level VPP performance simulation environment 
presented in Section 6.5. Therefore, the modelling approach was based on the statistical analysis of real 
RTT data obtained from captured network traffic records for three different types of communication 
links (2G, 3G and ADSL) towards DERs. As a basis, we selected one-month time period of network 
traffic records captured in Case study 3 (Section 5.4.3) and described in Section 5.3.3, containing a large 
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number of RTT values (574981 samples in total) measured over one month time period on a TCP packet 
level.  
6.4.1 Methodology of analysis 
From an algorithmic point of view, the analytical distribution modelling approach of RTT includes the 
following basic steps: pre-processing of RTT datasets, PDF modelling and fitting to empirical datasets, 
generating synthetic datasets based on modelled PDFs and the evaluation of statistical models.  
Firstly, RTT values from the dataset were pre-processed and grouped into classes and frequency of 
samples per value of RTT were counted. Based on this data grouping, the histogram of RTT dataset was 
introduced to enable a more detailed representation of the RTT data.  
RTT data corresponds to a continuous real random value. Therefore, we can describe its behaviour by 
Probability Density Function (PDF) and Cumulative Density Function (CDF) (Section 6.4.2.). 
Furthermore, we model the PDF from the normalised histogram of RTT values by truncating the 
measurements to milliseconds.  
 
6.4.2 Normal distribution 
To describe the statistical behaviour of RTT values describing communication link performance 
between the source and destination as best as possible, a statistical distribution that fits the dataset best 
needs to be determined.  
In several research works, the RTT statistical distributions were analysed, exposing the presence of time-
dependent fluctuations in RTT measured on packet level within TCP/IP based network [199], [208]. 
According to [209], [210], the distribution of RTT follows the heavy-tailed (long tail) distribution. The 
RTT modelling approach introduced in [199], [208] is based on the correlation of RTT measured values. 
In [211] author presented that RTT distribution can be accurately modelled by using shifted gamma 
distribution. However, in [208], [212], authors presented that in IP-networks (emphasis on Internet 
traffic) normal distribution (also known as Gaussian or Bell curve distribution) [213] can be used for 
modelling of the RTT distribution.  
Since the first visual analysis of RTT distribution measured in the IP-based communication links 
between the VPP and DERs indicates similar patterns as presented in [212], we selected normal 
distribution and their mixtures to represent a complete distribution of measured RTT datasets.  
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By definition, the PDF of a real random variable 𝑥 (in our case RTT dataset) following a normal 
distribution is defined as 
 𝑓(𝑥| 𝜇, 𝜎2) =
1
√2𝜋𝜎2
𝑒
(𝑥−𝜇)2
2𝜎2 , 𝑥 ∈ ℝ (27) 
where 𝜇 represent the mean value of the distribution, 𝜎 is the standard deviation and 𝜎2  is the variance, 
respectively. Figure 6.3 presents the PDF of a normal distribution. 
 
 
Figure 6.3 – PDF of normal distribution.  
 
The CDF of normal distribution is an integral of the corresponding PDF  
 𝐹(𝑥| 𝜇, 𝜎2) =
1
√2𝜋𝜎2
∫𝑒
−
(𝑥−𝜇)2
2𝜎2
𝑥
−∞
𝑑𝑡 , 𝑥 ∈ ℝ (28) 
The integral is the so-called error function (erf) and can be solved numerically. Therefore, the CDF can 
be written as 
 𝐹(𝑥| 𝜇, 𝜎2) =
1
2
(1 + 𝑒𝑟𝑓 (
𝑥 − 𝜇
𝜎√2
)) (29) 
The CDF of the normal distribution is presented in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4 – CDF of normal distribution. 
However, in communication traffic modelling empirical cumulative density function (eCDF) is often 
used instead of CDF [44], [211]. Therefore in RTT measurement and modelling part of the thesis 
(Section 6.4.7), we replace CDF with eCDF. The eCDF is defined as  
 ?̂?𝑛(𝑥) =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 ≤ 𝑥
𝑛
=
1
𝑛
∑𝐼(𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑥)
𝑛
𝑖=1
 (30) 
 
where 𝑥 denotes data vector of the real random variable with the common CDF, n, the number of 
measurement points and 𝐼(𝑧) represent the indicator for an event 𝑧. ?̂?𝑛(𝑥) represents an unbiased 
estimator for 𝐹(𝑡). 
 
6.4.3 Mixed normal distribution 
In the IP-based communication systems, several network impact factors (NIF) such as routing change, 
congestions, etc., can influence the distribution of RTT. According to [211], it is evident that the 
modelling error increases if RTT distribution includes the influence of two or more NIFs, which reflects 
in the shape of the distribution. Therefore, in the process of modelling, it is necessary to consider the 
degree of influence of NIFs. 
Furthermore, modelling of the RTT distribution with a single distribution function does not give optimal 
results; on the contrary, the output of the model will have a significant error as a result of several NIFs 
impacts. In [212], RTT distribution modelling of Internet traffic is presented by using mixtures of normal 
(Gaussian) PDFs. The results show that the mixture of normal distributions can model the heavy or long-
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tailed part of the RTT distribution. Hence, we used a mixture of two or more distributions rather than 
just with one to better model RTT distribution.  
The mixed distribution function 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑥) can be defined as a distribution that combines two or more 
PDFs  
 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑥) =∑𝛼𝑖𝑓𝑖(𝑥)
𝑁
𝑖=1
 (31) 
Where 𝛼𝑖 represents mixture ratio and 𝑓𝑖(𝑥) probability density function (PDF) of each distribution 
denoted with 𝑖, where 1 < 𝑖 < 𝑁. The number of combined distributions (mixture degree) is denoted as 
𝑁. The 𝛼𝑖 means the weight of each distribution.  
The illustrative example of the model described with mixed distribution function 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑥) with a 
mixture degree 𝑁 = 2 is given as follows 
 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑥) = 𝑓1(𝑥) + 𝑓2(𝑥) = 𝛼1
1
√2𝜋𝜎1
2
𝑒−(𝑥−𝜇1)
2
2𝜎1
2⁄ + 𝛼2
1
√2𝜋𝜎2
2
𝑒−(𝑥−𝜇2)
2
2𝜎2
2⁄  (32) 
where the mean and variance of the normal distribution function 𝑓1(𝑥) are denoted with 𝜇1 and 𝜎1, while 
in 𝑓2(𝑥) they are denoted as 𝜇2 and 𝜎2. The mixture ratio for both distribution functions is defined with 
𝛼1 and 𝛼2, respectively.  
However, to fit the model defined with 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑥) to the data set, the parameters of the model (𝛼, 𝜇, and 
𝜎) need to be determined by an appropriate numerical algorithm.  
 
6.4.4 Non-linear LMS method 
To determine the parameters of the mixed normal distribution function 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑥) we use the non-linear 
least mean square (LMS) method [214]. In other words, to fit the non-linear model to the empirical RTT 
dataset, the non-linear LMS method was used to determine the set of parameters relevant for 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑥) 
(e.g. 𝜇 and 𝜎) and for mixture ratios 𝛼𝑖.  
The non-linear LMS method calculates the sum of squared differences (𝑆) between the values from 
empirical RTT dataset (𝑦𝑖) and the values obtained by the modelled distribution function 𝑓(𝑥𝑖). The 
method is designed to solve the problem given in (31) 
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 𝑆 = min
𝑥
∑(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑓(𝑥𝑖))
2
𝑀
𝑖=1
 (33) 
where 𝑆 is determined for each pair of (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑓(𝑥𝑖)), 1 < 𝑖 < 𝑀.  
Firstly, the non-linear LMS method starts with an initial estimate for each parameter. In the second step, 
the method produces the fitted curve for the current set of parameters. Afterwards, the method adjusts 
the parameters and determines whether the fit improves. In the next step, the method iterates the process 
by changing the parameter values and produces the fitting until the minimum value 𝑆 is reached.  
As a result of the fitting process, the non-linear LMS method provides an estimate of the model 
parameters that fits best.  
 
6.4.5 Generating synthetic RTT data based on the model 
Knowing the modelled PDF of the empirical RTT dataset, it is feasible to generate random synthetic 
RTT dataset and simulate communication link characteristics in terms of latency. This is especially 
valuable for VPP communication system simulation purposes since modelled PDFs (already based on 
real RTT measurements) of communication links using different technology and media, can be used 
without the need for real measurements.  
The approach that we used consists of four main steps illustrated in Figure 6.5. In the first step, we 
selected a modelled PDF of distribution. Afterwards, in the second step, we performed a calculation of 
CDF of a given distribution. Before the inverse interpolation performed in the third step, we filter out 
𝑃(𝑥) to have unique values, since multiple values of RTT can belong to one random 𝑃(𝑥). 
By using the inverse interpolation, we projected random 𝑃(𝑥) to the random 𝑥 variable (representing 
RTT) in the third step. Since the implementation was done in MATLAB, the rand function used returns 
uniformly distributed pseudorandom values in the range (0,1). However, the rand function was used to 
develop a method for generating random values from arbitrary PDF. In the last step, we saved and 
visualised the histogram of synthetic RTT dataset.  
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Figure 6.5 – Synthetic data generation based on modelled PDF. 
 
6.4.6 Evaluation of model fit 
To evaluate the estimated parameters obtained as an output of Non-linear LMS method (Section 7.2.4) 
and statistical model, we use the goodness of fit approach, which describes how well a statistical model 
fits the observed empirical RTT dataset [215]. There are several statistical methods available to evaluate 
the model fit (e.g. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Chi-square, etc.) [216], [217].  
In this thesis, we used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (known as K-S test) [216] to determine whether 
two underlying one-dimensional probability distributions differ. We used the K-S nonparametric 
hypothesis test for the evaluation of the difference between the eCDF and modelled CDF of RTT.  
The two-sided K-S test uses the maximum absolute difference (𝐷) between the eCDF and CDF that 
follows synthetic RTT dataset denoted as 𝐹1(𝑥) and 𝐹1(𝑥), respectively. The test statistic is therefore 
defined as 
 𝐷 = min
𝑥
(𝐹1(𝑥) − 𝐹2(𝑥)). (34) 
The assumption that 𝐹1(𝑥) belongs to 𝐹2(𝑥) can either be accepted or rejected, based on the value of 𝐷. 
Additionally, we compare empirical RTT dataset and synthetic RTT dataset by defining similarity and 
calculating root mean square error (RMSE). We evaluate the similarity of both histograms (from 
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empirical and synthetic RTT datasets) by calculating the normalised Euclidian distance between 
histograms. Therefore, the similarity can be defined as 
 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 1 −
‖ℎ2−ℎ1‖
‖ℎ1‖
. (35) 
where ℎ1 denotes histogram of empirical RTT and ℎ2 histogram of synthetic RTT dataset. The similarity 
value can vary between 0 (very poor fit) and 1 (ideal fit).  
Additionally, we use a quantile-quantile plot (q-q plot) for visual evaluation whether empirical and 
synthetic RTT datasets come from the same distribution.  
 
6.4.7 Results for analytical distribution modelling 
In this section, the results of RTT analytical distribution modelling are summarised obtained by using 
the methodology presented in Section 6.4.1. Statistical modelling was performed based on empirical 
RTT datasets measured for each of the communication technologies observed within Case study 3 
(Section 5.4.3).  
Since we used the approach of mixed normal distribution, the question of granularity degree, in other 
words, the accuracy of the model arises. In order to develop RTT analytical distribution models as close 
as possible to the empirical RTT datasets, we tend to use a higher value of mixture degree 𝑁 factor for 
a more accurate description of the empirical RTT dataset. However, the lower mixture degree simplifies 
the models, but on the other hand, loss of resolution can hide smaller but important RTT peaks in the 
histograms (indicating potential anomalies or network dynamics) that cannot be avoided.  
 
6.4.7.1 Mobile 2G (GPRS) communication 
The distribution of measured RTT for used 2G (GPRS) communication link between the VPP (source) 
and DER (destination) with modelled PDF marked with the red line is presented in Figure 6.6.  
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Figure 6.6 – Modelled probability density function for the RTT in 2G (GPRS) case. 
 
The theoretical formulation of a mixed normal distribution 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑥) with mixture degree 𝑁 = 5 for 
measured RTT in the case when 2G (GPRS) communication link is used can be written as follows: 
 
𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑥) = 𝛼1
1
√2𝜋𝜎1
2
𝑒−(𝑥−𝜇1)
2
2𝜎1
2⁄ + 𝛼2
1
√2𝜋𝜎2
2
𝑒−(𝑥−𝜇2)
2
2𝜎2
2⁄ +⋯
+ 𝛼5
1
√2𝜋𝜎5
2
𝑒−(𝑥−𝜇5)
2
2𝜎5
2⁄  
(36) 
The parameter values determined by Non-linear LMS method to fit the PDF curve on the real dataset 
are shown in Table 6-1. For each 𝑁 also representing the indexes of the set of parameters related to the 
normal distribution (𝜇 and 𝜎) and mixture ratio 𝛼, the values are listed within the table.  
 
Table 6-1 – Parameter values for mixed distribution in 2G (GPRS) case. 
N 1 2 3 4 5 
αN 8,2290 10,4813 6,1507 9,8465 14,8504 
µN 49,0343 292,2290 475,4183 1142,7888 1494,7849 
σN 316,8180 997,9100 8708,3925 23696,9673 660241,9425 
 
The representative comparison of empirical and synthetic RTT datasets generated based on modelled 
mixed distribution function 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑥) (PDF) is presented in Figure 6.7 a. It can be observed that the 
histogram of synthetic RTT dataset is following quite well the empirical RTT dataset histogram, and the 
similarity of the two histograms is 0.7745 (77.45 %).  
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Figure 6.7 b presents the eCDF for both, empirical as well as synthetic RTT distribution, where eCDF 
of empirical RTT is marked with a blue curve and eCDF of synthetic RTT with a red curve. In both 
cases, eCDF reflects RTT distribution of received data packets sent by the VPP to the DER on TCP 
level. 
 
 
Figure 6.7 – Empirical and synthetic RTT dataset comparison for 2G (GPRS) case: a) histogram representation 
and b) eCDF. 
 
6.4.7.2 Mobile 3G (UMTS) communication 
Similar as in the previous section, the distribution of measured RTT for used 3G (UMTS) 
communication link between the VPP (source) and DER (destination) with modelled PDF marked with 
the dashed red line is given in Figure 6.8.  
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Figure 6.8 – Modelled probability density function for the RTT in 3G (UMTS) case. 
 
The theoretical formulation of a mixed normal distribution 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑥) with mixture degree 𝑁 = 7 for 
measured RTT in a case when 3G (UMTS) communication link is used can be written as follows: 
 
𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑥) = 𝛼1
1
√2𝜋𝜎1
2
𝑒−(𝑥−𝜇1)
2
2𝜎1
2⁄ + 𝛼2
1
√2𝜋𝜎2
2
𝑒−(𝑥−𝜇2)
2
2𝜎2
2⁄ +⋯
+ 𝛼7
1
√2𝜋𝜎7
2
𝑒−(𝑥−𝜇7)
2
2𝜎7
2⁄  
(37) 
The parameter values determined by Non-linear LMS method to fit the PDF curve on the empirical 
dataset are shown in Table 6-2. For each 𝑁 also representing the indexes of the set of parameters related 
to the normal distribution (𝜇 and 𝜎) and mixture ratio 𝛼, the values are listed within the table.  
 
Table 6-2 – Parameter values for mixed distribution in 3G (UMTS) case. 
N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
αN 33,0172 2,5444 3,3586 5,1366 3,8812 1,1189 0,3598 
µN 78,3630 162,9385 616,8707 905,5022 1432,2455 2180,3147 2748,7806 
σN 660,8943 2725,2189 12423,0223 14426,0927 41413,7782 30465,2536 49868,2392 
 
The representative comparison of empirical and synthetic RTT dataset generated based on modelled 
mixed distribution function 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑥) (PDF) is presented in Figure 6.9 a. It is evident that the histogram 
of synthetic RTT dataset is following very well the empirical RTT dataset histogram and the similarity 
of the two histograms is 0.9498 (94.98 %).  
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Figure 6.9 b presents the comparison of eCDFs for empirical and synthetic RTT distribution, where 
eCDF of empirical RTT is marked with a blue curve and eCDF of synthetic RTT with the red curve.  
 
 
Figure 6.9 – Empirical and synthetic RTT dataset comparison for 3G (UMTS) case: a) histogram representation 
and b) eCDF. 
 
6.4.7.3 Wired xDSL (ADSL) communication 
Finally, the distribution of measured RTT for used xDSL (ADSL) communication link for data exchange 
in downstream communication with modelled PDF marked with the dashed red line is given in Figure 
6.10.  
 
Figure 6.10 – Modelled probability density function for the RTT in xDSL (ADSL) case. 
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Mixed normal distribution 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑥) modelled over the measured RTT for xDSL (ADSL) 
communication with mixture degree 𝑁 = 6 can be written as follows: 
 
𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑥) = 𝛼1
1
√2𝜋𝜎1
2
𝑒−(𝑥−𝜇1)
2
2𝜎1
2⁄ + 𝛼2
1
√2𝜋𝜎2
2
𝑒−(𝑥−𝜇2)
2
2𝜎2
2⁄ +⋯
+ 𝛼6
1
√2𝜋𝜎6
2
𝑒−(𝑥−𝜇6)
2
2𝜎6
2⁄  
(38) 
Similar to the cases when 2G and 3G are used, the parameter values in (36) are determined by using 
Non-linear LSM interaction method presented in Section 6.4.4. Again, for each 𝑁 also representing the 
indexes of the set of parameters related to the normal distribution (𝜇 and 𝜎) and mixture ratio 𝛼, the 
values are listed within Table 6-3.  
 
Table 6-3 – Parameter values for mixed distribution in xDSL (ADSL) case. 
N 1 2 3 4 5 6 
αN 0,3758 0,6127 1,21972 0,6149 0,0803 0,3742 
µN 38,0670 50,6834 51,5095 247,0353 108,1839 247,9315 
σN 2,9251 1,7615 5,6986 32,6773 67397,9005 0,8739 
 
The representative comparison of empirical and synthetic RTT dataset generated based on modelled 
mixed distribution function 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑥) (PDF) is presented in Figure 6.11 a. It can be observed that the 
histogram of synthetic RTT dataset follows the empirical RTT dataset histogram, but not entirely. The 
similarity of histograms is 0.3582 (35.83 %). This does not indicate inaccuracy of the model, but model 
deviation from empirical RTT histogram values in some regions, i.e. between the highest frequency of 
RTT values around 50 ms and 250 ms, respectively.  
The deviations are a consequence of a relatively low number (less than 0.01 % of all samples) of 
measured RTT values that are distributed between the two most significant peaks (around 50 ms and 
250 ms). These values are not taken into account while modelling since it is rather difficult to fit the 
PDF to such a distribution. Thus, according to our estimation, this simplification should not have a 
significant impact on model design.  
Figure 6.11 b presents the comparison of eCDFs for empirical and synthetic RTT distribution, where 
eCDF of empirical RTT is marked with a blue curve and eCDF of synthetic RTT with the red curve. 
The deviation can be seen between both (empirical and synthetic) CDFs of RTT.  
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Figure 6.11 – Empirical and synthetic RTT dataset comparison for xDSL (ADSL) case: a) histogram 
representation and b) eCDF. 
 
The synthetic RTT datasets generated based on modelling methodology presented in Section 6.4, can 
be used as a valuable input parameter describing communication link properties within the VPP 
performance simulation tool structure described in the following section.  
 
6.5 VPP performance simulation environment 
In general, the performance analysis of a VPP communication system in the direction towards different 
geographically dislocated DERs can be done analytically, based on measurements or simulations. The 
significant advantage of simulation approaches in terms of VPP performance assessment is that there is 
no need for field deployments and collection of measurement data. Furthermore, the flexibility of 
simulations is an additional advantage compared to measurements. However, measurement-based 
evaluations play an essential role in the verification process of the results provided as an output of 
models and simulations.  
The additional benefit of simulations also reflects when they are used for performance evaluation and 
optimisation purposes of VPP operations. Especially in the design phase or when necessary 
measurement procedures and equipment are not always at hand due to reasons such as, e.g., 
infrastructure access, security, operational state, etc.  
Since there is a lack of co-simulation tools available to simulate the impact of communication system 
performance on VPP service delivery, we developed a ’’proof-of-concept’’ simulation environment to 
compare and verify developed results of VPP communication system modelling approach against 
measurements taken during VPP operational deployments described in Section 5.3.  
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The aim of the simulation environment is to observe the influence of communication delays, DERs 
ramp-up times as well as other influencing elements (e.g. RTU processing time, VPP optimisation time, 
etc.) that could significantly affect overall VPP service provision. The simulation environment is built 
based on the proposed VPP behavioural model presented in Section 6.2 and models describing real case 
VPP system deployments presented in Section 5.3.  
 
6.5.1 Performance simulation environment structure 
The implementation procedure closely followed the model presented in Figure 6.2, where VPP 
communication system in the downstream direction is represented in detail. The architecture of the VPP 
performance simulation environment is based on the modular architecture presented in Figure 6.12.  
 
 
Figure 6.12 – Structure of VPP performance simulation environment. 
 
From the diagram, it can be seen that the modules cover main VPP concept functions such as decision 
making, activation, aggregation of DERs and communication (signal dispatching). The execution of the 
simulation tool is carried out by the step-by-step run of described modules implemented as a set of 
MATLAB scripts.  
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VPP activation module (M1) 
In the activation module, two primary processes are defined. Firstly, the parameters, such as activation 
start and end time in [s] and setpoint value in [MW], for the activated product requested by connecting 
TSO are defined. From the signal latency analysis perspective (Section 5.1.1), 𝑇0, representing the time 
moment when VPP application dispatches activation signals to individual DERs, is determined. In the 
second step, the received setpoint from TSO is processed into partial setpoints and divided between 
selected DERs that are used for aggregation.  
These parameters are used as main input parameters for individual DER behavioural modules (M3) that 
are tasked to produce simulated outputs (simulated measurements) and corresponding setpoint signals 
in one-day profiles with a resolution of one second for each DER separately. However, by defining these 
parameters, it is possible to configure different scenarios in terms of VPP activations.  
Communication link simulation module (E1) 
This module implements a step-by-step methodology for analytical distribution modelling of latency 
described in Section 6.4. As an output result, module delivers synthetically generated RTT datasets for 
each observed technology (2G, 3G and ADSL) that are used as an input parameter for the VPP 
communication module (M2). 
VPP communication module (M2) 
The main purpose of this module is to simulate the influence of communication channel in downstream 
communication on signal delivery. Based on histograms obtained from synthetic RTT datasets, 
produced by Communication link simulation module (E1), we calculate the average (mean) value of 
RTT and 95 % confidence interval (CI) for negative and positive cases, which in other words represents 
best and worst cases of RTT, respectively. According to latency measurement analysis presented in 
Section 5.2.1, the module only takes into account RTT/2 values, representing signal delivery time 𝑇1.  
Based on 𝑇0 the value 𝑇1 is determined. Additionally, the module includes RTU processing time on 
DERs controller side 𝑇2 and consequently, the sum of these time points is used as an input for the DER 
behavioural module (M3), indicating the actual start of individual DERs activation process. 
Furthermore, the confidence interval (CI) for negative and positive cases were determined and used as 
an input for module M3.  
DER behavioural module (M3) 
The main simulation of DERs is done in DER behavioural module (M3). Since some dynamic changing 
of DERs power (consumption or production) measurements and response to a received activation signal 
is required, we designed individual DER simulations based on normalised load profiles, which represent 
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a graphical representation of the power measurements versus time on the facility level. Load profiles 
are needed to simulate DERs output responses that are pooled and aggregated for curtailment on the 
VPP level.  
The normalised load profiles were developed as a part of the eBADGE research project [89] and based 
on real consumption measurements provided by different resource types. For our purposes, we used two 
load profiles, representing industrial plant producing solar thermal collectors and building materials 
facility where facade insulation systems and internal coating materials are manufactured. Additionally, 
we used a constant load profile type that corresponds to the small run-off-river hydropower plant.  
Therefore, as indicated in Figure 6.12, normalised load profiles in the appropriate one-day resolutions, 
with a resolution of one second, represent one of the input data parameters for M3.  
The main part of the algorithm that produces DER simulated output responses of DERs and setpoint 
signals can operate in two different states: normal operational state and operating during activation. Both 
states are presented in Figure 6.13.  
 
 
Figure 6.13 – Simulated DER output and setpoint request for one day period during activation. 
 
Normal operational state means that DER is not involved in the activation process and simulated output 
need to be calculated accordingly. Therefore, simulated output values are calculated as 
 𝑚𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑘 ∙ 𝑃𝑖 ∙ 𝑚𝑝(𝑡) (39) 
where 𝑚𝑠(𝑡) indicates the output simulated value in MW. 𝑃𝑖 represent installed capacity in MW of the 
facility, where DER is located. The conversion constant is denoted as 𝑘 and is used for scaling purposes. 
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The values of 𝑘 are in the range [0,1]. The value taken from the normalised load profile is indicated as 
𝑚𝑝(𝑡) and can be in the range between [0,1].  
During the activation of DER (see Figure 6.13) algorithm uses a modified equation (37) that takes into 
account adjustment (setpoint value) requested by the VPP.  
 𝑚𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑖 ∙ 𝑚𝑝(𝑡) + (𝑝 ∙ 𝑐) (40) 
where 𝑚𝑠(𝑡) indicates the output simulated value, 𝑃𝑖 installed capacity, both in MW respectively, 
normalised load profile value is denoted as 𝑚𝑝(𝑡) and is in the range between [0,1]. The setpoint value 
in MW is indicated as 𝑐, while 𝑝 represent additional settable parameter used for scaling purposes. The 
values 𝑐 can be in the range between [0,1]. As indicated in Figure 6.13, the measurements during 
activation are practically shifted for a requested setpoint value 𝑐. 
However, in practical cases, there are no units that can instantly (step unit) rise up from normal operation 
state to requested nominal activation power 𝑃𝑛. Therefore, we consider ramp-up ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢 and ramp down  
∆𝑇𝑟𝑑 time as important settable parameters in M3. Within the complete simulated output signal, we use 
simple linear ramping for representation and to simplify the implementation. The module also 
determines the full activation time 𝑇3, i.e., time when DER reaches requested setpoint value.  
Finally, after the profile, construction procedure module delivers measurements profile accompanied 
with setpoint and baseline signals as an input time-dependent data vector. As presented in Figure 6.12 
for multiple DERs models, DER behavioural module (M3) forwards a set of these signals to the VPP 
aggregation module (M4).  
VPP aggregation module (M4) 
This module performs aggregation of all DERs simulated output profiles, baseline and activation signals 
as well, for each time point (resolution of one second). VPP aggregation module (M4) forwards 
aggregated (pooled) simulated output profile and setpoint signal in the appropriate data format to the 
Evaluation module (M5).  
Evaluation module (M5) 
The representation of the simulation results consists of three steps. In the first step, simulation results of 
activations for each DERs are visually presented. To evaluate the influence of completed VPP 
aggregated product delivery, all relevant curves (pooled simulated output, the baseline of the pool and 
common setpoint signal) for more convenient representation are plotted as well.  
To demonstrate the form of simulation results, the following illustrative scenario is used. Since the 
simulation tool enables two simulation modes, furthermore described in Section 6.5.2, we decided to 
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perform the impact assessment of late signal delivery and long ramping times of DERs on delivered 
VPP product. Let us assume that connecting TSO activates VPP for the provision of mFRR for 3 MW 
from 1:53 PM till 2:23 PM (1.5-hour duration). After internal optimisation, VPP system dispatches the 
following setpoint values 1.5 MW, 1 MW and 0.5 MW to DER 1, DER 2 and DER 3, respectively. The 
activation of individual DERs is presented in Figure 6.14 a-c.  
The simulated output profile received from DERs is coloured in green, requested setpoint value is 
indicated with the red curve, while the baseline is represented with a gray curve. The overall VPP 
aggregated output values are shown in Figure 6.14 d, where actual energy delivery during the activation 
can be observed.  
 
 
Figure 6.14 – Activation of individual DERs: (a) DER 1, (b) DER 2, (c) DER 3 and on the (d) VPP pool level. 
 
Additionally, simulated output profiles of the activated DERs together with the overall signal latency 
and system response in terms of estimated negative CI (best) and positive CI (worst) cases are 
considered, calculated and plotted as an envelope using the bootstrapping method. The advantage of this 
approach lies in the simple interpretation for cases if requested time frames of individual time 
contributions in the overall VPP system are not respected. In Figure 6.14 a-d, negative and positive CI 
are indicated with dotted lines. The critical impact area, representing a zone where the quality of VPP 
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activation on requested product delivery can be observed, is indicated as a red filled area between the 
positive and negative CI.  
For signal latency analysis, the profile dataset with a resolution of one second is not sufficiently detailed. 
To better highlight the selected area of the signals in a window size 20 minutes before and after 
activation, we perform oversampling (from second to millisecond timescale). 
Afterwards, the graphical representation (millisecond resolution) of important time markers 𝑇0, 𝑇1, 𝑇2 
and 𝑇3 is done on top of the signals where they are additionally mapped to indicative time axes. As 
shown in Figure 6.14 a-c, representing the results of signal latency analysis related to the previously 
presented illustrative scenario, the plot results are drawn for individual DERs activated by the VPP. It 
can be observed that time markers are positioned on the timeline above each DER response upon 
activation. Since the difference between the time markers 𝑇0, 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 is very small (some 10 
milliseconds) and they overlap at first glance, it is almost impossible to observe any differences between 
them. Therefore, the enlarged areas around time markers 𝑇0, 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 for DERs 1, 2 and 3 (in Figure 
6.15 a-c indicated with red circles) are shown in Figure 6.15 d-f, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 6.15 – Results of signal latency analysis for individual DERs with an indication of relevant time 
markers. 
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Additionally, the evaluation module generates the detailed representation of late signal delivery 
influence, including long ramping times of DERs on overall VPP product delivery. The representation, 
including the best- and the worst-case scenario of VPP response on a pool level, is presented in Figure 
6.16.  
 
 
Figure 6.16 – Representation of VPP on a pool level. 
 
Finally, the last part of the evaluation module provides the results of the simulations in numerical form. 
This is especially useful when comparing and analysing the results of the simulations and real 
measurements.  
 
6.5.2 Simulation modes 
Our VPP performance simulation environment was developed in a way that several use-cases can be 
evaluated, where communication characteristics of the links, processing times, as well as DERs physical 
characteristics, can be set. This is why the impact on performance and the overall VPP service delivery 
can be evaluated.  
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Within the performance simulation tool, two main simulation modes can be exploited. In the first mode, 
the analysis of timely dispatch of activation signals can be performed. The analysis helps to define 
timings when VPP application should dispatch activation signals to involved DERs in order to deliver 
requested capacity on time.  
In the second mode, the impact assessment of late signal delivery and long ramping times of DERs is 
possible. In case of overall signal latency (including ∆𝑇𝑜𝑁, ∆𝑅𝑇𝑈) and ramping time ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢 being outside 
requested boundaries this may have a negative impact on full power delivery on time. The approach is 
based on the assumption that VPP dispatches activation signals to DERs at one single reference point in 
time. The results are numerically presented.  
 
6.5.3 Configuration of the simulation environment  
In general, the modular design of the VPP performance simulation tool presented in Figure 6.12 enables 
configuration of different scenarios with the VPP system and a possible extension of a simulation tool 
to support multiple DERs. However, the scalability analysis of VPP performance is out of the scope of 
this thesis.  
Focusing on analysis and verification of the model of the VPP communication system in the downstream 
direction, we demonstrate it with a VPP system aggregating three different DERs with configurable 
parameters. The simulation environment implements centralised VPP architecture, where simulated 
DERs technical characteristics follow real operational deployments. To examine communication links 
performance, we included three technologies (2G, 3G and ADSL), based on analytical distribution 
modelling of RTT (Section 6.4).  
Moreover, this setup of the simulator represents “in vito” environment for running several basic 
scenarios and evaluation procedures of the VPP performance simulation tool described in Section 6.5.4.  
 
6.5.4 Evaluation of the performance simulation environment 
To evaluate the effectiveness and usability of implemented VPP performance simulation environment, 
two use case scenarios, based on a realistic parameterisation of complete VPP deployments within Case 
studies 1 and 3 described in Section 5.3.1 and Section 5.3.3, were simulated.  
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6.5.4.1 Use case 1: Signal latency 
This use case focuses on the evaluation of the signal latency simulation results provided by the 
implemented VPP performance simulation tool. Simulated results were verified against real 
measurements taken during practical measurements described in Section 5.3.1, where VPP was used for 
providing mFRR services to the TSO by pooling several different DERs.  
During measurement and analysis of VPP performance, we conducted a detailed signal latency analysis 
for 14 activation events of a single DER unit. As presented in Section 5.4.1, for each activation, relevant 
time points 𝑇0, 𝑇1, 𝑇2 and 𝑇3 as well as corresponding time contributions are determined. These results 
are used as reference when compared with the simulated results.  
From the set of activations, we selected three cases, where VPP was curtailed for the capacity of 5 MW 
and consequently the DER unit was activated. The selection of cases was based on the activation timings 
taking into account the ramping of DER. From the results, we selected three cases containing fast, 
middle and slow responses. All three cases are illustrated in Figure 6.17, where the fastest case is 
represented by activation 14 (a), middle by 10 (b) and slowest by 2 (c), respectively.  
The measurement response of the observed DER is represented with a blue curve, while the setpoint 
value is indicated with the red curve. In all three cases, it can be observed that actual activation of DER 
is earlier than the requested setpoint signal. This is a consequence of additional parameter notification 
time that is used within the VPP system. The parameter was set to 10 minutes and means that the VPP 
dispatched an activation signal 10 minutes before the real activation time requested by the TSO. This 
was used as a “fail-safe” solution to guarantee full delivery of the activated product. However, this is 
not technically and economically optimal solution. Hence taking into account signal delivery and 
activation timing can lead to a more efficient activation of DER.  
Furthermore, in Figure 6.17 (a, b and c) DER response is plotted on timeline with a time point, where 
the blue coloured triangle markers indicate corresponding measured values of 𝑇0, 𝑇1, 𝑇2 and 𝑇3.  
Within the VPP performance evaluation tool, we configured and modelled the same VPP 
communication system and DER behaviour characteristics, including start time, duration and setpoint 
value of activations, identical to the ones used within the real deployment observations. As a pre-step 
before simulation, all three activation cases were aligned in terms of timeline to obtain a single relative 
point from where the timing analysis is performed. In our case, we assume that activations of DER are 
triggered at the same time, targeting requested setpoint value.  
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Figure 6.17 – Measured responses of activation cases 14 (a), 10 (b) and 2 (c). 
 
For illustrative purposes, we selected activation case 14, where DER needs to reach full activated power 
at 44580000 ms. The outcome results are presented in Figure 6.18.  
All three simulated activation cases, 14, 10 and 2, are plotted and marked in Figure 6.18 with a dotted 
and green solid line. From the visual perspective, it can be observed, that the activation case 14 is the 
fastest and 2 the slowest which also corresponds to the observed behaviour of DER in Figure 6.17 (a), 
(b) and (c).  
To compare the simulated values of 𝑇0, 𝑇1, 𝑇2, and 𝑇3 against measured values all time points are plotted 
on separate timelines (for real measurement and simulation) positioned and marked above the main DER 
simulation behaviour. Red coloured triangles marked on the simulated timeline represent calculated 
values of 𝑇0, 𝑇1, 𝑇2 and 𝑇3 defined by the simulation model, while red square markers denote full 
activation time for fastest 𝑇3𝐶𝐼 − (best) and slowest 𝑇3𝐶𝐼 + (worst) cases of activations.  
However, the influence of ramp-up time (∆𝑇𝑟𝑢), in terms of visual representation reflects an inclination 
change of DER ramp, while the delay in communication time (∆𝑇𝑜𝑁) and RTU processing time (∆𝑅𝑇𝑈) 
cause a delay in response, consequently shifting of curves. Since the simulation takes into account 
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calculated CI for each time contributions, these impact factors are already incorporated in the final 
graphical and numerical representation of results.  
 
 
Figure 6.18 – Graphical representation of simulated activations: simulated values against measured values of 
time points T0, T1, T2 and T3. 
 
Figure 6.18 shows that all time points are inline and, at first glance, there are no notable differences 
between them. Furthermore, the numerical comparison between the measured and simulated values of 
time points for all three activation cases is given in Table 6-4. 
 
Table 6-4 – Numerical validation of simulated values for time points T0, T1, T2 and T3. 
Selected 
activation 
Comparison 
Activation 
request 
𝑻𝟎  
[ms] 
𝑻𝟏  
[ms] 
𝑻𝟐  
[ms] 
𝑻𝟑  
[ms] 
Activation 14 
Measured 44580000 44344958 44344979 44344993 44489200 
Simulation 44580000 44344958 44344986 44345000 44489000 
Activation 10 
Measured 56160000 55625048 55625064 55625078 55860221 
Simulation 56160000 55625048 55625076 55625090 55860090 
Activation 2 
Measured 67890000 67445051 67445069 67445083 67739963 
Simulation 67890000 67445051 67445072 67445089 67739969 
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The results are summarised for all three activation cases. A small deviation between measured and 
simulated values for 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 in a range of few milliseconds can be observed. However, a discrepancy 
up-to 200 milliseconds appears between the measured and simulated values for 𝑇3 in cases of activations 
14 and 10. This error is due to numerical calculations and pre-processing (oversampling) of input data 
and it can be concluded that it has a negligible impact on overall VPP performance while providing 
mFRR service.  
To investigate the impact of non-optimal activation times of DERs on the VPP requested product 
delivery, we expanded our real simulation case (described in Section 5.3.1) with additional DER. 
Therefore, we assume that VPP has a portfolio of three resources on disposal, namely, DER 1, DER 2 
and DER 3 with an individual nominal capacity of 5, 10 and 5 MW. Technical characteristics of DER 3 
are similar to DER 1 and DER 2 while communication link characteristics correspond to used SDSL 
technology. In Figure 6.19, simulated VPP response of setpoint request for 20 MW (red curve) where 
all DERs were activated for the full amount of capacity is presented.  
 
 
Figure 6.19 – Simulated activation of VPP on the pool level. 
 
The cumulated values of individual simulated outputs and internal setpoint for all three DERs for each 
timestamp value are presented here. It can be seen that the influence of communication and processing 
delay, as well as different ramp-up times, can have a visible impact on overall on-time product delivery. 
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Especially in the slowest case, where it is evident, that VPP fails to deliver 20 MW at requested full 
activation time, but only 15.5 MW. This undoubtedly leads to economic consequences for the aggregator 
in terms of penalties for imbalances charged by the connecting TSO.  
 
6.5.4.2 Use case 2: Impact of high latency and ramp-up time 
To evaluate and investigate the influence of communication latency and ramp-up time on individual 
DER activation and VPP service delivery, we simulate and analyse the case presented in [13]. We 
parameterised the VPP performance simulation environment mainly based on measurement results 
conducted in Section 5.4.  
 
 
Figure 6.20 – Impact of communication latency on the activation of DER 1. 
 
The impact of communication latency on activation is demonstrated in Figure 6.20 by aggregating 
battery stacks in DER 1 and taking into account ramp-up time dynamics and communication latency. In 
Figure 6.20, the behaviour of DER 1 is described with a green line using average values for ∆𝑇𝑜𝑁 and 
∆𝑅𝑇𝑈. The requested setpoint value (𝑃𝑆1= 1 MW) is indicated with a blue line. The possible impact area 
of DER 1 product delivery is between 𝐶𝐼 − and 𝐶𝐼 + (Figure 6.20), indicated as a red-coloured area. 
Meanwhile, the lower bound 𝐶𝐼 − represents the negative confidence interval (best case, indicated as 
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𝐶𝐼 − dashed line) and the upper bound 𝐶𝐼 + represents the positive confidence interval (worst case, 
indicated as 𝐶𝐼 + dashed line). Assuming that high latency (𝐶𝐼+= ∆𝑇𝑜𝑁 𝑚𝑎𝑥= 20 s) affects activation 
signal delivery, its impact on DER 1 activation response is evident in Figure 6.20. 
It needs to be emphasised that in case of high latency (high RTT values), VPP operation might not be 
compromised if affected packets carry non-critical information (e.g., measurements or baseline values). 
However, if the packets carry activation messages, this could lead to DER activation delays and 
consequently hinder VPP product delivery.  
The VPP performance simulation environment was used to evaluate the impact of communication 
latency on VPP performance aggregating battery stacks (DER 1) with other DER types (DER 2 and 
DER 3). Load profiles for the selected DERs were derived from field communication measurements and 
communication channel models were derived from QoS measurements presented in Section 5.4.2.1. 
With the selected scenario, we demonstrated the impact of communication latency and ramping times 
of DERs on the activation behaviour of the VPP during the load-frequency control provision (e.g., 
mFRR). 
The selected scenario represents VPP aggregation of three DERs offering 10 MW of flexibility on the 
pool level. DER 1 simulates the behaviour of a facility that contains battery stacks with installed 
capacity, 𝑃1= 1 MW, and available capacity, 𝑃𝑎1 = 1 MW. The parameter ∆𝑅𝑇𝑈 for such a unit is within 
the confidence interval (𝐶𝐼) [2 s, 10 s]. The second facility, DER 2, is an industrial load – an electrolyser 
with installed capacity, 𝑃2= 4 MW, and available capacity 𝑃𝑎2= 4 MW, where ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢 is within the 
confidence interval [304 s, 945 s]. Finally, DER 3 simulates a facility with a diesel generator set with 
installed capacity, 𝑃3= 2 MW, and available capacity, 𝑃𝑎3= 10 MW. The ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢 of such generation units 
is within the confidence interval [144 s, 294 s]. The information for ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢 values was taken based on 
[94], [142] and experimental measurements from [16]. 
When the VPP receives an activation request from the TSO, it immediately performs its portfolio 
optimization. As a result, the VPP dispatches activation signals with setpoint values (e.g., to DER 1: 
𝑃𝑆1= 1 MW, to DER 2: 𝑃𝑆2= 4 MW and to DER 3: 𝑃𝑆3= 5 MW) to individual DERs. 
In the case where latency in communication is limited within the millisecond interval, its influence on 
VPP service delivery is negligible (Figure 6.21a). The VPP’s simulated output response on a pool level, 
in the case of optimal operation of DERs (average values for ∆𝑇𝑜𝑁 and ∆𝑇𝑟𝑢), is indicated with a green 
line. It can be observed that the requested activated power is reached in a timely fashion. The foreseen 
border operating conditions of the VPP’s simulated output response are indicated in Figure 6.21 a with 
the lower bound 𝐶𝐼 − (negative confidence interval) and the upper bound 𝐶𝐼 + (positive confidence 
interval), manifesting the ramp-up time dynamics together with the influence of communication latency. 
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Considering the case where the delivery of a VPP activation signal is affected by a considerable latency 
value (∆𝑇𝑜𝑁 𝑚𝑎𝑥= 20 s), a noticeable influence on VPP delivery is observed, as 𝐶𝐼 + results beyond the 
requested activation curve (Figure 6.21 b) and the activation time is not met. 
 
 
Figure 6.21 – The impact of latency and DER ramping on a VPP-aggregated response: (a) typical values for 
latency, (b) large values for latency where ΔToN max = 20 seconds). 
 
6.5.5 Summary 
The VPP performance simulation environment helps us to simulate, validate and test different activation 
scenarios in terms of signal latency analysis in the downstream direction towards DERs and influence 
of ramp-up time on VPP product delivery. Outcome simulation results bring more insight into overall 
expected VPP system behaviour on individual time contribution level. Knowing these timings helps to 
set the real system performance as optimal as possible. Additionally, there is no need for features like 
notification time in VPP system, and consequently, too early activations of DERs can be avoided.  
From the evaluation procedure of the developed VPP performance simulation environment, it can be 
concluded, that simulation results obtained based on the implemented theoretical model are comparable 
to real measured values of 𝑇0, 𝑇1, 𝑇2 and 𝑇3.  
We can observe that a slight error between the simulated and real measured values, which in practice 
does not affect the VPP performance for mFRR or even aFRR service delivery. However, to use VPP 
performance simulation environment for aFRR purposes, the model would need to be fine-tuned 
(minimisation of the difference between simulated and measured values of time points) and adapted, 
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especially the activation function part since the process is much faster (2-second cycles) than mFRR 
process.  
Furthermore, the VPP performance simulation tool proved to be useful for the analysis of the dynamic 
nature of the VPP. The dynamic behavioural model of the VPP was investigated using the numerical 
VPP performance simulation tool for the selected use case scenario (Section 6.5.4.2) to outline potential 
issues that could hinder the successful delivery of mFRR or even aFRR. 
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7 Conclusions 
 
Nowadays, VPPs play an essential role in the evolving future power networks coping with the rising 
share of DERs. Efficient massive integration of DERs offers solutions for many energy domain 
problems, such as increasing peak demand. However, the use of VPP concepts is not possible without 
having an efficient, reliable, and safe communication infrastructure which enable bidirectional 
information flows between all entities in up and downstream.  
This Ph.D. thesis is a result of six years of academic research activities encouraged by the real industrial 
and development challenges related to near real-time communications and data exchange for VPP 
purposes. During this period, active involvement in several past and currently on-going VPP related 
research and development projects across Europe gave us valuable knowledge and insight into a 
continuously evolving topic.  
The outcomes of our research were in practice fully or partially exploited during the development, 
commissioning and testing phases of several commercial and research VPPs deployments. The proposed 
methodology for monitoring of VPP communication system performance proved to be useful for 
monitoring and analysing VPP communication system behaviour.  
In the scope of our research, we set ourselves several research objectives. We addressed the research 
questions focusing on how to evaluate the performance of VPP communication system towards DERs, 
and what are the QoS requirements in the context of DER operation and VPP service delivery. Moreover, 
most importantly, how communication system’s performance affects overall VPP service delivery.  
To address the last question, we used modelling and simulation approach based on real operational VPP 
communication systems analysis. We developed a dynamic behavioural model of the VPP—an 
important contribution of this thesis. The model is developed based on measured characteristics 
(emphasis on latency) of observed VPP communication systems with added behaviour of DERs. We 
use the model as a part of the VPP performance simulation environment to investigate and understand 
the influence of communication latency on individual DER activation and overall VPP service delivery. 
We implemented the models and the VPP performance simulation environment in MATLAB. 
The importance of simulation approach is beneficial, especially for the validation of different VPP 
operational scenarios (various DERs mixture, signal latency limitations, etc.), before commissioning 
and prequalification of the VPP. However, to develop proper models, real measurement data are 
essential for the analytical description of VPP system behaviour.  
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Therefore, in the thesis, we firstly focused on the methodology for measurement of VPP communication 
performance comprising of the method for signal latency measurement and the method for determining 
QoS parameters. Both methods use network traffic captures and analysis as basis. Moreover, we 
demonstrated, the usability of methods to analyse signal latency and other vitally important QoS 
parameters for the detection of potential time-critical bottlenecks inside the VPP communication system.  
Having an exclusive opportunity to observe the profound performance of operational VPP deployments 
used for the provision of balancing services, we captured data and information on IP-based 
communication network, to investigate and evaluate the performance of communication systems in use.  
Due to the specific configuration of each observed VPP deployment case studies (different DERs, 
communication technologies and protocols), we systematically analysed the measurement results 
conducted during the selected operational timeframes. We present the results in terms of ranges of 
selected QoS parameters for each observed case study. In this respect, we observed latency, 
retransmissions, packet loss, bandwidth, data transfer rate, etc. In addition, we performed protocol 
overhead analysis based on detail captured packet inspection. The measurement results from operational 
deployments were used as valuable input for the development of models. 
For enabling connectivity on the physical layer, several heterogeneous communication technologies can 
be used. The alternative to relatively costly leased lines and private connections, public Internet 
connectivity is becoming a pervasive and cost-efficient solution for connecting VPPs and DERs. 
However, before actual VPP deployment, the verification of public Internet connection QoS adequacy 
is essential to a ensure reliable and secure VPP operation. To enable such verification, we developed a 
dedicated methodology, based on profound network traffic analysis.  
In the context of data exchange on the application protocol level, the selection of appropriate 
communication protocol is essential. The existing frameworks and standards, as well as legacy 
protocols, are still in use for VPP communication purposes. However, to fulfil the communication 
requirements and truly unlock the value of DERs flexibility potential, advanced protocols are needed. 
We demonstrated that the legacy protocol IEC 60870-5-104 is reliable and robust, supporting all needed 
functionalities to control and monitor DERs. However, it lacks support of market and flexibility related 
data, which is needed for complete integration of DERs. This was demonstrated with advanced open 
protocol OpenADR 2.b, which is capable of fulfilling functional requirements related to flexibility-
related data exchange. 
The dynamic nature of the VPP was investigated and evaluated using numerical simulations for the 
selected use cases to outline potential issues that could hinder the successful delivery of mFRR balancing 
services. With simulations, we verified that DER ramping predominantly affected VPP performance 
during the activation process. However, latency played a significant role in the subsequent constraints 
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for the ancillary services. In the case of fast-response DERs, such as battery stacks, latency can achieve 
the same magnitude as DER ramp-up times. 
The use of VPP performance simulation environment proved to be efficient and reliable for scenarios 
simulation and validation of numerical results against real measurements. It can be used as a pre-step 
before commissioning of the VPP in the real environment. By setting the values of VPP behavioural 
model configuration parameters, the behaviour of the VPP can be analysed. Additionally, the approach 
can help optimise the operational parameters of DERs portfolio (ramp-up times, latency analysis, 
identifying process bottlenecks, etc.) for achieving requested level of services verified within the 
prequalification procedure and later during the participation on the market. In the future, the current 
VPP performance simulation tool can be updated to support aFRR process and enable validation of VPP 
compliance with more demanding technical and communication requirements, which apply to aFRR.  
With the presented approach and methodology in this thesis, we set up the foundations for monitoring 
and observing of VPP communication system performance, which is essential for the operation of the 
VPP systems. We believe that proposed methodology, analysis of measurements, modelling and 
numerical simulation results bring reliable insights into the VPP communication systems behaviour. 
Knowing the performance limitations is especially important for BSPs to optimise the operation of their 
VPPs by offering mFRR and aFRR balancing services to the connecting TSO. The reason lies in 
challenging process-timing limitations introduced by the upcoming European balancing platforms.  
However, there are still several challenges related to the VPP communication systems support that need 
to be addressed in the future. Especially, those related to the optimal utilisation of heterogeneous 
communication technologies and protocols, with different performance capabilities that are available at 
geographically dispersed small-scale DERs with flexibility potential.  
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8 Scientific contributions 
 
During our research, several main publications were published, as listed below, 
[I] Kolenc M, Ihle N, Gutschi C, Nemček P, Breitkreuz T, Gödderz K, Suljanović N, Zajc M. Virtual 
power plant architecture using OpenADR 2.0b for dynamic charging of automated guided 
vehicles. Int J Electr Power Energy Syst 2019;104:370–82. doi:10.1016/j.ijepes.2018.07.032. 
[II] Kolenc M, Nemček P, Gutschi C, Suljanović N, Zajc M. Performance Evaluation of a Virtual 
Power Plant Communication System Providing Ancillary Services. Electr Power Syst Res 
2017;149:46–54. 
[III] Zajc M, Kolenc M, Suljanović N. Virtual power plant communication system architecture. Smart 
Power Distrib. Syst., Elsevier Press; 2019, p. 231–50. doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-
812154-2.00011-0. 
[IV] Kolenc M, Nemček P, Suljanović N, Zajc M. Monitoring Communication QoS Parameters of 
Distributed Energy Resources. IEEE Int. Energy Conf. (ENERGYCON 2016), Leuven, 
Belgium: 2016. doi:10.1109/ENERGYCON.2016.7513900. 
Additional publications: 
[V] Kolenc M, Zalaznik N, Nemček P, Turha B, Mario G, Sauer I, et al. VPP and its role in the 
eBADGE project. Metering Int 2015:58–60. 
[VI] Kolenc M, Nemček P. The eBADGE project - Final outcomes and key messages. Metering Int 
2015:27–9. 
[VII] Esterl T, Schwalbe R, Burnier De Castro D, Kupzog F, Kadam S, Kolenc M. Impact of market-
based flexibility on distribution grids. IET Conf. Publ., vol. 2016, 2016. 
[VIII] Gutschi C, Andolšek A, Kolenc M, Sernec R. The FutureFlow project: Promoting TSO-TSO 
cooperation in operation of balancing systems. 15. Symp. Energieinnovation, Graz, Austria: 
2018, p. 1–14. 
The main original scientific contributions of the thesis comprise of the development and design of 
methodology for measurement of vital QoS parameters, analysis, modelling and simulations of 
communication system performance impact on the overall VPP service provision. The following 
original scientific contributions are published in scientific publications as well as in the thesis.  
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8.1 Analysis of communication requirements for monitoring distributed 
energy resources (DERs)  
The design of VPP communication system infrastructure for monitoring and control of DERs depends 
on technical and communication requirements, dictated by individual balancing services in which VPP 
participates [I], [II]. For verification of such requirements, adequate communication system 
performance monitoring procedures are essential [II], [III]. 
To enable the assessment of communication system performance used for monitoring and control of 
DERs, we developed a novel method based on network traffic monitoring between the VPP and DERs. 
The method is based on analysis of selected QoS parameters (latency, packet loss, bandwidth, traffic 
pattern, etc.) [IV].  
The method is used as a basis for measuring signal latency, which is essential when performing overall 
VPP performance assessment. Section 5.1 describes the method for measuring signal latency, while 
Section 5.2 introduces the method for determining QoS parameters.  
We demonstrate the usability of the method for the determination and analysis of communication 
requirements for monitoring of real DERs aggregated by the operational VPP, offering their flexibility 
to the TSO for the balancing purposes. The measurement results of VPP communication system 
performance in terms of signal latency and QoS analysis were published in [I], [II].  
 
8.2 Determination of communication QoS parameters and their range for 
efficient monitoring data from distributed energy resources (DERs) 
Determination of vital QoS parameters and provision of measurement results enables insight into the 
VPP communication system performance [I], [II]. We define ranges of selected QoS parameters, based 
on which the communication systems and services for DER’s monitoring and control purposes can be 
designed. Main contributions are related to the formulation of analytical distribution models of latency, 
based on the original measurement results.  
With the proposed signal latency measurement method (Section 5.1.1), we quantitatively determined 
individual time contributions range of each system component comprising the VPP concept, which 
results in overall signal latency. The results of the analysis conducted during the observation period of 
operational CVPP deployment were published in [II], [III].  
Based on a deep analysis of various communication network architectures observed in different 
operational VPP deployments described in Section 5.3, we monitored the set of selected QoS parameters 
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(latency, bandwidth, packet loss, transmission rate, amount of data, etc.). The results are systematically 
collected in Section 5.4 for each observed operational VPP deployments individually.  
We show that latency on packet level significantly influences data delivery not only in the monitoring 
but also in the control direction [I]. Therefore, we used the RTT measured in various operational VPP 
downstream communication systems (utilising 2G, 3G and ADSL technologies) to formulate analytical 
distribution models of RTT described in Section 6.4.  
We found modelled RTT time series as essential inputs for the developed VPP behavioural model, which 
we used for simulating the influence of high latency on VPP service delivery (Section 6.5.4). As a result, 
we proposed the VPP behavioural model and simulations of potentially high communication latency 
impact on overall VPP activation process and service delivery [I].  
 
8.3 Proposal for a telecommunication network architecture suitable for 
continuous and comprehensive provision of data from distributed 
energy resources (DERs) 
The reliability of data transfer between the VPP and DERs depends on the selected communication 
system architecture [III]. Main contributions are related to the selection of appropriate communication 
infrastructure (on physical layer) and protocol selection that ensures the exchange of all relevant 
flexibility-related data between the VPP and DERs.  
Based on the performance analysis results of several different communication network architectures 
described in Section 5.4 and published in [I], [II] we show that the combination of wired technologies 
(twisted pair and optic fiber) and the use of public Internet infrastructure is a reliable and economic 
solution for providing connectivity between the VPP and DERs fulfilling all communication 
requirements for delivering mFRR services. 
On the protocol level, legacy communication protocols used for transmitting telemetric and control 
related messages between the VPP and DERs are sufficient. As proposed in Sections 4.5.3 and 4.5.4, to 
enable the exchange of flexibility-related data (schedules, baselines, availability, market price data, etc.) 
advanced communication protocols are needed. Based on performance analysis results of web-service 
based VPP communication architecture utilising publish/subscribe concept [I], [III], we demonstrated 
the capability of fulfilling functional requirements related to flexibility-related data exchange. 
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